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Preface This book is written to provide continuity to the reader on how radar systems work, how the signals captured by the radar receivers are processed, parameterized and presented for tracking, and how tracking algorithms are formulated. Continuity is needed because most radar systems books have been written that concentrate on certain specialized topics assuming a prior knowledge of the reader to background principles. In most cases extended references are given to the understanding of the topics in question. This can be frustrating to practitioners and students sorting through books to understand a simple topic. Hence this book takes a thorough approach to ramping up the reader in the topical foundations. Advanced topics are certainly not ignored. Throughout, concepts are developed mostly on an intuitive, physical basis, with further insight provided through a combination of applications and performance curves. The book has been written with science and engineering in mind, so that it should be more useful to science and communications professionals and practising electrical and electronic engineers. It could also be used as a textbook suitable for undergraduate and graduate courses. As a practitioner and teacher, I am aware of the complexity involved in the presentation of many technical issues associated with the topic areas. This is the main reason why the book . builds up gradually from a relatively low base for the reader to have a



good grasp of the mathematics, and the physical interpretation of the mathematics wherever possible before the reader reaches the advanced topics, which are certainly not ignored but necessary in the formulation of tracking algorithms; . gives sufficient real-life examples for the reader to appreciate the synergy involved and have a feel for how physical abstractions are converted to quantifiable, real events or systems; . where real-life matters cannot be linked directly to physical derivations, gives further insight through a combination of applications and performance curves. In most cases, those seeking qualitative understanding can skip the mathematics without any loss of continuity. Professionals
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Preface xi



in the field would greatly appreciate the background knowledge mathematics, sufficient for them to follow the advanced sections with very little difficulty; . presents a number of new ideas which may deserve further investigation. In general, readers of this book will gain an understanding of radar systems' fundamental principles, underlying technologies, architectures, design constraints and real-world applications. To be able to cover all relevant grounds, the book contains 12 chapters, divided into four parts. Each part represents topics of comparable relevance. Part I contains five chapters. The chapters are structured in a way that gives the reader a continuum in the understanding of radar systems. Each chapter is somehow self-sufficient. However, where further knowledge can be gained, applicable references are given. Chapter 1 provides the essential functional relations, concepts, and definitions that are relevant to radar systems' development and analysis and signal peak detection. This approach is taken to provide the basic groundwork for other concepts that are developed in subsequent chapters. The areas covered are sufficiently rich to provide a good understanding of the subject matter for non-specialists in radar systems and associated signal processing. The next four chapters concentrate on radar systems. Discussions on radar systems evolve from basic concept and gradually increase to a more complex outlook. The author believes that mastering the fundamentals permits moving on to more complex concepts without great difficulty. In so doing, the reader would learn the following: . The basic architecture of radar systems, receiver sensitivity analysis, and



data acquisition and/or compression issues as well as the applications of radar in Chapter 2. . Chapter 3 examines the physics of an antenna, which is a major item in radar systems design. It starts from the perspective of a simple radiator, the division of radiation field in front of an antenna into quantifiable regions and further discusses the principle of pulse compression. Pulse compression allows recognition of closely spaced targets as well as enabling range measurements when transmitting with signal pulses and a train of pulses. . Chapter 4 shows how the extension of the simple radiator's radiation property to an array of radiators including slot antennas can achieve a higher gain as well as the freedom to steer the array antenna in any preferred direction. . Chapter 5 explains how radar equations are developed recognizing the effect of the environment on the conventional, laser and secondary radar performance and the detection of targets of variable radar cross-sections and mobility.
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xii Preface



Part II comprises two chapters: 6 and 7. When a wave traverses the regions comprising the atmosphere it results in the degradation of signal-target information due to spatial inhomogeneities that exist and vary continuously with time in the atmosphere. The spatial variations produce statistical bias errors, which are an important consideration when formulating and designing a high frequency (HF) skywave radar system. Chapter 6 explains how these errors are quantified including the polarization rotational effect on the traversing wave. Chapter 7 explains the design consideration and performance of the skywave radar. The issue of what the true nature of data is and what to do with data acquired by radar becomes relevant after the data, which might have been corrupted prior to being processed, has been processed. Data processing involves the transformation of a set of coordinated physical measurements into decision statistics for some hypotheses. These hypotheses, in the case of radar, are whether targets with certain characteristics are present with certain position, speed, and heading attributes. To test the trueness of the hypotheses requires knowledge of probability and statistical and decision theory together with those espoused in Chapter 1 ± the reader will therefore be in a better position to know the other processes involved in signal-peaks detection. Hence, Part III is structured into three chapters: 8, 9 and 10. Chapter 8 reviews some of the important properties and definitions of probability theory and random processes that bear relevance to the succeeding topics in Part IV. By this approach, the author consciously attempts to reduce complex processes involved in synthesizing radar system signals to their fundamentals so that their basic principles by which they operate can be easily identified. The basic principles are further built on in Chapter 12 to solve more complex, technical tracking problems. Chapter 9 investigates one type of optimization problem; that is, finding the system that performs the best, within its certain class, of all possible systems. The signal-reception problem is decoupled into two distinct domains, namely detection and estimation. Detection problem forms the central theme of Chapter 10 while estimation is discussed in Part IV, Chapter 11. Detection is a process of detecting the presence of a particular signal, among other candidate signals, in a noisy or cluttered environment. Part IV contains two chapters ± 11 and 12 ± covering parameter estimation and radar tracking. Estimation is the second type of optimization problem and exploits the several parallels with the decision theory of Chapter 9. Three estimation procedures are considered, namely maximum likelihood, a posteriori, and linear estimation. Tracking is the central theme of Chapter 12 and it brings to the fore all the concepts discussed in previous chapters. For example, target tracking now turns the tentative decision statistics, discussed in Chapters 9 and 11, into more highly refined decision statistics. The probability theory discussed in Chapter 8 is expanded on to solve the problem of uncertainty in track initiation and establishment as well as data association.
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Preface xiii



I understand during my years of engineering practice and teaching that many readers learn more by examples, which I have relied on in explaining difficult concepts. For those readers wishing to test their level of understanding several problems are written at the end of each chapter.
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Notations The symbols have been chosen as carefully as possible to prevent confusion. In a few instances, the same symbol was used. When this occurs, a clear distinction is made in their meaning and where used in the text is indicated. Symbols



Meaning



A



Current potential in Chapter 3, or fundamental matrix in Chapter 12 Clutter illuminated surface area Attenuation due to absorption by electromagnetic waves Effective aperture area of the receiving antenna Effective aperture area of the beacon antenna Insertion loss Searched area Signal amplitude Rain attenuation Area to be searched Target area Proportionality constant, or acceleration in Chapter 12 Notation that relates to the radar and vehicle dynamics Axial ratio of elliptical polarization Fourier series coefficient Receiver beamwidth, or Bayes risk in Chapter 9 Noise bandwidth Available bandwidth for integration Bandwidth of the radar signal Proportionality constant Fourier series coefficient Continuous wave Speed of light Cost function Pulse compression ratio Level parameters of clutter model
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xvi Notations



ck cn crr cov[ ] D DM DL Dr Dx Dy d dmax dn du dv E E[x(t)] Eo Ef , Ey , Er ee er erf(x) F F1, F2 F1 F2 Fa FI Fn Fk FN FOM f f (y) f (t) fc



Cumulant of the kth order Series spectral density Weight modifier for beam shaping operation Covariance matrix of [ ] A layer of the ionosphere used for radio wave propagation in Chapter 6, or aperture diameter A body of data to be encoded Laser lens diameter Largest dimension of the antenna, or directive gain (also called directivity) Detectability factor Dynamic range Allowable spacing between array elements in Chapters 4 and 7, or statistical Euclidean distance in Chapter 12 Maximum spacing between array elements Distance between radiators of log periodic antenna Duty cycle Maximum fraction of the interpulse interval available for target reception or clear region duty cycle Electric charge in Chapter 3, or a layer of the ionosphere used for radio wave propagation in Chapter 6 Expectance (or m mean) of the variable x, sampled at time t Amplitude of the plane wave Electric intensity in the f, y, r direction Charge of an electron Receiver sensitivity Error function of (x) Ratio of the resultant field at the target in the presence of surface reflection coefficient r in Chapter 5, or force exerted in Chapters 3 and 6 F layers of the ionosphere subdivided into two: F1, F2 Field pattern of a single point source radiator Array factor for the n radiators Noise density factor Stage noise factor Noise density factor Discrete form of Fourier series sampler Noise figure Figure of merit Frequency Pattern factor Function of a signal at time t Correlation frequency in Chapter 5, or critical frequency in Chapters 6 and 7
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Notations xvii



fd f0 foE, foF1, foF2 fp fx (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) G Gb Gi Gr Gt g gD gt H H ^ H Hop Hz , Hy h ha hc hmax hop hmF2 ht hv I IF IF2 IFF IPn I0 i ic iD J K



Doppler shift Nyquist frequency or folding frequency (in Chapter 1), cut-off frequency (in Chapter 2), or sampling frequency Frequency of maximum response at E, F1, F2 layers Plasma frequency Joint density function of, or probability distribution function of, a set of data x1 , x2 , . . . xn Gain Gain of the beacon antenna Stage i gain or antenna gain of the interrogating radar Antenna gain of receiving radar Antenna gain of transmitting radar Gravitational constant Number of sunspot group Gating threshold Magnetic field vector Entropy in Chapter 2, magnitude of the magnetic field intensity at any point on the earth in Chapter 6, or measurement transition matrix in Chapters 11 and 12 Scaled, or normalized height Transfer function of an impulse hop Magnetic field intensity of the wave along z, y direction Planck's constant, or height of a reflecting layer in the ionosphere in Chapter 6 Antenna height above datum Height of the radar antenna above the clutter surface Height of maximum ionization density Impulse of the optimum linear filter Height of the peak density of the F2 layer Target height above datum Virtual height Alternating current Intermediate frequency Ionospheric index Identify friendly or foe Intercept point of the nth order Modified Bessel function of first kind, zero order in Chapters 1 and 5, or amplitude of the alternating current in Chapter 3 Total current density Convectional current density Displacement current density Jacobian function Scale or correction factor K to effect the conversion to the scale originated by Wolf for sunspot number
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xviii Notations



Ka Kv Kx k kw kd ke kg kp ks ky L Lf Lp Lpi Ln Ls Ltot l li M m out of n me mk N Namb NB Nc Ne Ni NmF2 Nn N N0 Np Nthermal N2 N(m, s2 )



Acceleration steady-state variance reduction ratio Velocity steady-state variance reduction ratio Position steady-state variance reduction ratio Boltzmann's constant Index of an elliptically polarized antenna Wind direction adjustment factor Number of degrees of freedom describing a target function Grazing angle adjustment factor Polarization adjustment factor Sea state adjustment factor Aperture illumination constant Path length of the intervening rain in Chapter 5, or likelihood function in Chapter 11 Steady-state apparent fluctuation loss A category of norms in Chapter 1, or polarization loss between an antenna elliptically and linearly polarized in Chapter 5 Propagation losses in clutter patches Pattern constant System loss Total losses Separation distance between the electric charges The ith length of the periodic antenna element Moment of the dipole in Chapter 3, or complex index of refraction in Chapter 6 m peaks selected out of n detections Mass of an electron kth moment Iteration limit number Number of ambiguities that can be folded, or mapped, into a particular cell Background interference Number of parallel channels Electron density Laser radar noise power F2-peak density Number of densities of neutral particles Number of densities of positive and negative ions Total noise at the output of the receiver or maximum electron density in Chapter 6 Number of samples coherently processed Thermal noise or Johnson noise Molecular nitrogen Normal distribution of mean m and variance s2
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Notations xix



n nb nc nd ne no nx np O2 P P P(x) PDA Pb Pc Pd Pe Pfa Pg Po Pr Pt Po, x PRI Pr{} P(x j y) p(x) p(xy) pdf Q



q ‡q, R R R



q



Index of refraction in Chapter 6, or iteration limit in other chapters Number of beams Number of cells to be searched Number of Doppler filters Number of cells or number of independent pulses integrated during N-pulse transmission Refractive index of the ordinary wave in Chapter 6 Refractive index of the extraordinary wave in Chapter 6 Number of photoelectron emissions Molecular oxygen Power radiated by a dipole in Chapter 3, or covariance matrix in Chapters 11 and 12 Error covariance vector Probability of variable x Probabilistic data association Power output of the beacon antenna Clutter power Probability of detection Probability of error Probability of false alarm Gate probability Probability that a target can be observed Received signal power Transmit power of the interrogating radar Polarization of the ordinary `o', and extraordinary `x' wave Pulse repetition interval Probability of {} Probability of x given y Probability density function of x Joint probability density function of two variables x and y Probability density function Obliquity factor in Chapter 6, number of channels occupied by signals greater than specified threshold in Chapter 7, or noise covariance matrix in Chapters 11 and 12 Oscillating charge Positive, negative point charge Limit of field boundary Measurement noise covariance vector Generally range or noise covariance matrix in Chapters 11 and 12
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xx Notations



R RF R012 R12 Rc Req Rn Rrad Run Rxy , Rxx r_ r�, �r_ r0 re ri rm rp rr S Sbmin Si Smin S/N So ST s si so T TD Te Tf Ti Tn T0 Tp Ts Tt tr{.} tc



Average range Radio frequency Direct radar range Yearly smoothed relative sunspot number Clutter range, being the distance from the radar to the centre range gate System equivalent impedance Sunspots occurrence measurement Radiation resistance Unambiguous range Cross-correlation of the signals x and y, autocorrelation function of same signal x Rate of change, or first derivative, of r (range) Second, third derivative of r Elliptical distance observed at a point not at the equator Radius of the earth at the equator Target position in the ith scan Measured range Predicted range Rain rate Sea state index in Chapter 5, received signal power in Chapter 7, or residual covariance matrix in Chapters 11 and 12 Minimum detectable signal of the beacon receiver Radar input signal Minimum detectable signal of the radar receiver Signal-to-noise ratio Signal power at the output of the receiver Target power Number of observed individual sunspots Matched filter input signal Matched filter output response Record length in Chapter 1, data interval (sampling period) in Chapters 11 and 12, or temperature elsewhere Duration of waveform Temperature of electron ions Frame time Integration time Temperature of neutral particle Ideal standard temperature Pulse repetition period Dwell time Track Trace of {.} Target correlation time
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Notations xxi



t0 ts UV u u V Vc Vcc Vp Vg Vt Vv v^(k) v v v0n , v0 , v0n , v0 v(fb ) ve w W wk wp Xr0T , Xr00T xp Yn ~ y y^ y(k) ymF2 yk Zd Zs z(k) a ag



Measurement interval time or time dwelled on target Time required by the laser radar to search a field (also called laser frame time) Ultraviolet ray Plant noise vector Shape parameter of clutter model Electric potential between two charges Rain clutter volume Proportion of clutter in validation volume Propagation wave phase velocity Propagation wave group velocity Proportion of target peaks in validation volume Volume of the validation region Smoothed velocity Measurement noise vector Effective angular collision frequency in Chapter 6, or velocity in Chapter 12 Collision frequencies of electrons with neutral particles, electrons with ions, ions with neutral particles, and ions with ions respectively Orthogonal beams in f domain Clutter amplitude or threshold voltage Weight vector Weight factor Window function Complex weighting on the received data from pth element of the array antenna that is beamformed Test signal distribution across the receiver inputs, response within the processor Received data from pth element of the array antenna that is beamformed in Chapter 7, or forecast (predicted) position in Chapter 12 Day number starting on 1 January Innovation or residual vector Estimate of y Measurement recorded on the k radar scans Semi thickness associated with height of the peak density of the F2 layer Beam output Impedance of the dipole Impedance of the complementary slot Observations on the k radar scans Reference part of the propagation coefficient in Chapter 6, or position damping factor in Chapter 12 Apparent elevation angle
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xxii Notations



am an a0 a0 ab abg b bi bt bn x wp xref w(t, f d ) w2n d dkj dd Df d D Da Daref DaT Df Df0 Df DH Dh Dlat Dgla Dn



Signal modulation factor Neuvy constant Apparent ionospheric elevation angle or threshold value in Chapter 9 for Neyman±Pearson rule Electron density gradient Two-point extrapolator filter Three-point extrapolator filter Phase angle or the quadrature component of the propagation coefficient, or velocity damping factor in Chapter 12 Event probability Geometric spacing between adjacent elements of log period antenna Neuvy constant Sea reflectivity Angle between linear polarization and the ellipse's major axis Reference reflectivity Two-dimensional function in delay, t, and Doppler shift, f d ; called uncertainty function, correlation function, or an ambiguity function Chi-squared distribution Delta function, or solar declination in Chapter 6 Kronecker symbol Phase progression angle Doppler shift Proportionality constant of uniformly distributed random disturbances Refraction error angle Measurement elevation-angle error, or refraction-angle error Angle between the ray path and the direct path at the target location Phase caused by path difference The phase difference of direct and reflected fields reaching the target of equal intensity Filter spacing Vertical extent of the beam in the rain or height of the radar resolution cells (whichever is lesser) Hour angle of the sun measured westward from apparent noon Geographic latitude Geomagnetic latitude Difference in the refractive index of two magneto-ionic components
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Notations xxiii



Dy DR_ min , DR�min DR DRd DS Dt DV Dx Dxif Dw J 2 er e0 z f F0 G GD Z Z0 Zv v Z k l l lc lD lD lt lv g ga gfa gf



Width of transmitter beam Nominal range-rate resolution, nominal resolution in acceleration Time delay or range error Path difference between direct and reflected waves Difference between the required signal level and that of undesired distortion Steering time delay Error introduced in the target Doppler velocity Pulse width spacing Range extent at a particular operating frequency Width of the illuminated area Characteristic function of a random variable Error Relative permittivity Permittivity of free space Solar zenith angle Angle between the surface normal and incident radar signal (for laser radar in Chapter 5), or total angular excursion Average noise floor Gamma function, or functional form in Chapter 9 Input reflection coefficient of the antenna Detector quantum (or optical) efficiency in Chapter 5, or apex angle of log period antenna in Chapter 7 Characteristic impedance of free space Rain reflectivity Mean rain reflectivity for each cell Proportionality constant in determining rain reflectivity in Chapter 5, or weighting factor in Chapters 11 and 12 Wavelength Radian length Spatial density of false (clutter) measurement Characteristic length or Debye length Manoeuvre correlation coefficient Spatial density of true target measurement Approximate spatial density of false and target measurements Proportionality constant for sea and land reflectivity in Chapter 5, propagation coefficient in Chapter 6, or acceleration damping factor in Chapter 12 Decision threshold Desired threshold or biased value for nominally accepted probability of false alarm Phase angle of the reflection coefficient
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xxiv Notations



x m mt , mc y _ � y, y ya yBW ye yH y0 yv ya yag yt s sc s0 sx s2x sz s2m s2xs s2vr s2vy s2ac r t tfa L [ c



ct c0 Cm , Cp O



Solar zenith angle in Chapter 7 or significance test level in Chapter 9 Arithmetic mean Target, clutter distribution function Antenna elevation angle First, second derivative of y (bearing) Azimuth beamwidth, or antenna elevation angle in Chapter 5 Beamwidth (laser radar) Antenna elevation beamwidth Horizontal beamwidth Scanning or steering angle Vertical beamwidth Depression angle Level parameters of clutter model Target elevation angle Target radar cross-section in Chapter 5, or conductivity in Chapter 6 Land, or sea, clutter cross-section Land, or sea, reflectivity Standard deviation of signal/data x Second-order moment, or variance, of signal/data x Root-mean-square of wave height Predicted measurement variance Position measurement variance Measurement noise variance in range Measurement noise variance in bearing Variance of target acceleration Surface reflectivity or surface reflection coefficient Pulse width, delay in range or time required for changes at the dipole to travel a distance in Chapter 3, or log-periodic antennas' geometric ratio in Chapter 7 Average time between false target peaks Log normal distribution-model constant, or likelihood test in Chapter 9 Union Total phase difference of the radiating fields from the adjacent elements in Chapter 4, grazing angle in Chapter 5, or orientation of the target velocity in Chapter 6 Transitional angle beyond which an adjustment factor is applied Mean value of Rayleigh component of clutter Measured, predicted bearing Sample space
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Notations xxv



Obs Oc y y_ ym yp (y0 , r0 ) Yi W n L 



Laser radar search solid angle Critical region Variable bearing Variable bearing rate Measured bearing Predicted bearing Cartesian coordinate of point of intersection Event density function Target speed Gate size Modifying function Convolution
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Part I



Radar Systems This part contains five chapters. The chapters are structured in a way that provides continuity to the reader in the understanding of radar systems. Each chapter is somehow self-sufficient. However, where further knowledge can be gained, applicable references are given. Chapter 1 provides the essential functional relations, concepts, and definitions that are relevant to radar system's development and analysis and signal peak detection. This approach is taken to provide the basic groundwork for other concepts that are developed in subsequent chapters. The areas covered are sufficiently rich to provide a good understanding of the subject matter for non-specialists in radar systems and associated signal processing. The next four chapters concentrate on radar systems. Discussions on radar systems evolve from a basic concept and gradually increase to a more complex outlook. The author believes that mastering the basic fundamentals permits moving on to more complex concepts without great difficulty. In so doing, the reader would learn: . the basic architecture of radar systems, receiver sensitivity analysis, and



data acquisition and/or compression issues as well as what radars are used for in Chapter 2; . the physics of an antenna, which is a major item in radar systems design, from the perspective of a simple radiator, the division of radiation field in front of an antenna into quantifiable regions, the principle of pulse compression that allows recognition of closely spaced targets, as well as range measurements for signal pulse and train pulses in Chapter 3; . that by extending the simple radiator's radiation property to an array of radiators including slot antennas, a higher gain can be achieved, and the array can be steered in any preferred direction in Chapter 4; . how the radar equations are developed recognizing the effect of the environment on the conventional, laser and secondary radar performance and detection of targets of variable radar cross-sections and mobility in Chapter 5. I understand during my years of engineering practice and teaching that many readers learn more by examples, which I have relied on in explaining difficult concepts. For those readers wishing to test their level of understanding several problems are written at the end of each chapter.
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1



Essential relational functions The chapter begins with the study of frequency analysis of signals with the representation of continuous time periodic and aperiodic signals by means of Fourier series and Fourier transform, respectively. The Fourier transform is one of several mathematical tools that are useful in the design and analysis of linear time-invariant systems. The properties of the Fourier transform are discussed and a number of time-frequency dualities presented. An analogous treatment of discrete-time periodic and aperiodic signals follows. Other topics covered include convolution, correlation, window functions and a generalized category of norms, Lp -norm ± used for scaling of data as well as for noise and error estimation.



1.1 Fourier analysis Fourier transform is a process whereby a given function f (t) can be expressed in terms of a trigonometric series. For instance, if a periodic or aperiodic function can be expressed in the form f …t† ˆ



1 X



an cos…nt† ‡ bn sin…nt†



…1:1†



nˆ0



such a series is known as the Fourier series of the function f (t) and the constants an and bn are the Fourier coefficients. Any trigonometric functions can be scaled to possess a period of 2l, say. Thus for a function f (t) ˆ cos (ot), its period is (2p/o). For the period 2l, o ˆ p/l, and the function f (t) ˆ cos (pt/l) is still of period 2l, and its Fourier series will assume the form f …t† ˆ



1 X nˆ0



an cos



pnt pnt ‡ bn sin l l



…1:2†



Equation (1.2) is the general definition of a Fourier series of the function f (t) of period 2l. In determining the Fourier series of a function, certain assumptions are made: the series exists; and the series uniformly converges within the given interval. The convergence premise provides the options of integrating the series term by term so that the values of the coefficients an , bn can be
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determined. The interval of the integration could be any of the following ( l, l) or (0, 2l), or ( p, p) or (0, 2p). Where the particular interval is taken, however, makes no difference when the function f (t) is periodic. It is often convenient to take the interval of integration from T/2 to ‡T/2 in order to recognize possible symmetry conditions. To develop suitable expressions for an , bn , begin by integrating (1.2) with respect to t, term by term, over the interval ( l, l): Z l Z lX 1 pnt pnt f …t†dt ˆ an cos ‡ bn sin dt t l l l nˆ0 …1:3† Z l 1 Z l pnt pnt X ˆ a0 dt ‡ an cos ‡ bn sin dt t l l l nˆ0 It follows therefore that when n ˆ 0, a0 ˆ



1 2l



Z



l l



f …t†dt



…1:4†



which is the mean value (MV) of f (t) over a period ( Rl, l). By definition, the b MV of a function, say, f (t), is given as MV ˆ 1/b a a f (x)dx. For the other cases of n  1, the Fourier coefficients an and bn are obtained by multiplying both sides of (1.2) by cos (npt/l) and sin (npt/l) respectively and then integrating the result term by term. By Aboaba (1975), the trigonometric functions cos (npt/l) and sin (npt/l) are used because they have important properties: . that enable a minimum mean square error between the signal and the



approximate value derived from the Fourier technique; and



. that are orthogonal enabling the coefficients to be determined independ-



ently of one another.



Thus, by multiplying (1.2) by cos (npt/l): Z l 1 Z l pnt pnt npt pnt X f …t† cos an cos2 dt ˆ ‡ bn cos sin dt …1:5a† l l l l l l nˆ0 with the sine terms of this equation vanishing and leaving only the an terms; that is, Z npt 1 l an ˆ f …t† cos dt n ˆ 1; 2; 3; . . . …1:5b† l l l which corresponds to 2MV of f (t) cos (pnt/l). Similarly, multiplying (1.2) by sin (npt/l) leaves only the bn terms because the cosine terms vanish. So Z npt 1 l bn ˆ f …t† sin dt n ˆ 1; 2; 3; . . . …1:6† l l l
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Fourier analysis 5



which corresponds to 2MV of f (t) sin (pnt/l). Combining (1.4), (1.5b) and (1.6) together, the resulting series is called the Fourier series of f (t) and the coefficients so defined are the Fourier coefficients. In order to express the coefficients uniformly as being 2MV of the respective function, the Fourier series of a periodic function f (t) over the interval ( l, l) is sometimes written as f …t† ˆ



1 npt npt a0 X ‡ an cos ‡ bn sin l l 2 nˆ1



…1:7†



where, in this instance, a0 ˆ 2MV of f (t) over a period ( l, l). The sum, represented by (1.7), of the Fourier series does not necessarily equal to the function from which it is derived and the conditions under which the Fourier series converge because (1.7) depends very much on the form of the particular function chosen. The expression in (1.7) may be represented in terms of exponential terms as f …t† ˆ



1 X



Sn e



npt l



…1:8†



nˆ1



where 1 Sn ˆ …an 2



jbn †



noting that S n ˆ Sn where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. The quantum leap to this generalization is left to the reader to verify given that cos…u† ˆ cos… u† sin… u† ˆ



sin…u†



1 cos…u† ˆ …e ju ‡ e ju † 2 1 sin…u† ˆ …e ju e ju † 2j 1 X



an e



jnpt l



ˆ



nˆ1 1 X nˆ1



jbn e



1 X



an e



…1:9†



jnpt l



nˆ 1 jnpt l



ˆ



1 X



jbn e



jnpt l



nˆ 1



Equation (1.8) is commonly quoted in the literature as the complex Fourier series. From the preceding Fourier series discussion, another important term can be introduced, namely Fourier transform which is discussed next.
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1.1.1 Fourier transform The Fourier transform of signal s(t) is defined as Z 1 s…t†e j2pft dt S… f † ˆ F‰s…t†Š ˆ 1



…1:10†



as the period T tends to infinity. The symbol F[ ] denotes Fourier transform of [ ]. Physically, the Fourier transform S( f ) represents the distribution of signal strength with frequency; that is, it is a density function. Fourier transform has inversion property.



1.1.2 Inverse Fourier transform The Inverse Fourier transform of signal s(t) is defined as Z 1 1 S… f †e j2pft df s…t† ˆ F 1 ‰S… f †Š ˆ 2p 1



…1:11†



By comparing (1.10) with (1.11) it could be seen that a transform pair exists: s…t† $ S… f † where $ denotes a Fourier transform pair. Other Fourier transform pairs can be developed as summarized in Table 1.1.



Table 1.1 Fourier transform pairs (i)



Basic pair



f (l) $ F(u)



(ii)



Complex argument



f  (l) $ F  (u)



(iii) Negative argument



f ( l) $ F( u)



(iv)



Scaling by D



(v)



Multiplication by constant k



f (Dl) $ 1/jDjF( Du )



(vi)



Additive



(vii) Shift (viii) Integration (ix)



Commutative convolution



(x)



Autocorrelation



(xi)



Parseval theorem



kf (l) $ kF(u)



f1 (l) ‡ f2 (l) $ F1 (u) ‡ F2 (u)  f (l)e j2pu1 l $ F(u u1 ) f (l l1 ) $ e j2pu1 l F(u) R f (l)dl $ F(u)/ju R1 1 f1 (l)f2 (l)dl $ F1 (u)F2 (u) R1   1 f (l1 )f (l1 ‡ l)dl1 $ F(u1 )F (u1 ) R1 2 R1 2 1 f (l)dl $ 1/2p 1 [F(u)] du



(xii) Dirac delta at pulse time t ˆ 0 and t ˆ t0



d(t) 1 $ j2pft0 d(t t0 ) e



(xiii) Gaussian pulse



e



pt2



$e



pf 2
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1.1.3 Orthogonal relations The following so-called orthogonal relations circular and complex exponential functions: ( Z 0 1 p cos…mx† cos…nx†dx ˆ 12 2p p 1 1 2p 1 2p



Z



p p



1 2p



Z



p p



( sin…mx† sin…nx†dx ˆ



0



1 2



0



cos…mx† sin…nx†dx ˆ 0



Z



p p



e



jmx



jnx



e



1 dx ˆ 2p



Z



p p



e j…m



n†x



dx ˆ



satisfy both the Fourier's m 6ˆ n mˆn>0 mˆnˆ0



…1:12a†



m 6ˆ n mˆn>0 mˆnˆ0



…1:12b†



for all n and m



…1:12c†



n



0 1



m 6ˆ n mˆn



…1:12d†



In these relations, m and n are integers and the intervals f p, pg may be replaced by any other interval of length 2p. The next two examples give the reader some feeling for the general properties that might be expected. Example 1.1



Obtain the Fourier series of f (x) defined by  0 tx 1, the corresponding an terms are obtained, using the resulting expression of (1.15a), as  0  n ˆ odd an ˆ …1:15c† 1 2 n ˆ even 2 p n 1 And consequently for the bn terms using the orthogonal relation of (1.12b): Z 1 t pnx pnx 1 …1:15d† sin sin dx ˆ bn ˆ t 0 t t 2 Collating all the coefficients, the Fourier series of f (x) described by (1.13), or Figure 1.1, is concisely written as    1 1 px 2 1 2pxr F…x† ˆ ‡ sin cos r1 …1:16† p 2 t p 4r2 1 t The plots of the Fourier series at different sample times, i.e. t ˆ 2, 5, 10 s, are shown in Figure 1.2. It is observed in Figure 1.2(a, b, c) that as the function period t increases, the main lobe width widens and the side lobes, which are prominent at short sampling periods, vanish.
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F (x ) 1.2 r=3 0.8



r=5 0.4
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F (x ) 1.2



r=1 r=3



0.8
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x (b)



–0.4



F (x ) 1.2 r=1



0.8



r=3 r=5 0.4



0.0 0.0



2.0



4.0



6.0 (c)



8.0



10.0 x



Figure 1.2 (a) The Fourier series of f(x) when sampled at period t ˆ 2 s; (b) the Fourier series of f(x) when sampled at period t ˆ 5 s; (c) the Fourier series of f(x) when sampled at period t ˆ 10 s
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Example 1.2



Consider a transmitting signal represented by  T T a cos…2pt † 2 t  2 s…t† ˆ T 0 jtj > 2



…1:17a†



within the interval T/2 to T/2, where a and  correspond to the amplitude of the signal and a scaling factor. Obtain the Fourier transform of the signal if it is truly periodic. Solution Using the Fourier transform definition (1.10) and substituting (1.17a) in it, the signal's Fourier transform is written as   Z T 2 2pt S… f † ˆ a cos e j2pft dt T  2 h  i9 8 h  i f 1 ‡1 < = sin pT sin pT f   aT …1:17b†     ˆ ‡ ; 2 : pT f 1 pT f ‡1 ˆ



aT 2















sin c pT



 f



1















   f ‡1 ‡ sin c pT 



As T tends to infinity, the signal s(t) becomes a truly periodic signal; periodic for all time, while its Fourier transform S( f ) tends to      a f 1 f ‡1 S… f † ˆ d ‡d …1:17c† 2   It can be concluded that the Fourier transform of a truly periodic (infinite extent) cosine wave consists of a delta function of area a/2 centred at frequency f ˆ 1/. It will be beneficial to clarify the concept of delta function.



1.1.4 Delta function A delta function (also called Dirac or impulse function) is a pulse of acutely short period and unit area. The area is the product of the pulse's period and mean height, which is unity regardless of whether its precise shape is defined or not. The Dirac function occurring at period t ˆ 0 is expressed as Z 1 d…t†e j2pft dt ˆ 1 …1:18† G… f † ˆ 1



where d(t) represents the Dirac pulse occurring at t ˆ 0, see Figure 1.3. An application of the so-called `shifting property' ± to be discussed in 1.3.1 and which produces item (xii) in Table 1.1 ± to the above equation shows that the spectrum G( f ) of d(t) at t ˆ 0 is simply the value of e j2pft at
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Figure 1.3 Delta function



t ˆ 0; which is unity. The result implies that all frequencies are equally represented by cosine components. Suffice it to say that for a large number of cosines of equivalent amplitude but of different frequencies when added together tend to cancel each other out everywhere except at t ˆ 0 where they all reinforce. In short, as higher and higher frequencies are included, the resultant becomes an extremely narrow pulse centred on t ˆ 0. The preceding discussion has focused on Fourier transforms with continuous time series signals. Fourier transforms can also be expressed in discrete form.



1.2 Discrete Fourier transform Digital systems may accept discrete signals in the form of a train of pulses introduced by a sampler operation, or generate a sequence of numbers representing the system output. The sampler may digitize the continuous input signal fr at equal intervals of r seconds. This type of sampler is called a periodic or uniform-rate sampler. If a total of N data points is required within the finite period t, then the sampler's Fourier coefficients can be expressed in discrete form as Fk ˆ



X1 1N fr e N rˆ0



j2pkr N



k ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



1



…1:19†



where k and r correspond to n and t of the continuous case. The expression in (1.19) gives the Fourier coefficients in the discrete case, appropriately called the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In general, the sampling scheme may be non-uniform aperiodic or a cyclic-variable sampling rate. An
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extension of the solution of (1.19) to non-uniform aperiodic, or cyclicvariable, sampling rate is possible if the problem is carefully posed while taking cognizance of the input waveform. If for notational simplicity, the weighting kernel is defined as j2p



WN ˆ e N



…1:20†



then one can represent (1.19) by X1 1N fr WN kr N rˆ0



Fk ˆ



k ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



1



…1:21†



It is possible to recover the original sequence from its DFT by the operation X1 1N Fk WNkr N rˆ0



fr ˆ



r ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



1



…1:22†



This operation is called the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and is valid for real terms. Since the conjugate of a product is the product of the conjugate, the complex DFT can be expressed as fr ˆ Alternatively,



X1 1N F  W kr N kˆ0 k N



r ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



" # X1 1 N  kr fr ˆ F W N rˆ0 k N



1



r ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



…1:23†



1



…1:24†



which shows that the inverse DFT can be computed by forward transformation. By substituting k ˆ n  N, or r ˆ n  N, both the DFT and IDFT expressions become FnN ˆ



X1 1N …nN†r fr WN N rˆ0



n ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



1



…1:25†



fnN ˆ



X1 1N …nN†k F k WN N rˆ0



n ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



1



…1:26†



Equations (1.25) and (1.26) can be computed by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) if N is suitably factorizable. An FFT method of computation is addressed in section 1.3. The magnitude of the term WNNr in (1.25), or WNNk in (1.26), is always unity for all values of r (or k) showing that FnN , or fnN , is periodic; that is, repeating itself outside the 0: N 1 limit.
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Discrete Fourier transform 13



This periodicity invokes the concept of aliasing, which one frequently encounters in radar signal processing and estimation.



1.2.1 Aliasing The phenomenon of an aliasing arises in a number of practical contexts, for example the wheels of a stagecoach, movie films, stroboscope and tracking. Let us discuss how this phenomenon works in the case of the wheels of a stagecoach. The wheels start accelerating from zero appear to rotate in the correct direction with increasing speed, then they appear to be rotating in the opposite direction with decreasing speed until they stop, then begin to rotate with increasing speed in the forward direction, and so on. They appear to fold over to the next speed after a particular instant or frequency. This concept can be discussed further by formalization. It is noted in (1.19) that the DFT of the series fxr g, where r ˆ 0, 1, . . . , N 1, is defined by Xk ˆ



X1 1N xr e N rˆ0



j2pkr N



k ˆ 0; 1; . . . ; N



1



…1:27†



Let us attempt to calculate values for Xk for all cases when k is greater than N 1. Putting k ˆ N ‡ L and upon substitution in (1.27): XN‡L ˆ



X1 1N xr e N rˆ0



X1 1N ˆ xr e N rˆ0



j2p…N‡L†r N



…1:28† j2pLr N



e



j2pr



which, since the magnitude of e j2pr is always equal to unity whatever the value of r, the resulting waveform repeats itself periodically. So, XN‡L ˆ XL



…1:29†



Furthermore, it is easy to see from (1.27) that if the terms in series fxr g are real, then X



L



ˆ XL



…1:30†



which is in agreement with the Fourier transform of xk demonstrated by (1.8). Hence jX



Lj



ˆ jXL j



…1:31†



indicating that the response of Xk will be symmetrical about the zero frequency position. For sampling time interval `d' seconds, the unique part of this response occupies the frequency range joj  2p/d (rad/s). Beyond this, several spurious Fourier coefficients occur would appear as repetitions
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of the original which apply at frequencies below 2p/d. Suffice to say therefore that the Xk coefficients calculated by the DFT are only correct for Fourier coefficients up to ok 



2pk Nd



k ˆ 0; 1; . . . ;



N 2



…1:32†



If there are frequencies above 2p/d present in the original spectrum, the high-frequency components will introduce a distortion called aliasing. In essence, the high-frequency components contribute to the series fxr g and regrettably falsely distort the Fourier coefficients calculated by the DFT for frequencies below 2p/d. If o0 is the fundamental and maximum frequency component present in the series fxr g, then aliasing can be avoided by guaranteeing that the sampling interval d is small enough such that ok jkˆN



1 …Hz† …1:33† 2d 2p This frequency is called the Nyquist frequency (or sometimes called the folding frequency), which is the maximum frequency that can be uniquely identified from data sampled at time spacing d. f0 
 T2  wk …t† ˆ



1 0



jtj  T jtj > T



…1:41b†



Figure 1.6(a) shows that with a rectangular data window of length T, it is impossible to distinguish the two peaks at f1 and f2 . But with a rectangular data window of length 2T, as in Figure 1.6(b), the peaks are easily distinguishable. It can thus be deduced that, for the rectangular data window, to separate two peaks at frequencies f1 and f2 it is necessary to use a record length T of order T



1 f2



…1:42†



f1 wk (t )



wk (t ) 1



1



t –T /2



0



T /2



(a)



Figure 1.6 Rectangular windows



t –T



0 (b)



T
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1



k 0



(N – 1)/2



N –1



Figure 1.7 A triangular window



For non-rectangular windows ± for example, triangular and Hamming, Hanning and Blackman shapes in sections 1.3.3.2 and 1.3.3.3 ± to separate two peaks at frequencies f1 and f2 will require a record length T of the order T>



2 f2



f1



…1:43†



The reader can verify these assertions by (a) finding the Fourier transform of each window function and (b) plotting each of the window's amplitude spectra (Fourier transforms) at these frequency centres f0 , f1 and f2 and observe the plots at frequencies f1 and f2 .



1.3.3.2 Triangular or Bartlett window



Following Parsen (1962), a triangular window (also called the Bartlett window), depicted in Figure 1.7, is defined by the function  2k 0  k  N2 1 …1:44† wk ˆ N 1 2k 2 N 1 N2 1  k  N 1



1.3.3.3 Hamming, Hanning and Blackman window



Following Jones (1962), the generalized Hamming window function is given by  a0 ‡ …1 a0 † cos…pk N † jkj  N …1:45† wk ˆ 0 jkj > N where 0 < a0 < 1, see Figure 1.8. According to Blackman and Tukey (1958), if a0 ˆ 0:54, the window is called a Hamming window. The Hamming window attempts to give a good stopband performance, with sidelobe levels considerably less than one percentage of the mainlobe at the expense of slightly worse initial cut-off slope (Lynn 1982). However, by Rabiner et al. (1974), if a0 ˆ 0:5, the window is called Hanning. The Hanning window, sometimes called a `raised cosine bell' function, strikes a balance between passband and stopband performance.
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Figure 1.8 Hamming and Hanning windows



The Blackman window can be thought of as being an extension of the generalized Hamming window, defined as follows 8 P < N/2 m 2pmk …1:46† wk ˆ mˆ0… 1† bm cos… N † jkj  N : 0 jkj > N for N ˆ 4, the constants become b0 ˆ 0:42, b1 ˆ 0:50, and b2 ˆ 0:08. Harris further expands the Blackman window function, hence the term Blackman±Harris window. Harris used a gradient search method to find the third and fourth terms of (1.46) that either minimized the maximum sidelobe level for fixed mainlobe width, or that swapped mainlobe width with maximum sidelobe level. Typical values are shown in Table 1.2. In summary, the generalized Hamming window functions have decaying sidelobes and are easy to generate. Often these window functions are utilized in beamforming (Hamming), sidelobes cancellation (Blackman) and range forming (Hanning) operations. Briefly, the terms beamforming and range forming are defined as follows. Beamforming is the ability of the receiving device (e.g. radar) to resolve received data in azimuth. The concept of beamforming is discussed in Chapter 7, section 7.3. It should be noted that Table 1.2 Parameter values for the Blackman±Harris window function Number of terms, N 6 6 8 8



Peak sidelobes level (dB) 70.83 62.05 92.00 74.39



Values of b parameters b0



b1



b2



b3



0.4232 0.4496 0.3588 0.4022



0.4975 0.4936 0.4883 0.4970



0.0792 0.0568 0.1413 0.0989



Ð Ð 0.0117 0.0019
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sidelobe leakages could occur in the generalized Hamming windowing functions but their relative impact on measurement error will be reduced.



1.3.3.4 Kaiser window



The Kaiser window function is basically a Bessel function window. Specifically,  I0 …w† T wk ˆ I0 …B† jtj  2 …1:47† 0 otherwise where I0 is the modified Bessel function of first kind, zero order. The values of I0 are easily obtainable in several scientific libraries, including Abramowitz and Stegun (1968). However, it is defined as 1 I0 …x† ˆ 2p



Z



2p



0



ex cos y dy



r��������������� T2 t2 w ˆ L 2 BˆZ



T 2



…1:48a† …1:48b† …1:48c†



L ˆ modifying parameter, typically in the range 8 18 < L < T T



…1:48d†



which corresponds to a range of sidelobe peak heights of 3.1 per cent down to 0.04 per cent. Lynn (1982) demonstrated that the Kaiser window function offers excellent sidelobe suppression, at the expense of a slightly inferior initial cut-off slope. Reduction in Kaiser window's sidelobes depends on the choice of the modifying parameter.



1.3.3.5 Summary of window functions



The windows described above display a symmetrical tapering away from the centre, except for the rectangular window. Windowing technique can be applied for sidelobe reduction. An increase in the 3 dB filter bandwidth and associated decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio gain accompany the downside of the reduction. The window function quintessentially became very popular with the discovery of FFT. Hamming and Hanning windows can easily be formed after an unweighted FFT (Rabiner and Gold 1975) because a cosine in the time domain corresponds to pulses in the frequency domain. Childers and Durling (1981) and Oppenheim and Schafer (1975) describe other design discussions of windowing and effects on sampling, which lie outside the scope of this book. See also Helms and Rabiner (1972) for detailed discussion on Dolph±Chebyshev window functions.
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1.3.4 Correlation functions Correlation is a mechanism for signal comparison. It is a process of determining the mutual relationships that exist between several functions or signals. Correlation functions are measurements of the statistical dependence of one random signal upon another, or upon itself. A measure of the average self that exists within a signal is called the autocorrelation function while that which exists between signals is called cross-correlation function. Signal features such as periodicity and correlation times can be obtained through the autocorrelation operation. Cross-correlation has great utility in the study of linear systems particularly in radar applications. For example, range information is contained in the time delay between the transmission and reception of a pulse. The cross-correlation coefficient Rxy of two functions x(t) and y(t) may be defined as Z 1 Rxy …t† ˆ x…t†y…t ‡ t†dt …1:49† T T as T ! 1, where t is called the delay operator. Alternatively R1 cov‰xyŠ 1 x…t†y…t†dt Rxy ˆ R 12 ˆ p�������������������������� R1 1 2 2 var…x†var…y† 1 x …t†dt 1 y …t†dt



…1:50†



where `cov' and `var' correspond to covariance and variance of the functions x(t) and y(t). The expression in (1.50) is also called the normalized correlation coefficient or normalized cross-correlation coefficient. Often in signal processing, the unnormalized correlation coefficient is used. The cross-correlation coefficient can be interpreted as a measure of the average values of x(t) with y(t) displaced t seconds. If Rxy is zero, the two functions x(t) and y(t) are said to be uncorrelated. If Rxy is 1, the functions x(t) and y(t) have perfect positive or negative relationship. The immediate value gives partial relationships. The autocorrelation function Rxx of signal x(t) is a measure of the signal with its delayed or shifted version. It is a special case of the unnormalized cross-correlation function. It applies only to one time series. The autocorrelation function of x(t) may be written as Z 1 Rxx …t† ˆ x…t†x…t ‡ t†dt …1:51† T T as T ! 1. The frequency-domain characteristics of autocorrelation can be obtained through the application of the Fourier operator. Assume that the time series x(t) has a Fourier coefficient cn and can be expressed as X j2pnt x…t† ˆ cn e T …1:52† n
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then in view of (1.51) and (1.52), the autocorrelation function of series x(t) can be written as ! ! Z X X j2pn…t t† j2pmt 1 Rxx …t† ˆ cm e T cn e T dt T T m n Z j2p…m‡n†t j2pnt X 1X …1:53† cn e T cm e T dt ˆ T n T m hp i j2pnt X 1X cn e T cm sin c …m ‡ n† ˆ T n T m where sin c



hp T



i



…m ‡ n† ˆ



 n …m ‡ n† 0 ˆ p …m ‡ n† T T



sin



p



T



m 6ˆ n otherwise



…1:54†



Using the principle of superposition1 and the Fourier coefficients relationship of (1.8), the autocorrelation function X X jpnt jpnt cn c n e T ˆ jcn j2 e T …1:55† Rxx …t† ˆ n



n



Noting that by the Parseval theorem, the sum of the energy in one period is Z T 1 X 1 2 2 jcn j ˆ jx…t†j2 dt …1:56† T T2 nˆ 1 The series jcn j2 is the power spectral density of x(t). Autocorrelation function is widely used in signal analysis. It is especially useful for the detection or recognition of signals that are masked by additive noise because white noise has infinite extent in the frequency domain, and therefore its autocorrelation function has negligible extent in the time domain. This observation is important in the recognition of white noise, particularly in radar receivers, in the sense that any waveforms at the input of the receivers that are subject to white noise can alternatively be considered as being subject to independent but identical noise prob1 The output waveform from a simple linear time-invariant system is the convolution of the input waveform and the impulse-response of the system. Suppose a linear system with an input v(t), having an integral or sum of impulsive elements at time t and of strength v(t), can be expressed in the form Z 1 v…t†d…t t†dt v…t† ˆ



1



If each of the system's impulsive elements d(t) can be replaced by the response it provokes, say u(t), then the output waveform of the system becomes Z 1 v…t†u…t t†dt ˆ v  u h…t† ˆ 1



which is the convolution of v and u, already discussed in section 1.3.2.
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ability distributions at each distinguishable point in the time domain. Suffice to say that, although noise whiteness leads to the independence property, it does not guarantee that individual temporal noise distribution will be identical. In practical cases it is reasonable to make this assumption occasionally.



1.4 Fast Fourier transform The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm for the numerical computation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with a minimum computation time. An algorithm is a systematic technique of performing a series of computations in sequence. The FFT algorithm developed below is due to Cooley±Tukey (1965) and Weaver (1983). Suppose there is an N-point sequence denoted by f (k), and N is an integer divisible by 2. Our interest is finding the DFT of f (k). Since the N-point is divisible by two, two new albeit disjointed sequences ± f1 (k) and f2 (k) with periodicity p ± can be formed, and defined as f1 …k† ˆ f1 …2k† f2 …k† ˆ f2 …2k ‡ 1†



k ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; p



where p ˆ



N 2



…1:57†



Following (1.21), an N-point sequence DFT can be expressed as F…r† ˆ



X1 1N f …k†WN kr N kˆ0



r ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N



…1:58†



This expression can be described in terms of two formed sequences: 1X 1X f1 …2k†Wp 2kr ‡ f2 …2k ‡ 1†Wp …2k‡1†r N kˆ0 N kˆ0 p 1



F…r† ˆ



p 1



…1:59†



A closer examination of (1.59) reveals that 1X w rX f1 …k†wp kr ‡ N f2 …k†wp kr N kˆ0 N kˆ0 p 1



F…r† ˆ



p 1



1 ˆ ‰F1 …r† ‡ wNr F2 …r†Š 2



…1:60†



Using the definition in (1.20) and noting that the translation of kernels in N to p, for example, the following equations can be written: wN2kr ˆ e …2k‡1†r



wN



ˆe



j2p…2k‡1†r N



j2p…2k†r N



ˆe



ˆ wp kr



j2p…2k†r N



e



j2pr N



…1:61a† ˆ wp kr wNr



…1:61b†



It is evident in (1.60) that the FFT technique lies in the relationship between DFT of split sequences with the DFT of a full sequence. Also, the
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computation of the sequence DFT requires operations involving complex multiplication, additions and subtractions. Following the repeated sequence demonstrated above an algorithm can be developed for 8-point sequence. Thus " # r 2r 3r 1 F1 …r† ‡ wN F2 …r† ‡ wN F3 …r† ‡ wN F4 …r† F…r† ˆ 2 ‡w 4r F5 …r† ‡ w 5r F6 …r† ‡ w 6r F7 …r† ‡ w 7r F8 …r† N N N N …1:62† N 2 1X …n 1†r Fn …r†wN ˆ 2 nˆ1 The preceding discussion has so far treated the case of an N-point sequence divisible by 2, and by deduction 4, 8, etc. Instead, suppose there is an N-point sequence divisible by 3. Three new sequences with periodicity p are formed as f1 …k† ˆ f1 …3k† f2 …k† ˆ f2 …3k ‡ 1†



k ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; p where p ˆ



f3 …k† ˆ f3 …3k ‡ 2†



N 3



…1:63†



Splitting (1.58) into three sequences gives 1X 1X f1 …3k†Wp 3kr ‡ f2 …3k ‡ 1†Wp …3k‡1†r N kˆ0 N kˆ0 p 1 1X ‡ f3 …3k ‡ 2†Wp …3k‡2†r N kˆ0 p 1



F…r† ˆ



p 1



…1:64†



Following the weighting kernels expansion similar to (1.61), expression (1.64) can be reconstituted as 1X w rX w 2r X f1 …k†wp kr ‡ N f2 …k†wp kr ‡ N f3 …k†wp kr N kˆ0 N kˆ0 N kˆ0 p 1



F…r† ˆ



p 1



p 1



 1 ˆ F1 …r† ‡ wNr F2 …r† ‡ wN2r F3 …r† r ˆ 0; 1; . . . ; p 3



…1:65†



The preceding FFT algorithms can be programmed for use on the computers. Examples of FFT programs can be found in Childers and Durling (1981) and Fraser (1979). The Fraser's program is reproduced in Appendix 1A with permission. Although the program is not optimum, it, however, provides the reader with an avenue to follow step by step as to how the program works as well as optimizing the program. The number of operations necessary to form a spectrum of N sequences or channels in an FFT is N/2 loge N complex multiplication, additions and subtractions (Bergland 1969). More application of FFT to radar measurement is covered in Chapter 2, section 2.1.3.
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Example 1.5 Determine (a) closed form expression for the DFT of x(n) ˆ 1, for 0  n  N 1, (b) the energy contained in the time signal, and (c) verify Parseval's theorem for this function. Solution (a) the DFT of x(n) is X…m† ˆ



N X1 nˆ0



x…n†wmn N ˆ



N X1 nˆ0



…1†wmn N



…1:66†



which constitutes a finite geometric series expressable as X…m† ˆ



1 wmN 1 N ˆ m 1 wN 1



e



j2pm



e



j…2pm N †



0mN



1



…1:67†



This expression is zero for all integer values within this limit except at m ˆ 0. Upon an application of L'Hospital's rule to (1.67) as m ˆ 0; that is,  x e lim x ˆ N …1:68† x!0 eN The solution to (1.67) at m ˆ 0 is X…0† ˆ N



…1:69†



(b) The energy contained in the time series can be expressed as N X1



x2 …n† ˆ



N X1



…1† ˆ N



…1:70†



jX…0†j2 N 2 ˆ ˆN N N



…1:71†



nˆ0



nˆ0



(c) By Parseval's theorem, from (1.56), N X1



jcn …m†j2 ˆ



mˆ0



It is observed that (1.70) and (1.71) are the same indirectly proving the Parseval's theorem as a measure of power spectral density.



1.5 Norm of a function One category of norms that is regularly used is the set called Lp -norms. The Lp -norm, denoted by kx(t)kp , of a continuous function x(t) defined over an interval [0, 1], can be written as Z Lp ˆ kx…t†kp ˆ



0



t



1p jx…t†j dt p



…1:72†
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Three values of p are of special interest: …a† p ˆ 1: L1 ˆ kx…t†k1 ˆ



Z



t 0



Z …b† p ˆ 2: L1 ˆ kx…t†k2 ˆ



jx…t†jdt t



0



jx…t†j2 dt



…1:73† 12



…1:74†



which is the expression for the energy of the function x(t). …c† p ˆ 1: L1 ˆ kx…t†k1 ˆ max jx…t†j 0t1



…1:75†



This expression is called the Chebyshev's norm. p��� Example 1.6 If f (x) ˆ 1/ 3 x exists in the Lebesgue sense (that is, integrable) within (0, 1), find the norm of the function f (x). Solution From (1.74),



s��������������������������� Z 1 p��� k f …x†k ˆ j f …x†j2 dx ˆ 3 0



…1:76†



A good discussion on the overall design problem and the design of optimum filters that approximate a given frequency response in the L1 sense can be found in Rabiner et al. (1974). In real life, norms are employed to measure approximately the discrepancy between a function f (x) and the function F(x) being approximated. For example, if the norm is L2 , the least square method would be a convenient approximation and in Chebyshev's sense if the norm is L1 . By introducing a real positive weighting function of w(x), the difference between functions f (x) and F(x) can be generalized, in the Lp sense, as Z t 1p k f …x† F…x†kp ˆ j f …x† F…x†jp w…x†dx …1:77† 0



Some obvious applications of these expressions include calculating filter coefficients, scaling internal data in memories, noise estimation, and optimum error estimation between design and desired response in an ordered one-dimensional case.



1.6 Summary This chapter has covered some of the basic principles necessary for understanding radar signal processing and the subsequent chapters. Time series signals have been expressed in terms of Fourier series. The continuous and discrete signals have been Fourier analysed. It is often useful to establish the essential relational functions of Fourier transform pairs, examples
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are convolution and correlation, which were also discussed. A direct result of these properties is that the Fourier transform reduces convolution operations to simple multiplication. Furthermore, an efficient algorithm for the numerical computation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) called the fast Fourier transform (FFT) was introduced. The essence of the FFT technique lies in the relationship between the DFT of split sequences and the DFT of a full sequence. The concept of windowing as a tool in spectral estimation was discussed as well as some commonly used window functions. Windows attempt to reduce spectral sidelobes due to abrupt truncation of randomly processed data, which causes spectral distortion. Finally, one category of norms, Lp -norm, which is frequently employed in radar signal processing and tracking, was also discussed.



Appendix 1A A fast Fourier transform computer program This program has been reproduced by permission of Associate Professor D. Fraser (1979), School of Electrical Engineering, Australian Defence Force Academy, Canberra, Australia. This appendix lists five Fortran subroutines designed to perform some of the operations most frequently used in spectral analysis. In writing, the subroutines are kept simple at the expense of efficiency in order that the reader can understand them easily. As long as they are used for problems within the limits prescribed, there is no excessive wastage of time and storage. For those who wish to start experimenting with spectral analysis techniques the subroutines should make things very convenient. Once the reader gets into serious data analysis he/she would want to write his/her own, more efficient, and more specialized computer programs. Even then, the availability of these subroutines should facilitate the reader's programming effort. No detailed explanation of these subroutines will be given here as each has its own comments. A short list is given below: 1. FFT: for both forward and inverse transform of complex vectors. 2. FFTR: for the forward transform of a real vector or its recovery from its DFT. (Xi for i ˆ 0, 1, . . . , 1/2N only.) 3. PERIOD: computes the periodogram of a real vector at half integer frequencies, i/2, i ˆ 0, 1, . . . , N 1. 4. AUTCOR: computes the autocorrelation estimate of N given values up to time delay M. 5. COTRAN: computes the Fourier transform of a real, even vector, also known as a cosine transform. It returns the power spectrum if given the autocorrelation function. 1. Subroutine FFT(A,M,IS) C FFT of complex array A, of 2M elements, IS ˆ ‡1 or -1 sign of CEXP C (Note that initial data in array A is replaced by its Fourier transform)
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C First part is bit-reversed permutation using recursive algorithm, which increments a C reversed index when needed for each bit position final part, from label 7, is base-2 FFT C computation, which requires minimum different W, generated recursively COMPLEX A(I),TEMP,W,D INTEGER IRA(I6),NR(16),5PAN,STEP DATA PI/3.141592653589793/ Nˆ2**M DO 1 J-1,M IRA(J)ˆ0 1 NR(J)ˆ2**(J-1) C Reversed index sets (for each bit position) initialized IFˆ1 2 IRˆ1RA(M)‡1 IF(IR.LE.IF)GO TO 3 C Prevents nullifying double swap TEMPˆA(IF) A(IF)ˆA(IR) A(IR)ˆTEMP C Reversed index pair swapped 3 IFˆIF‡1 C Increment forward index IF IF(IF.GT.N)GO TO 7 JˆN 4 IF(IRA(J).LT.NR(J))GO TO 5 C Alternate increment of IRA(J), must go back one bit JˆJ-1 GO TO 4 5 IRA(J)ˆIRA(J)‡NR(J) C Simple, alternate increment of reversed index IF(J.EQ.M)GO TO 2 IRA(J‡1)ˆIRA(J) C Work forward through reversed index bit set JˆJ‡1 GO TO 6 C Array is now in bit-reversed order, M computing passes follow 7 DO 9 J1ˆ1,M SPANˆ2**(J1-1) STEPˆ2*SPAN C Span between elements in pair, step to next pair with same W Wˆ(1:,0:) DˆCEXP(CMPLX(0:,PI/SPAN)) IF(IS:LT:0)DˆCONJG(D)
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C Starting phase adjuster W, modifier D DO 9 J2ˆ1,SPAN DO 8 JˆJ2,N,STEP KˆJ‡SPAN TEMPˆA(K)*W A(K)ˆA(J)-TEMP 8 A(J)ˆA(J)‡TEMP C Inner loop arithmetic ± two point transforms 9 WˆW*D C Recursive modification of phase adjuster W RETURN END Subroutine FFTR(A,M,IS) C Real-to-Complex (or vice versa half-length FFT of array A. (Note that initial data in array C A is replaced by its Fourier transform). Real data assumed packed alternately as real and C imaginary values, most easily achieved by equivalencing real and complex array names C 2**M real elements (‡2 dummies), or 2**(m-1)‡1 complex elements ISˆ‡ 1 or -1 sign C of CEXP and direction (‡1ˆreal-to-complex, -1 reverse). Uses scramble/unscramble C algorithm and call to half-length complex FFT COMPLEX A(1),TA,TB,W,D DATA PI/3.141592653589793/ MHˆM-1 Nˆ2**MH INCNTˆN/2‡1 Wˆ(1:,0:) DˆCEXP(CMPLX(0:,PI/N)) C Starting phase adjuster W, modifier D for scramble/ unscramble IF(IS.LT.0)GO TO 2 C Real-to-complex FFT follows, half-length complex FFT first CALL FFT(A,MH,IS) A(N‡1)ˆA(1) DO 1 Jˆ1,INCNT KˆN‡2-J TAˆ(A(J)‡CONJG(A(K)))*0:5 TBˆCONJG(A(J))‡A(K) TBˆCMPLX(AIMAG(TB),REAL(TB))*W*0:5 A(J)ˆTA‡TB A(K)ˆCONJG(TA-TB)
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1 WˆW*D C Elements unscrambled, W recursively modified RETURN C Complex-to-real FFT follows 2 DˆCONJG(D) DO 3 Jˆ1,INCNT KˆN‡2-J TAˆA(J)‡CONJG(A(K)) TBˆ(A(J)-CONJG(A(K)))*W TBˆCMPLX(AIMAG(TB),REAL(TB)) A(J)ˆTA-CONJG(TB) A(K)ˆCONJG(TA)‡TB 3 WˆW*D C Elements scrambled, W recursively modified CALL FFT(A,MH,IS) C Half-length complex FFT finishes complex-to-real FFT RETURN END SUBROUTINE PERIOD(N,DATA,PDGRAM) C This subroutine accepts N input values and returns their periodogram. C N must not exceed 512. The method is bad for large N. DIMENSION DATA(N),PDGRAM(N),FIXCOS(513),FIXSIN(513) DATA NSAVE/0/ NNˆN‡1 N2ˆN*2 NN2ˆNN*2 RECˆ1:/FLOAT(N) C The loop below stores values of sine and cosine between 0 and p. C IF NSAVEˆN, then the subroutine has been called earlier with the same N and so must C already contain correct FIXCOS and FIXSIN. IF(NSAVE.EQ.N)GO TO 10 REC2ˆREC*4:*ATAN(l:) C This is p/N. DO 5 1ˆ1,NN ARGˆFLOAT(I-1)*REC2 FIXCOS(I)ˆCOS(ARG) FIXSIN(I)ˆSIN(ARG) 5 CONTINUE 10 CONTINUE RECˆREC*REC DO 20 Iˆ1,N
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C TEMP1 and TEMP2 will be the real and imaginary parts of the DFT of data TEMP1ˆDATA(1) TEMP2ˆTEMP1 IIˆI-1 C K is the value of I*J after subtraction of multiples of 2N. Kˆ1 DO 15 Jˆ2,N KˆK‡II IF(K:GT:N2)KˆK-N2 IF(K.GT.NN)GO TO 12 C Argument of sine and cosine not over p. AˆFIXCOS(K) BˆFIXSIN(K) GO TO 13 C Argument of sine and cosine more than p. Use SIN(ARG)ˆ-SIN(2*PI-ARG), C COS(ARG)ˆCOS(2*PI-ARG) 12 KKˆNN2-K AˆFIXCOS(KK) Bˆ-FIXSIN(KK) 13 DˆDATA(J) TEMP1ˆTEMP1‡D*A TEMP2ˆTEMP2‡D*B 15 CONTINUE C Square real and imaginary parts and add to give power. PDGRAM(I)ˆ(TEMP1*TEMP1‡TEMP2*TEMP2)*REC 20 CONTINUE NSAVEˆN RETURN END SUBROUTINE AUTCOR(N,M,DATA,COR) CNˆthe number of input data, Mˆthe number of autocorrelations needed. C M should not be more than 256. The method is bad for large M. DIMENSION DATA(N),COR(M) RECˆ1:/FLOAT(N) DO 10 Iˆ1,M TEMPˆ0. DO 5 Jˆl,N JJˆJ-I‡1 TEMPˆTEMP‡DATA(J)*DATA(JJ) 5 CONTINUE COR(I)ˆTEMP*REC
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10



CONTINUE RETURN END



SUBROUTINE COTRAN(M,COR,SPECTR) C This subroutine accepts m autocorrelation values and returns the real parts of their C Fourier Transform, i.e., unwindowed spectrum. Windowing may be applied either by C multiplication before calling this subroutine, or by averaging neighbouring terms after C return. M must not exceed 128. The method is bad for large M. DIMENSION COR(M),SPECTR(M),FIXCOS(129) DATA MSAVE/0/ RECˆ1:/FLOAT(M) MMˆM‡1 M2ˆM*2 MM2ˆMM*2 C The loop below stores the values of cosine between 0 and p. If MSAVEˆ0, the C subroutine has not been called before. If MSAVE ˆ M, then FIXCOS already contain C correct values. IF(NSAVE.EQ.M)GO TO 10 REC2ˆREC*4:*ATAN(1:) DO 5 Iˆ1,MM ARGˆFLOAT(I-1)*REC2 FIXCOS(I)ˆCOS(ARG) 5 CONTINUE 10 HALFˆCOR(l)*0:5 RECˆREC*2. DO 20 Iˆ1,M TEMPˆHALF IIˆI-1 C K is the value of I*J reduced by multiples of 2M Kˆ1 DO 15 Jˆ2,M KˆK‡II IF(K:GT:M2)KˆK-M2 KKˆK C K greater than M‡1 means argument of cosine is more than p. C Use COS(ARG)ˆCOS(2*PI-ARG). IF(KK:GT:MM)KKˆMM2-KK TEMPˆTEMP‡COR(J)*FIXCOS(KK)
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15 20 END



CONTINUE SPECTR(I)ˆTEMP*REC CONTINUE MSAVEˆM RETURN



Problems 1. In the interval p  x  p, the function f (x) ˆ jxj is defined. Obtain the Fourier series for the function. Deduce from your result an expression for p2 /8 in a series form. 2. A trapezoidal wave has a period T, height h, and a rise time from zero to h of m seconds. Select a time axis that will give a Fourier expansion with sine terms only and analyse the wave. 3. Consider the two causal finite-length sequences shown in Figure 1.9. (a) Form the sequence xn ˆ an  bn . (b) Determine the finite Fourier transforms Ak and Bk of the sequences an and bn for k ˆ 0, 1, . . . , 4. (c) Using the Fourier transform, one can find the convolution of two sequences an , bn by forming the product A(o)B(o) of their corresponding Fourier transforms and then taking the inverse Fourier transforms of this product. Does this convolutional procedure work if you use finite Fourier transforms instead of Fourier transforms? Explain clearly your reasoning. 4. If two signals, of frequency components 0.9 kHz and 1.0 kHz, were required to be separated. Determine the sampling frequency interval required distinguishing the two signals. Determine also the length of record required to distinguish the signals' peaks in the Fourier transform. 5. Find the frequency spectrum of a half-wave rectified sine wave of peak value Vm , represented by Figure 1.10. an
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Figure 1.9 Two causal finite-length sequences
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Figure 1.10 The frequency spectrum of a half-wave rectified sine wave



Table 1.3 Ionospheric data Item, t Index, xt



1 6



2 18



3 28



4 12



5 5



6 9



7 20



8 8



9 9



10 18



11 21



12 12



6. An ionospheric sounder generated the data tabulated in Table 1.3. Compute the autocorrelation and the FFT of the data using the program in Appendix 1A and computationally. Compare the results. Any differences? And why?
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Understanding radar fundamentals In designing any radar, for a beginner (and even a professional who needs a refresher), requires an understanding of the main issues: how radar evolves, how to analyse component parts and interpret the composite outcome in a way that becomes an operational tool. For this reason, the author has used typical radar architecture to explain the radar fundamentals.



2.1 An overview of radar system architecture Radar is an acronym derived from radio detection and ranging. Today's radar is best defined as active electromagnetic surveillance. Basically, the function of a radar is to transmit a burst of electromagnetic energy necessary to allow detection of targets intercepting the energy by its receiver. The purpose of this section is to examine radar system architecture and explain the functions of various circuit blocks. A schematic diagram of a typical radar system is shown in Figure 2.1. It may be instructive, therefore, to walk through Figure 2.1 block by block and summarize their functionality before concentrating on the iterative procedure for determining the overall radar expressions that may enable us to estimate the radar merit and power budget.



2.1.1 Transmitter The function of a transmitter is to amplify an RF carrier modulated with the desired signal, adding a minimum distortion to the encoded information. Essentially three prime components form the transmitter chain: a highpowered amplifier (HPA) with high-stability electron gun, waveform generator (local oscillator, LO) and timing, and an antenna (see Figure 2.2). Unlike the antenna in Figure 2.2, which radiates electromagnetic waves from the transmitter, the simplex transceiver antenna arrangement in Figure 2.1 serves two purposes: as a radiator and as a receptor. The properties of an
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A / D = Analogue-to-digital DSP = Digital signal processor T/ R = Transmit/Receiver
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Figure 2.1 A block diagram of a radar system



antenna system when used as a transmitter are similar in nearly all aspects to the corresponding properties of the same antenna when used as a receiver to abstract energy from a passing radio wave. Therefore the relative response of the antenna to waves arriving from different directions is exactly the same as the relative radiation in different directions from the same antenna when excited as a transmitting antenna. These reciprocal relations between receiving and radiating properties of antenna systems make it possible to reach a conclusion on the merits of a receiving antenna from transmission tests, and vice versa. How then does one predict the type(s) of radiation patterns originating from an antenna? Chapter 3 sheds some light on this question. Antenna



Directional coupler
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Diagnostic signal lines Power control



Figure 2.2 A schematic diagram of a transmitter
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2.1.1.1 Local oscillator



Local oscillators (LO) are waveform generators. Like any communication and surveillance systems, radar systems require sophisticated, highly stable, synthesized LOs with low phase noise, fast frequency lock time, and low power consumption. Both transmitter and receiver require LOs, as in Figure 2.1, but the LO technology is probably dictated more by the actual application than anything else in the receiver. If the receiver's frequency is expected to be programmable, a frequency synthesizer may be required.



2.1.1.2 Attenuator



Attenuators are used to increase isolation between the oscillators and the changing load. An attenuator can be as simple as the T-section pad shown in Figure 2.3. To design an attenuator, it is important to know the iterative impedance, Z0, of the network. Knowing Z0, the insertion loss, AL, of the iterative operation can be expressed as AL ˆ 1 ‡



R1 Z0 ‡ R2 R2



…2:1†



In practice, the desired insertion loss is known as part of system requirements, and the pad's components can easily be estimated for a given iterative impedance.



2.1.1.3 High-powered amplifiers (HPA)



The high-powered amplifiers (HPA) could be travelling wave tubes (TWT), magnetrons, or klystrons. These amplifiers permit frequency agility and in-pulse frequency scanning which are essential features of modern radar systems. Selection of any of the tubes depends on application. A pictorial view of a klystron is shown in Figure 2.4. A klystron is a microwave generator, typically about 1.83 m long and works as follows: (a) The electron gun (1) produces a flow of electrons. (b) The bunching cavity (2) regulates the speed of the electrons so that they arrive in a bunch at the output cavity. R1



R1



R2



Figure 2.3 A symmetrical T-attenuator pad
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5



Figure 2.4 A klystron (courtesy: NASA)



(c) The bunch of electrons excites microwaves in the output cavity (3) of the klystron. (d) The microwaves flow into the waveguide (4), which transports them to the accelerator. An accelerator is a device used to produce a high-energy highspeed beam of charged particles, such as electrons, protons or heavy ions. (e) The electrons are absorbed in the beam stop (5).



2.1.1.4 Directional coupler



The directional coupler (or circulator) interfaces between the HPA and the RF amplifier of the transmitter. It provides very low impedance and negligible losses in the direction of microwave energy flow. It works in a way that when the assigned ports are active, other ports provide sufficient isolation from microwave energy. The coupling factor in the directional coupler must be sufficiently high to sample HPA output at the lowest setting in order to prevent harmonics from coupling back to the detection diodes at the highest power setting.



2.1.1.5 Low-pass filter (LPF)



Following the directional coupler is the low-pass filter (LPF), whose purpose is to attenuate harmonics of the transmitted signal. An LPF can be as simple as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 A low-pass filter



An LPF is a network designed to have zero attenuation up to a given frequency (called cut-off frequency, f0) and a large attenuation above this. Theoretically, it is composed of pure reactance in order to have zero dissipation. The cut-off frequency can be written as 1 f0 ˆ p������� p LC



…2:2†



The characteristic impedance Z0 can be expressed as v���������������������� u L u  Z0 ˆ t  2 C 1 oo2



…2:3†



0



where o ˆ 2pf , o0 ˆ 2pf0 and f is the propagation frequency. Since the desire is to have zero attenuation (i.e. a ˆ 0), above o0 the propagation coefficient, g, has a reference component, and so signals are attenuated between input and output. So, the phase angle, b, between input and output, when terminated by Z0 can be expressed as 0 q���������������������������� 1 2 o LC 1 o 4LC 1@ A …2:4† b ˆ tan 2 1 o 2LC Note that g ˆ a ‡ jb. The phase angle, b, will vary from 0 (when o ˆ 0) to 180 (when o ˆ o0 ; that is, tan 1 (0/ 1)). Between o ˆ 0 and o ˆ o0 , b is positive, and the output lags behind the input. Above o0 , b remains constant at 180 independent of frequency, see Figure 2.6. In practice, most of the LPFs are reflective. As a precautionary measure, LPFs are overdesigned to provide more rejection than would normally be necessary (Morton 1966). The power control loop is used to slow down the transmitter turn-on and turn-off times to minimize generation of spectral components of adjacent channels. Caution must be exercised not to introduce low-frequency instability into the control loop. The diagnostic signals are intended to sense HPA final current and temperature, as well as the forward and reverse power levels of the directional coupler.
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Figure 2.6 Phase response of an LPF



2.1.2 Receiver The low energy signal, collected by the antenna, is brought through the circulator and the transmit/receive (T/R) switch tube, or isolator, and the radio frequency (RF) amplifier. A typical dual-conversion receiver is shown in Figure 2.7. It is made of a series of components, namely RF filter, amplifier, mixers and intermediate frequency (IF) amplifiers. The received signal is mixed, in some type of non-linear device (i.e. mixer), with a signal from a local oscillator (LO), to produce an intermediate frequency (IF), i.e. beat frequency, from which the modulating signal is recovered (i.e. in the detector). The method of detection used typifies the receiver, namely direct and coherent detection receivers. Direct-detection receivers employ a square-law device, which produces an electrical signal proportional to the intensity of the incident optical signal (e.g. a photodiode), whose signal's power is measured directly. In the case of coherent-detection, the received signal is beat against a local oscillator field of nearly the same frequency, and the output signal is proportional to the received field strength. In the ideal case, the proportionality of the beat term to the local oscillator field strength provides essentially noiseless predetection gain, so that thermal and dark-current noises inherent to the direct-detector are dwarfed by the quantum noise inherent in the signal itself. A truly coherent wave would be perfectly coherent at all points in space. In practice, however, the region of high coherence may extend over only a finite distance. LO and timer RF input signal



A/D RF filter



RF amplifier



1st stage 2nd stage Detector Mixer IF Amplifier Mixer IF Amplifier



Figure 2.7 A dual-conversion radar receiver
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Unlike the direct-detection, the coherent-detector is subject to thermal and dark-current noises as well as the background light incident on the detector. The coherent-detection ideally requires (i) strict conditions on the spectral purity of the source signal and (ii) that the received signal and the local oscillator have spatial phase fronts, which are nearly perfectly aligned, over the active area of the detector. Since optical phase information is lost in the direct-detection process, it cannot be used to measure the Doppler frequency shift of the radar echo. Under ideal conditions when signal strength is limited, the coherent-detection technique provides superior sensitivity to direct-detection. However, direct-detection has advantages over coherent-detection when either source temporal coherence or the spatial phase characteristics of the received signal cannot be strictly controlled, or when complexity or cost is an important design issue. The receiver's input RF filter performs three basic functions: . to limit the bandwidth of the spectrum reaching the RF amplifier and mixer to



minimize intermodulation distortion. Intermodulation distortion is caused by non-linearity of the system components, which upon passing through two or more signals acts as a mixer and introduces sum-and-difference products of the applied frequencies. The intermodulation distortion problem is less important in broadband RF power applications as is harmonic distortion; . to attenuate receiver spurious image noise and half-IF responses; and . to suppress LO energy originating in the receiver. The drive levels of the LO permit higher intercept point performance of the mixers. The intercept point is a measure of system linearity that allows us to calculate distortion from the incoming, or outgoing, signal amplitudes. An intercept point method is used to minimize intermodulation distortion. For example, for a fixed LO power, the nth order of intercept point, IPn, can be predicted, provided the distribution products are known for a particular input or output level, using Vizmuller (1995) IPn ˆ Ao ‡



DS n 1



…dBm†



…2:5†



where Ao ˆ the input or output intercept point (dBm) DS = difference between required signal level and undesired distortion (dBm) n ˆ order of distortion. For detailed analysis on how the intercept point is evaluated, the reader is advised to read Vizmuller (1995). Example 2.1 Suppose that in a radar system a certain order of spurious signals was measured. In this case, a certain (4,2) high-order spurious response was measured to be 70 dB down when the input level is 16 dBm. Calculate the distortion product for an input level of 22 dBm.
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Solution The fourth order intercept point, IP4 ˆ 16 ‡ 70/3 ˆ 7:33 dBm The input level Ao ˆ 22 dBm From (2.5), the distortion product DS is DS ˆ …IP4



A o †…n



1†



ˆ …7:33 ‡ 22†…4



1†



ˆ 87:99 dB Mixers are very important building blocks in any RF system. Down-conversion mixers link together the low-noise RF amplifier, local oscillator (for the first stage mixer) and IF stage (for the second stage mixer) of which the performances are interrelated. Their highly non-linear behaviour makes analysis and optimization difficult. This non-linearity behaviour can cause noise and spurious signals to move across frequencies. The sensitivity er (in volts) of the receiver can be predicted whether the receiver is limited by thermal or non-thermal noise using: (1) For thermal limited receiver noise: e2r ˆ kFT Bn T …SNR†Req (2) For non-thermal limited receiver noise:   e2r ˆ k Teq ‡ Ta Bn …SNR†Req



…2:6† …2:7†



where FT ˆ total noise figure. Note that this noise figure should be the total device noise, which should include the channel noise factor, the noise derived from image frequency stage noise figure(s) and the noise figure from the local oscillators Teq ˆ equivalent system temperature ˆ (FT 1)Ts Ts ˆ system temperature (K). This temperature is often taken as the standard ambient temperature in accordance with IEEE Standard 145-1983 (IEEE Standard 145-1983), where T is 17  C, equating to 290 K Ta ˆ antenna temperature (K) Req ˆ system equivalent impedance (O) Bn ˆ noise bandwidth (Hz) k ˆ Boltzmann's constant, 1:38  10 23 (W/Hz K) SNR ˆ signal-to-noise ratio (linear unit). How the noise figure is obtained is described fully in Chapter 5, section 5.1.6. RF amplifier noise figure, gain and intercept-point are set by the receiver performance requirements. Example 2.2 A system's overall equivalent noise factor and bandwidth are given as 14.87 and 12 kHz respectively. The received signal at the detector
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output is 6 dB. Calculate the sensitivity of the system across 50 O impedance if: (a) it operates at room temperature; and (b) the antenna temperature is constantly above the room temperature with an average value of 18.2  C. Solution The solution to (a) is found by using (2.6), given that SNR ˆ 6 dB, converting it to linear unit to have SNR ˆ 100:6 ˆ 3:981 Rg ˆ 50 O FT ˆ 14:87 Bn ˆ 12 000 k ˆ 1:38  10



23



T ˆ 273 ‡ 17 ˆ 290 Substituting numerical values in (2.6), ev ˆ 0:377 mV By using (2.7), the solution to part (b) of the question is solved. Replace T with [Teq ‡ Ta ] ˆ (14:87 1)290 ‡ (18:2 ‡ 273) ˆ 4313:5, to obtain ev ˆ 0:3771 mV



2.1.3 Data processing A digital signal processor (DSP) for data processing buffers the output of the analogue-to-digital (A/D) converter. The DSP attempts to extract information from radar echoes, with a view to classifying targets and characterizing geophysical phenomena. Signal processing is handled by a DSP operating under algorithms tailored to the requirements of the radar. Many modern radars perform a signal spectrum analysis function in a DSP using fast Fourier transform (FFT) ± already discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.4. More important properties of FFT are discussed briefly at this instance to allow the reader a feel of the properties in their application to radar system. The input of an FFT is a sequence of 2m time samples, where m is an integer. The output, on the other hand, is 2m complex numbers having in-phase and quadrature components representing the frequency spectrum. The output is analogous to a bank of uniformly spaced filters covering the frequency region from zero up to the transmitter pulse repetition frequency (PRF), as shown in Figure 2.8. As such the filter spacing, Df , can be expressed as Df ˆ



PRF 2m



…2:8†
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Figure 2.8 FFT with 2m filters



It should be noted that if the input consists of complex samples, then the frequency region from zero to PRF is unambiguous. Conversely, if the input samples are real, the unambiguous region is simply half the PRF; that is, PRF/2. The number of Doppler filters depends solely on the number of time samples. If it is possible to eliminate blind speeds, or resolve Doppler ambiguities, the frequency (and also bandwidth) spacing of the filters would automatically adjust. Regardless of whether the Doppler frequency is unambiguous, target returns would move from one filter to another as PRF changes. Recently, signal processing has assumed higher-order statistical analysis with a view to extracting more information from the radar echoes (Cover and Thomas 1991). Some aspects of signal processing and applicable algorithms are the subjects of Part III.



2.1.4 Data compression and storage A myriad of data is often acquired during any radar scans or sweeps. An example of this is that acquired by skywave radars, which are particularly noted for their wide-area scanning or sweeping. The unprocessed data acquired can often occupy a large facility. Pre- and post-processed data could also be large and might require large transfer and processing time. In a real-time operational situation, in particular during tracking, time is a critical element if the true-target profile under investigation is to be quickly ascertained in real time. To ensure fast transportation and delivery of data to its intended destination, a compression process is used. Data compression is the process of converting an input data stream (the source stream, or the original raw data) into a smaller data stream (the output, or the compressed stream) that has a smaller size. A stream is either a file or a buffer in memory. If one can denote the input stream by DM and the compressed stream by q(DM ), it must be possible for the compressed data q(DM ) to be decoded (reconstructed) back to the original body of data DM
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or some acceptable approximation. Compressed data are stored on a digital storage device (e.g. compact disc, tapes) and when retrieved from the device they are decompressed. Data compression is a topic grounded in the field of information theory: the study of the representation, storage, transmission and transformation of data. The coding and decoding process, being part of information theory, is quite involved and entails different approaches. It is known by many names such as entropy coding, lossless coding, data compaction coding, or data compression. The inquiring reader is advised to consult Kolawole (2002), McEliece (1977), Cover and Thomas (1991) and Storer (1976). Based on the requirements of reconstruction, data compression schemes can be divided into two broad classes: lossless and lossy compression. A lossless compression technique takes compressed data q(DM ) and reconstructs it to the original data DM. The lossy compression technique is the process of transforming a body of data DM to a smaller body qi (DM ), where i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , m, from which an approximation of the original can be constructed. Lossy compression provides, in general, much higher compression than lossless compression. Often reconstruction requirements dictate the type of compression schemes to use. A generalized description of a class of algorithms is discussed in the following subsections.



2.1.4.1 Effective algorithms for data compression



To effectively discern real target signatures from the noise and clutter, some decision is made by setting a limit (or threshold) where anything above the limit is associated with target and anything below is those associated with noise and/or clutter. The resulting processed data may be called `static' if the probabilities were a priori; that is, they are given in advance. If the radar data were collected in a `hostile environment', which often is the case with skywave radars, it would be reasonable to dynamically threshold the data, that is, using a compression algorithm that estimates these probabilities dynamically. The Huffman (1951) and Shannon (1959)±Fano (1963) compression algorithms offer an example of how data compression can be dynamically achieved. The difference between these algorithms is that Shannon±Fano constructs its codes top to bottom (from the leftmost to the rightmost bits), while Huffman constructs a code tree from the bottom up (builds the codes from right to left). There have been intensive research activities into data compression since the papers of Huffman, Shannon and Fano. The next subsection discusses the basic Huffman coding algorithm, though there have been several enhancements to the original.



2.1.4.2 Huffman coding algorithm



Suppose that one can represent every peak associated with a target in the data map by the symbols ak and corresponding probabilities p(ak), where k ˆ 0, 1, 2, . . . , m 1. These symbols and their probabilities are shown in Table 2.1 as a list L.
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Probability



a0 a1 a2 ... am 2 am 1



p(a0) p(a1) p(a2) ... p(am 2 ) p(am 1 )



Tidying up is done by representing the input to the encoder a by A ˆ fa0 , a1 , a2 , . . . , am 1 g and the codeword lengths lk ˆ n(ak ). For clarity, an encoder is a means of assigning one of the codewords to an input, or source, symbol. It compresses the raw data in the input stream and creates an output with compressed (low-redundancy) data. The decompressor or decoder converts in the opposite direction to the compressor. The term companding stands for `compressing/expanding'. The original input stream denotes unencoded, raw or original data. The output content, which is a compressed stream, is the encoded or compressed data. Using the Kraft inequality theorem, the prefix property ensures that there exists a necessary and sufficient condition for the Huffman code to be uniquely decodable (decipherable). This condition is mathematically expressed as m 1 X



2



lk



1



…2:9†



kˆ0



for a noiseless source code A, encoder a, and codeword lengths lk. If the codeword lengths can be ordered as l0  l1  l2  . . .  lm 1 , then a collection of codewords will represent a binary tree of depth lm 1 . For example, by putting m ˆ 4, a binary {1, 0} code tree is drawn as in Figure 2.9 by labelling one branch `0' and the other `1'. By convention, a `1' is normally put on the upper branch in a horizontally drawn tree and a `0' on the lower branch. The binary tree starts with a root, which has two branches extending from it. Each branch ends in a node; in this case as the first level nodes or depth one nodes. Nodes can extend further into branches leading to more nodes, or simply terminate. When nodes end, they are called terminal nodes or leaves. At a further level, a node connected by a branch is said to be a child or sibling of the preceding node (called the parent node). There is a one-to-one correspondence between paths from the root node to the terminal node and the codewords, sometimes called path maps. It can be seen in Figure 2.9 that the code can be represented by a subtree ± denoted by white circle ± consisting of branches from the root (source) of the tree to the terminal nodes (or leaves) ± denoted by a blackened circle of the subtree. The codewords correspond to the sequences of branch labels from the root of the tree to
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Figure 2.9 Binary tree code of variable lengths



the leaf. In summary, binary codewords of length lm 1 or shorter may be described as paths through the tree, or as terminal nodes of such a path. With the background information and following Gallager (1978), the static Huffman coding algorithm is described as follows: (a) Represent the list of the probabilities of the source that is considered to be associated with the leaves of a binary tree by L. (b) Take the two smallest probabilities in L and make the corresponding nodes siblings. Generate an intermediate node as their parents and label the branch from the parent to one of the child nodes `1' and label the branch from parent to the other child `0'. (c) Replace the two probabilities and associated nodes in L by the single new intermediate node with the sum of the two probabilities. If L now contains only one element, end iteration. Otherwise go to step (b). This algorithm is best illustrated by an example. Example 2.3 Consider a five-symbol alphabet a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 with corresponding probabilities 0.4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1. Using the static Huffman
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Figure 2.10 Huffman codes



algorithm, the tree structure can be constructed and the five symbols paired in two ways as shown in Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b). Let us describe the pairing of Figure 2.10(a) in the following order: . a4 is paired with a3 and both are replaced with a single symbol a43 with a



combined probability 0.2.



. With the four symbols (a43, a2, a1 and a0) left, noting that each of the



symbols (a43, a2 and a1) has a probability of 0.2, one can arbitrarily take any two symbols and the combined paired with the third. In doing so, the resultant symbol a4321 has a probability 0.6. . Finally, the remaining two symbols (a4321 and a0) are paired and replaced with a43210 with probability 1.0. Having completed the tree, with root node on the right and the five leaves on the left, it is time to assign codes. With the labelling of every pair of edges, the resulting codewords are the codes read off from right to left for each of the symbols: 0, 10, 111, 1101 and 1100. Specifically, a0 a1 a2 a3 a4



ˆ0 ˆ 10 ˆ 111 ˆ 1101 ˆ 1100



The number of bits n(ak) in each codeword a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 is 1, 2, 3, 4, 4 respectively. Similarly, for the tree structure represented by Figure 2.10(b) and assigned pairing, each symbol is encoded as a0 a1 a2 a3 a4



ˆ 11 ˆ 01 ˆ 00 ˆ 101 ˆ 100
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The number of bits, n(ak), in each codeword a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 is 2, 2, 2, 3, 3 respectively, which is different from that of the tree structure of Figure 2.10(a). The difference shows that the arbitrary decisions made when constructing the Huffman tree affect the individual codes, but not the average size of the codewords. The reader might ask which of these codes is better? To answer this question, the better code is the one with the smallest variance. Two new terms have just been introduced: `average size' and `variance'. How do we quantify these terms in the light of Huffman coding? Average size hlk i is defined by hlk i ˆ



m X1



p…ak †n…ak †



…2:10†



kˆ0



Variance is defined by s2 ˆ



m 1 X



p…ak †‰n…ak †



hlk iŠ2



…2:11†



kˆ0



From (2.10), the average size of the codes obtained from Figures 2.10(a, b) is the same; that is, 2.2 bits/symbol in this instance. However, using (2.11), two different variances are obtained: 1.36 and 0.16 for Figure 2.10(a) and Figure 2.10(b) respectively. Hence, the code of Figure 2.10(b) is preferred. Often, the entropy of the code is required. Entropy, H, is the quantity of data transmitted per second, or the average self-information per transmitted symbol. The `entropy'1 H of symbol `a' is defined by: Hˆ



m X1 kˆ0



p…ak † log2 p…ak † bits



…2:12†



Choosing p(ak ) ˆ 1/m for all 1  ak  m gives the maximum possible value of H for a given value of m. Equation (2.12) shows that the entropy of the data depends on the individual symbols' probabilities p(ak ) and is smallest when all m probabilities are equal. This fact is used to define the redundancy R in the data.



1 In analogue communication systems in which the transmitted signal is a continuous voltage waveform v(t), the entropy H for each independent sample of v(t) may be defined by Z 1 p…v† log2 p…v†dv bits=sample Hˆ



1



where p(v) is the probability density function of v(t). The form of p(v) that maximizes H for a given signal power is the Gaussian distribution. When p(v) is Gaussian with square mean value N, then entropy is p������������ H ˆ ln 2peN bits=sample:
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Redundancy is defined as the difference between the entropy and the smallest entropy: m 1 X



Rˆ



kˆ0



p…ak † log2 p…ak †



log2 m



…2:13†



With this expression, test for fully compressed data (no redundancy) by m 1 X kˆ0



p…ak † log2 p…ak † ˆ log2 m



…2:14†



In practice, little is known in advance about the input stream and its associated probabilities. As such, look into ways of devising an approach that is more adaptive in spirit, which essentially builds on the `static' approach. For example, suppose that one wishes to modify the estimates of the list's probabilities as more data arrive and to adapt the code correspondingly. A strategy similar to the previous `static' construction could be adopted. For instance, suppose that at time (i 1) the probability estimates pi 1 (ak ) for all of the source symbols ak are available along with the corresponding Huffman code; i.e. pi 1 … ak † ˆ



ni 1 …ak † i 1



i>1



…2:15†



where k ˆ 0, 1, 2, . . . , m 1. If the ith input symbol ai ˆ a is encoded and decoded using this Huffman code and all of the probabilities updated with the new relative probabilities, then the only count for the symbol `a' would change to ni …a† 1 ‡ …i 1†pi 1 …a† ˆ i i ni …ak † 1 ‡ …i 1†pi 1 …ak † ˆ pi … ak † ˆ i i pi … a† ˆ



…2:16†



provided ak 6ˆ a. These new and improved probabilities are made available to the encoder and decoder, which would then be used to design a new Huffman code for use on the next input symbol. In practice, radar data are quantified by weights, wk , where k ˆ 0, 1, 2, . . . , m 1. Since these weights are non-negatives, the weights can be used in place of the probabilities to design a Huffman code and to find the corresponding ordered tree. Recent advances in technology have enabled system manufacturers to include encoding/decoding chips in their hardware, invisible to the users that perform data compression/decompression.



2.1.5 Display and communications system In modern radar systems, the radar data is highly processed before display. The display unit provides a full-range presentation of received signals. The display
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device is a console, which is conceptually similar to the computer-driven monitor. Target detections are often represented by target symbols on the display unit or console. In some cases, a command from the display unit is used to trigger control signals to steer the radar antenna in the desired direction. A communication system ensures that the internal and external communications systems meet the intended requirements including voice, text, accurate timing and location finding via the global positioning system (GPS).



2.1.6 Radar application The application purpose of a particular radar determines its limit of operation. Theoretically, radar may be developed having capabilities that exploit a great shift in wavelength, or when precision tracking and high resolution in range, angle (azimuth), target identification and Doppler are required. New development in laser radar technology has achieved this. For instance, laser radar has combined the capabilities of conventional radar and optical systems to achieve high resolution and accurate target tracking, imaging, aim-pointing assessment, and autonomous operation. By combining laser radar systems with passive sensors, further improvement can be gained in target estimation and precision independent of time of the day or night. More is said about laser radar in Chapter 5. Radar usage varies dramatically including: 1. 2. 3. 4.



strategic and tactical surveillance; remote atmospheric and sea-state sensing; tracking and guidance; and precision disaster control or monitoring.



Radar systems that operate on line-of-sight principles are called conventional radar (examples are microwave, laser and beacon), while those that see beyond the horizon are called skywave radar (to be discussed in Chapter 7). The over the horizon radar (OTHR) is an example of a skywave radar. An OTHR utilizes high frequencies (HF) unlike the conventional microwave radar, which operates between 0.2 and 40 GHz. A major difference between the HF skywave and conventional line-of-sight radar is the need to adapt the waveform and frequency of the former to the environment. The detailed design of a system for a particular application can differ significantly. It also involves compromise between cost, implementation, and operating parameters to achieve realistic performance. There may also be differences in the characteristics of the respective propagation media and in the signals processed which are reflected in the implementation used for the two systems. Despite this the fundamental principles are common.



2.1.7 Summary This chapter has explained the fundamental architecture of a typical radar system. It also covered the issue of receiver sensitivity, data compression and
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radar utilization. The next chapter looks at the physics of an antenna, which is a major item in radar systems design, as well as range measurements for signal pulse and train pulses.



Problems 1. If you have any compression/decompression programs on your computer (e.g. `StuffIt'), then perform the following exercise. Use any of your documents, say joke.doc, and drop the document on `StuffIt'. A new document will be created in your directory called `joke.sea'. Compare the size of uncompressed file `joke.doc' with the compressed file `joke.sea'. To reconstruct (or retrieve) the compressed data to the original, drop `joke.sea' on `StuffIt expander' to create another file called `joke1.doc'. Compare the size of the reconstructed file `joke1.doc' with the original `joke.doc'. Both sizes should be approximately equal. 2. Why is it that an already-compressed data cannot be compressed further? 3. Suppose an eight-symbol list is as given in Table 2.2. Design a Huffman code for the symbols. Estimate the average length, variance, and the entropy of codes. 4. Design a Huffman code for a source with seven symbols ak , where k ˆ 0, 1, 2, . . . , 6 with the symbols' probabilities having a functional relation given by p(ak ) ˆ 0:3/1:3k . m P1 5. If the probabilities in problem (3) are weighted as p(ai ) ˆ wi / wk , kˆ0 design a corresponding Huffman code. 6. Estimate the noise bandwidth range required for a receiver's sensitivity to be maintained at 0.35 mV, the antenna is operational at temperatures between 10  C and 45  C, the effective impedance is 75 O, and the total noise factor is 12.64 dB. 7. Will the noise bandwidth estimated in question (6) be suitable for the same receiver if the antenna were kept at room temperature? Table 2.2 List of the eight symbols Symbol



Probability



a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7



0.01 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.25
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Antenna physics and radar measurements The previous chapter has briefly explained the functionality of a practical radar system. One of the major components of radar is an antenna. The basic physics of antenna radiation and how the field in front of the antenna is divided into regions are explained in this chapter. In addition, the concept of pulse compression is investigated for a single pulse and a train of pulses. The compression filter's response is used to explain measurement ambiguities in range and Doppler as well as resolving closely spaced targets.



3.1 Antenna radiation One of the simplest forms of radiator is the dipole antenna. A dipole (or doublet) consists of a metallic wire whose length is an appreciable portion of a wavelength. If the wire is fed at its centre by an electric source (or a transmitter or generator), equal charges of opposite signs ( q and ‡ q) are induced. A schematic representation of a dipole is given in Figure 3.1. If the values of the charges are varied harmonically in time, the dipole will radiate energy. By the nature of the generator, the current varies and moving electric charges produce radiated fields. The faster the charges accelerate the better the dipole radiates. How does one predict the radiation pattern of an antenna? The next paragraphs attempt to shed some light on this question. By Coulomb's rule, the interaction between two-point charges q and ‡ q is interchangeable. These charges are assumed of equal amplitude and may be in close proximity compared to the distance in the surrounding field, say at point P. According to the superposition rule, two or more electric fields acting at any given point would add vectorially. Thus, the electric potential at point P can be expressed as the sum of the potentials due to the individual charges:   q 1 1 Vˆ …3:1† 4pe r1 r2
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θ



P
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l r2
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Figure 3.1 A centre-fed dipole



Since the distance r measured from the centre of the wire to the observation point P is far greater than the separation distance l between the electric charges (i.e. r  l), the approximate distances r1 and r2 are l cos y 2 l cos y r2  r ‡ 2 r1  r



…3:2†



Substituting (3.2) in (3.1), and observing as l ! 0, that is, the point-dipole limit, the electric potential becomes exact: Vˆ



ql cos y 4per2



…3:3†



Vˆ



M cos y 4per2



…3:4†



Alternatively,



where e is a constant, called the permittivity, which depends on the medium surrounding the charge. In this instance e is maintained constant. M is the moment of the dipole. Equation (3.4) is also valid at large distances from any finite size dipole. It can be seen in (3.4) that the electric potential V varies inversely as the square of the distance from the dipole, in contrast with the reciprocal distance law of the point charge expressed in (3.1). Given that electrostatic fields are conserved, the electric intensity at any point is equal to the space rate of change of potential: Eˆ



qV ˆ qs



rV



…3:5a†
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where rV is the gradient of V and defines both the magnitude and the direction of the maximum rate of change of V. The minus sign arises because the work done in moving a unit charge is positive when it is done by some external force against the field. By defining the dipole moment vector M directed from q to ‡ q as having a magnitude ql, the potential V in (3.4) can then be expressed as Vˆ



M  r1 4per2



…3:5b†



The components of the electric intensity E, in spherical coordinates, can be estimated by performing the gradient operation of V in (3.5b): Er ˆ



qV 2M cos y ˆ qr 4per3



…3:6a†



Ey ˆ



qV M sin y ˆ rqy 4per3



…3:6b†



Ef ˆ



qV ˆ0 r sin yqf



…3:6c†



Since E is the vector sum of all the components, the electric intensity becomes ^ E ˆ Er r^ ‡ Ey ^y ‡ Ef f   M ^y ˆ 2 cos y^ r ‡ sin y 4per3



…3:7†



^ are unit vectors in the r, y, f directions respectively. Often where r^, ^ y, f (3.7) is called the static components in the literature. This equation demonstrates that the electric intensity of a dipole falls off as the cube of the distance, in contrast to the inverse square law of the potential expressed in (3.4). A sketch of the electric intensity pattern of the point dipole is shown in Figure 3.2.



Z



E



Figure 3.2 Radiation pattern of a point dipole
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The preceding discussion has assumed a static dipole. As stated earlier, if the values of the electric charges are varied harmonically in time and space, the expectation is that the dipole will radiate energy. Therefore the oscillating charge, q, and its moment, M, would become q ˆ q0 e jot



…3:8†



M ˆ M0 e jot



where M0 ˆ q0 l. If a thin wire of negligible resistance is assumed and a capacitance connects the pair of charges, then an alternating current I that flows upwards from q to ‡ q may be expressed as Iˆ



dq ˆ joq0 e jot ˆ I0 e jot dt



…3:9†



This expression does not take into account the time t required for charges at the dipole to travel to observation point P leading to potential retardation at P, as do V and E, where t ˆ r/c and c is the velocity of light. At this point, let us examine the influence of delay on the potential V and electric field intensity E at point P. By substituting (3.2) and (3.8) in (3.1), the electric scalar potential is written as ! q0 e jo…t t1 † e jo…t t2 † Vˆ …3:10† y y 4pe r l cos r ‡ l cos 2 2 Which, by expansion 2q0 e jo…t Vˆ 4pe



t†



0



1 ul cos u ‡ jr sin u @ h  i A ul 2 2 r 1 r



…3:11†



where l 2p l cos y uˆ 2l



l ˆ



…3:12†



Expressing the trigonometric functions in (3.11) as power series; that is, cos u ˆ 1 sin u ˆ u



u2 u4 ‡ 2! 4! u3 u5 ‡ 3! 5!



 



By neglecting the higher-order terms, i.e. u2, u3, . . . , the electric scalar potential is
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2q0 e jo…t Vˆ 4pre



j ‡ lr



t†



1



! …3:13†



 ul 2 r



Substituting (3.12) in (3.13), and noting that r  l,  1 q0 l cos y l2 2 jo…t 1‡ 2 e Vˆ 4prel r



b r c‡ o



†



…3:14†



where b ˆ tan



1



  r l



…3:15†



By comparing (3.4) with (3.14), one observes how the electric potential amplitude changes from r 2 dependence for a static dipole to r 1 dependence for an oscillating dipole. By letting o ˆ 0, and l ! 1, both equations (3.4) and (3.14) agree as expected. Suffice to say that a similar behaviour can be observed for changes in the magnetic H component for a constant current to a varying current. This is left to the reader to verify. For a non-zero frequency, the exponential term in (3.14) indicates that the potential V will propagate as a wave at a phase velocity c. This is not quite true, due to the complex ( j ‡ l /r) term. Since r  l , b  p/2, which is approximately independent of r. In this instance, V can be said to have a phase velocity c. However, close to the dipole the magnitude r is not much larger than l , the value of b becomes variable and consequently gives a phase velocity much larger than c. The quantity l is called the radian length; the distance over which the phase of the wave changes by one radian; which is approximately l/6. By Maxwell theory, the electric field intensity can be obtained using Eˆ



  qA ‡ rV qt



…3:16a†



where rV ˆ



  qV qV ^ qV ^ ^ y‡ f r‡ qr rqy r sin yqf



…3:16b†



From (3.13), we can write M0 e jo…t t† rV ˆ 4prel2







      j2l l jl 2l ^ 1‡ 1‡ 1‡ cos y^ r‡ sin yy r r r r …3:17a†
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The potential due to current distribution I at the same particular moment as for the electric potential can be deduced as Aˆ



mlI  cos y^ r 4pr



sin y^y







…3:17b†



where m is the propagating medium permeability. Using (3.17b) and equation (3.9), the current differential qA M0 e jo…t t†  ˆ cos y^ r qt 4prel2



sin y^y







…3:17c†



Hence, substituting (3.17) in (3.16), the electric field intensity is written as         M0 e jo…t t† j2l l jl 2l ^ Eˆ 1‡ 1‡ cos y^r ‡ 1 sin yy r r r r 4prel2 …3:18† As l ! 1 and o ˆ 0, (3.18) reverts to (3.7), the static terms. The electric field intensity E is seen to propagate through space with a velocity c for r  l , as does V. The situation where r  l is referred to as the far field for the doublet. More is said of the division of a radiating field in front of an antenna into regions in section 3.1.2. In the instance where r  l , what is left in (3.18) is the radiation term. Specifically Eˆ



M0 e jo…t t† sin y^y 4prel2



…3:19†



However, close to the dipole, r in (3.18) would not be much larger than l , E will involve five components: two varying as r 2 ; two varying r 2 but leading by p/2 (radians); and finally the r 1 term leading the other r 2 term by p (radians). Equation (3.19) demonstrates the r 1 dependence for an oscillating doublet ensuring conservation of energy. Example 3.1 For free space, by substituting (3.8), (3.12) and c ˆ (e0 m0 ) 1/2 in (3.19), the magnitude of the field radiation is simplified as 60pI0 l sin y …V=m† …3:20† jE j ˆ l noting that e ˆ e0 ˆ 8:854 pF/m, m0 ˆ 400p pH/m and c ˆ 3  108 m/s, the speed of light. The normalized polar plot of the radiation field induced by a unitary current and l/l ˆ 0:1 is shown in Figure 3.3; that is, E/60p versus y. It should be noted that if the radiating element were placed vertically on a plane its image would be taken into account. An example of where the ground effect is replaced by the radiator image is a vertical monopole,
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Figure 3.3 Polar plot of radiation pattern of a dipole in free space



which is briefly explained in the next section. Also note that a radiating element is not restricted to dipoles or monopoles, but may be other radiators such as slots, open-ended waveguides (or small horns) and microstrips. If radiators are similarly located at regularly spaced points, an antenna array is formed. In such a formation the array's resultant electric field will be given approximately by the sum of the fields contributed by all radiating elements. The effectiveness of such an array would depend on the operating frequency, power handling capability, polarization technique and method of feeding. More is said on the types of antenna array, the formulation of their electric intensity and applications in Chapter 4.



3.1.1 Vertical monopole A vertical monopole is the simplest form of vertical antennae; it is grounded at the lower end. This form of antenna is commonly used as receiving elements for skywave radars (for example, over-the-horizon-radar: more is said of this type of radar in Chapter 7). When an antenna is near the ground, energy radiated toward the ground is reflected as shown in Figure 3.4. The total field in any direction then represents the vector sum of a direct wave plus a reflected wave. For purpose of calculation, it is convenient to consider that the reflected wave is generated not by reflection but rather by a suitable image antenna located below the surface of the ground. For clarity, the symbols yt , y and c, in Figure 3.4, are defined as the target elevation angle, antenna elevation angle and grazing (or reflected) angle respectively, while l is the height of the antenna above the ground. In the case of a perfect ground (of infinite conductivity) the reflection coefficient is unity; that is, r ˆ 1. The currents, I, in corresponding parts of the actual and image antennas are of the same magnitude and flow in the same direction
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Figure 3.4 Geometry of a vertical monopole



in the vertical arm while the image current flow is opposite to that of the actual antenna in direction in the horizontal component. For developmental purposes, consider an element dz at distant z from ground with radiated field observable at distance r from the source. In view of (3.20), the resultant electric field of the vertical monopole can be written as   Z l pz 60p Df I0 Eˆ sin sin y cos dz …3:21† l l 2 l where the phase difference Df, due to path difference, is given by  z Df ˆ 2p cos y l



…3:22†



y and I0 are the antenna elevation angle and the magnitude of the current flowing in the antenna respectively. Solving (3.21) yields   120plI0 1 ‡ cos…p cos y† Eˆ …3:23a† sin y l The term in [.] is called the pattern factor, f (y), for this type of arrangement. Specifically, f … y† ˆ



1 ‡ cos…p cos y† sin y



…3:23b†
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Figure 3.5 Polar plot of a vertical monopole radiation pattern



The normalized polar plot of the radiation field, that is, E/60p versus y induced by a unitary current, l/l ˆ 0:1, for a vertical monopole, is shown in Figure 3.5. The difference between the radiation field induced by both dipole and vertical monopole is shown in Figure 3.6 as a combined plot. Besides field strength, the effect of ground contribution is visible between the two graphs when transversing from the positive phase to the next. In general, if the dipole is symmetrical and of length 2l and letting I(z) be the amplitude of the sinusoidal current as a function of the z-axis; that is, in the form I…z† ˆ I0 sin‰b…l



j zj † Š



…3:24†



Then, the far-field expression E in the spherical coordinates is given by Z 60p e jbr l Eˆj I…z†e jbz cos y dz …3:25† l r l E / 60π 0.45
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Figure 3.6 Combined radiation patterns of free-space dipole and vertical monopole
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Substituting (3.24) in (3.25) and integrating, the following is found:   e jbr cos…bl cos y† cos bl E ˆ j60I0 …3:26† sin y r The term in [.] is called the pattern factor, f (y); that is, f …y† ˆ



cos…bl cos y† sin y



cos bl



…3:27†



It describes how the radiation in the far-field region varies with direction and is independent of the azimuth angle. If l ˆ l/2, bl ˆ p; then (3.27) reverts to (3.23). For completeness, the sinusoidal current hypothesis is less acceptable when the dipole is thicker and at a distance from resonance, which is certainly the case for asymmetrical dipoles. Despite these reservations, the sinusoidal hypothesis is used because it is an approximate that is simple to visualize, very practical in the far field and allows students to conceptualize the subject matter.



3.1.1.1 Radiation resistance and power



Power radiated by a dipole of length 2l is defined by 1 Pˆ 2



Z 0



2p



Z 0



p



 Z Z Z Im 2 2p p 2 Re‰EH Šr sin ydydf ˆ f …y†dydf …3:28† 2 2p 0 0 



2



where Im is the maximum current, f (y) is the pattern factor from (3.27) and Z is the characteristic impedance of the dipole. In free space, p����������� Z ˆ Z0 ˆ m0 /e0 ˆ 120p (O). After performing the integration, the power expression is found to be Z p 2 P ˆ 30Im f 2 …y†dy …3:29† 0



The radiation resistance can be defined in terms of maximum current, Im, or the current at the feed point I0. In terms of the feed point, the time-averaged power can be expressed as 1 P ˆ I02 Rrad 2



…3:30†



Equating (3.30) and (3.29) at l ˆ l/2, the radiation resistance expression is found as     2 Z p cos2 p2 cos y l Im Rrad l ˆ dy …3:31† ˆ 60 2 I0 sin2 y 0
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If Im ˆ I0 and let x ˆ cos y, and change the limits of integration accordingly, (3.31) can be recast as  Z 1   Z 1 cos2 p2 x l 1 ‡ cos…px† dx Rrad l ˆ dx ˆ 15 ˆ 60 2 x 2 1 x 1 1 1 …3:32†  Z 1 1 ‡ cos…px† ‡ dx 1‡x 1 Furthermore, put y ˆ p(1 ‡ x) in (3.32) and change the limits of integration accordingly,   Z 2p l 1 cos…y† Rrad l ˆ dy …3:33† ˆ 30 2 y 0 This expression can be related to a well-known function Cin(x) defined by Abramowitz and Stegun (1968): Z x 1 cos… y† dy …3:34† Cin…x† ˆ y 0 Comparing (3.34) with (3.33):   l Rrad l ˆ ˆ 30Cin…2p† 2



…3:35†



Since Cin(2p) ˆ 2:438,   l Rrad l ˆ ˆ 30Cin…2p† ˆ 73:14 O 2



…3:36†



Therefore dipoles of length that are multiples of l/2 can readily be obtained. It is appropriate at this stage to describe field regions and give the reader some idea of their physical dimensions.



3.1.2 Field regions The field in front of an antenna may be divided into three regions: the reactive near-field region, the radiating near-field region (also called the Fresnel region), and the radiating far-field region (also called the Fraunhofer region). These regions are devised to identify the field structure in each. Although there are no discernible changes in the field configurations as the regions' boundaries are crossed, various criteria have been established which identify the regions. Using Figure 3.7 as a guide, these regions are defined as follows. The reactive near-field region is the sector of the field immediately surrounding the antenna. By IEEE Standard 145-1983 (IEEE Standard
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Figure 3.7 Boundaries of field regions



145-1983), for most antennas, the criterion used to define the outer boundary < of this field is:  3 12 D …3:37† < < 0:62 l where D is the largest dimension (aperture) of the antenna and l is the wavelength: all units in metres. The radiating near-field region is a sector where the angular distribution of the radiated energy is dependent on the distance from the antenna where the radial field component is significant. The radial distance where radiating near-field region exists is  3 12 D D3 …3:38a† 0:62  Ts 0
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Figure 3.10 Pulse compression filter response



This expression shows the time-bandwidth (BTs) product of the chirp signal. Note also that this time-bandwidth product is the pulse compression ratio. A plot of (3.63) gives the waveform of the matched filter, shown in figure 3.10, for a 50 kHz bandwidth and time extent of 0.1 ms. As seen in the figure, sidelobes or subsidiary ridges are of diminishing amplitudes (magnitudes) and surround the mainlobe, main ridge, of the filter's response, which is consistent with jsin (x)/xj, or jsin c(x)j, profile. The compressed pulse is of effective duration of t with time extent of the order of 2Ts, which is consistent with the intuitive description given earlier in this section of the filter output. A quick look at (3.63) reveals that the term (1 jtj/Ts ) only attempts to slowly decrease the amplitude as one moves away from the Doppler axis, fd. In fact, its effects near the origin, both proceeding and within the sin c function, are negligible. This explains the effect of the finite signal duration and the incomplete overlap between rect(t/Ts ) and rect(t t/(Ts ). In essence, the relative delay t shortens the effective signal duration from Ts to (Ts jtj). Neglecting the (1 jtj/Ts ) term in (3.63), simply turn    t fd ‡ …3:64† jw…t; fd †j0 ˆ sin c pBTs Ts B which displays a symmetrical property in t and fd. It is well known from the sin c property (that is, lim sin(x)/x ˆ 1) that the peak of (3.64) occurs when x!0



t fd ‡ ˆ0 Ts B



…3:65†



It can be inferred from (3.64) and (3.65), without loss of generality, that the matched-filter response in delay t for a Doppler mismatch fd0 will be the
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response for zero Doppler translated in t by t0 ˆ fd Ts /B. Similarly, the matched-filter response in Doppler fd for a delay mismatch t0 will be a response on the fd -axis for zero Doppler translated in fd by fd0 ˆ Bt/Ts . This demonstrates the coupling between range and range rate, which is the equivalence of translations between t and fd. Putting fd ˆ 0 in (3.64), jw…t; fd †j0 ˆ sin c‰pBtŠ



…3:66†



which gives the half-power width of the central peak of the order of 1/B. Thus the peak output is compressed from the original duration of Ts to 1/B, which is a compression factor of BTs, the time-bandwidth product of the chirp signal. Conversely, by letting t ˆ 0, the half-bandwidth in Doppler is 1/Ts and the band compression factor is B/(1/Ts ), which again equals to the time-bandwidth product. The reader might wonder if there is a lower limit of time-bandwidth product. Gabor (1946) gave this lower limit as BTs  p



…3:67†



The exact value of the time-bandwidth product is of no particular interest, as it depends on the definition of the signal duration and bandwidth. As noted by Rihaczek (1969), the important point is that the time-bandwidth product of a signal has a minimum value of the order of unity.



3.2.3 Repetition of pulsed signals A way of generating signals with large time-bandwidth products is to repeat the input waveform. Signal repetition can be contiguous, or gaps can be left between pulses called pulse trains or pulse bursts. Like (3.52), let us allow a signal with a complex envelope mc (t) to be repeated coherently so that its carrier phase remains continuous from one segment to the next. Following (3.55), the signal's ambiguity function may be written as X1 N X1 1N w…t; fd † ˆ N nˆ0 mˆ0



Z



1 1



m c …t



nT †mc …t



t†e j2pfd t dt



mT



Note that T in this case is the repetition period (see Figure 3.11).



B τ



Ts T



Figure 3.11 Pulse train



…3:68†
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The expression in (3.68) can be rewritten as w…t; fd † ˆ



X1 N X1 1N e j2pfd nT N nˆ0 mˆ0



Z



1 1



X1 N X1 1N e j2pfd nT wc ‰t ˆ N nˆ0 mˆ0



mc …t†mc …t



‰m



nŠT



t†e j2pfd t dt …3:69†



…n



m†T; fd Š



R1 where wc (t, fd ) ˆ 1 mc (t)mc (t t)e j2pfd t dt is the ambiguity function of the component signal. Without further complication, it can be shown that (3.69) follows the same law as the autocorrelation function of a train of N signals. So, a solution to (3.69) is written as w…t; fd † ˆ



X1 1 N N pˆ …N



1†



wc …t



pT; fd †



sin‰pfd …N j pj†T Š jpfd …N e sin pfd T



1‡p†T



…3:70†



where its envelope is the sum of the envelopes of the individual parts. So, the overall magnitude of the pulse-train ambiguity function is jw…t; fd †j ˆ



X1 1 N N pˆ …N



1†



jwc …t



sin‰pfd …N j pj†T Š pT; fd †j sin pfd T



…3:71†



Hence, the gross structure is determined by the repetition of the ambiguity surface of the component pulse jwc (t, fd )j with its magnitude decreasing by (1 j pj/N). By assuming that the ambiguity function of an individual pulse has a similar simple shape, then, from (3.71), one can deduce that . the highest peak occurs when the sine term has a value of one; . a dependence of the mainlobe at each p surface as (1 j pj/N); . any sampling in the Doppler domain occurs in accordance with



sin[pfd (N j pj)T]/sin pfd T, which would have peaks at fd ˆ k/T, where k is an integer and with its ambiguity spaced out at 1/T being the repetition frequency; . the half-power ( 3 dB) width in Doppler is of the order of 1/NT, the inverse duration of the pulse train. A plot of (3.71) of the uniform pulse train gives the waveform of the matched filter shown in Figure 3.12 for 1 ms period, N ˆ 5, and 50 kHz bandwidth. One can observe, from Figures 3.11 and 3.12, that pulse repetition does not affect close-target resolvability in range, which is the same for a single pulse and a train of pulses. Close-target resolvability in range rate is improved with pulse repetition because the sampling in the Doppler domain narrows the mainlobe width in Doppler. A practical implication of using pulse repetition is that periodic signal repetition increases the time-bandwidth product at the expense of introducing pronounced range ambiguities in delay and Doppler.
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Figure 3.12 Pulse-train compression filter response, TB ˆ 50, B ˆ 50 kHz



3.2.4 Sidelobes suppression The pulse compression responses for a single pulse and a train of pulses have shown that sidelobes are well pronounced in range (delay) domain. Sidelobes from any range bin are likely to appear as targets in adjacent bins. The response sidelobes may introduce significant interference even if there are relatively few targets. Also, radiation from the `hot' ground may enter the antenna by means of the sidelobes. Consequently, the suppression of sidelobes is critical in applications expecting high target densities, extended clutter, or targets of varying reflectivity. Sidelobes are often suppressed to an acceptable level by tapering the matched filter by weighting the transmitted waveform, the matched filter, or both in either frequency or amplitude. To simultaneously apply weighting at both the frequency and amplitude without loss of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is rather difficult in practice. If Doppler spread of the targets is negligible, spectrum weighting (i.e. weighting applied only to the matched filter) suppresses the range sidelobes and hence the interference, at the cost of a small broadening of the response mainlobe. A similar advantage might be gained for more complicated target distributions. Note that spectrum weighting is the same as if a tapered spectrum has been transmitted, and true target distribution is obtained only if the range rate is constant over the entire extrapolation interval. To suppress the Doppler sidelobes, it may be convenient to use a reference function with tapered amplitude in the correlation process, rather than to transmit the amplitude-weighted signal. In theory, complete suppression is achievable only with signals of infinite extent in time and frequency. There are several types of spectral weighting functions, namely Dolph±Chebyschev, Taylor, Hamming, and Blackman± Harris. These weighting functions have been discussed in Chapter 1,
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Peak sidelobe level (dB)



Dolph±Chebyschev Taylor (N ˆ 6) Hamming



40:0 40:0 42:8



Pulse widening



Mismatch loss (dB)



1.35 1.41 1.47



Ð 1:2 1:34



section 1.33. Table 3.1 shows comparative values of spectral weighting functions for a linear frequency-modulated signal with a rectangular spectrum. The Dolph±Chebyschev weighting is theoretical, with all sides equal. However, a practical approximation to the Dolph±Chebyschev is the Taylor weighting, with the number of terms, N ˆ 6, meaning that the peaks of the first five sidelobes, equivalent to (N 1), are equal; the sides fall off at 6 dB per octave. Weighting the received-signal spectrum to lower the sidelobes increases the mainlobe width, but reduces the peak (S/N) in comparison to the unweighted pulse compressed spectrum. If the weighting is not matched with the received-signal spectrum, a mismatch loss occurs, as shown in column 4 of Table 3.1. For example, take the case of the Hamming, reducing the sidelobes to a level of 42:8 dB of weighting results in loss in peak of 1.34 dB. For a treatment of specific types of weighting functions, as well as some ancillary topics on sidelobe suppression, the reader is referred to Cook and Bernfield (1967).



3.2.5 Resolution The ambiguity response, or surface jw(t, fd )j, plays a central part in the analysis of resolution as well as estimating the limiting values of measurement precision. Target resolution can be analysed from the superposition of the ambiguity surfaces associated with all targets within the radar beam. Each ambiguity surface is scaled in height in accordance with the target cross-section, and it is centred at the proper delay and Doppler coordinates. As discussed by Siebert (1956) and Woodward (1953), the total volume under the ambiguity surface is invariant to, or independent of, the choice of signal. Specifically, Z 1Z 1 …3:72† jw…t; fd †j2 dtdfd ˆ jw…0; 0†j2 ˆ 1 1



1



This expression means that there are limits on achievable resolution performance in range and range rate. The practical implication of this expression is profound. For example, if one wants to separate closely spaced targets and for this reason chooses a waveform having an ambiguity function with a narrow mainlobe, the bulk of the fixed volume under jw(t, fd )j2 will appear elsewhere in the t fd plane. There, it might introduce self-clutter, which might mask targets that are relatively far removed in range and range rate Rihaczek (1969).
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Of course, the Doppler filtering offered by a DFT of N pulses could be used to separate moving targets from zero-Doppler clutter. The width of the mainlobe of jw(t, fd )j is a measure for close-target separability, or nominal resolution, in t and fd, while the sidelobes and other low-level parts of the surface give an indication of the problem of self-clutter and target masking by mutual interference. Resolution in range domain corresponds to resolution in the time (range-delay) domain. For example, consider the two equal target-sin c responses shown in Figure 3.13. Each response has a bandwidth B. Dt is the separation time, where the peak of one response falls directly over the null of the second. The dotted segment over which the separation time Dt is the sum of the two responses. In practice, closely spaced targets or target scatterers will appear to merge and separate as the range separation changes on the order of l/2. This halfwavelength criterion is extremely useful in estimating the resolution capability of radar. The usefulness of this criterion is demonstrated as follows. Consider two targets with the same range but a differential range rate of _ the differential changes the differential range by TDR, _ where T is the DR, signal duration. (Note that T ˆ Ts for a single-pulse transmission.) By setting the differential range to half-wavelength, that is TDR_ ˆ l/2, the limiting closetarget resolvability, or nominal range-rate resolution, can be expressed by DR_ min ˆ



l 2T



…3:73†



In similar vein, if the two targets move with differential range acceleration � the range change during duration T will be 1/2T 2 DR. � If the range DR, change is equated to half-wavelength, then 1 2 � l T DR ˆ 2 2



…3:74†



From this expression, the limiting close-target resolvability, or nominal resolution in range acceleration, is DR�min ˆ



l T2



…3:75†



For a range measurement on a stationary target, the resolution is the width in time of the mainlobe of the matched-filter response: Dt ˆ



1 B



…3:76†



A target is considered stationary if its motion is negligible over the signal duration. Similarly, the radar deals with a constant-range-rate target not if the range rate is necessarily constant but if the effects of range acceleration are negligible over the signal duration. Any target that cannot be resolved by the radar, be it in range, range rate, or another parameter, is considered a point target (Rihaczek 1969).
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Figure 3.13 Two targets of equal matched-filter responses resolved to Rayleigh criteria



The bin width in Doppler is simply the half-power width of the matchedfilter response in Doppler: Dfd ˆ



1 T



…3:77†



Angular resolution involves knowledge of radar beamwidth and how the radar aperture, D, is illuminated. The nominal angular resolution is given by Df ˆ



l D



Dl



…3:78†



This expression is often called the Rayleigh resolution. More fundamentally, equations (3.75) and (3.76) refer to the Rayleigh resolution for signals that are windowed by rectangular weighting functions of spectral width B and time duration T, respectively. Windowing and weighting are synonymous in digital signal processing: filter weighting is called windowing, already discussed in Chapter 1. Equations (3.76) and (3.77) are roughly correct for any well-matched, moderately weighted signals. Example 3.3 A pulse width of 1 ms is to be transmitted. Two moving targets of similar range are to be resolved. If the transmitter's duty cycle is 0.1, at 0.1 m wavelength, estimate the nominal resolutions in range rate and in range acceleration. If the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the antenna aperture are 3 m and 0.5 m respectively, calculate the azimuth and elevation beamwidths of the antenna. Solution Duty cycle du is the ratio of the pulse width to the transmitting period, or the product of the pulse width and pulse repetition frequency (PRF); that is t du ˆ Ts …3:79† ˆ tPRF
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Given that T ˆ Ts ˆ 1 ms and l ˆ 0:1 m, using (3.79) the duty cycle yields du ˆ



t ˆ 0:1 T



Using (3.73) and (3.75) the nominal resolutions are found as DR_ min ˆ 5 km=s …in range rate† DR�min ˆ 109 m=s2



…in acceleration†



Using (3.78), the beamwidths are: 0:1 ˆ 0:033 rad …1:91 † …azimuth† 3 0:1 ˆ 0:2 rad …11:5 † …elevation† Df ˆ 0:5 Df ˆ



3.2.6 Measurement accuracy for stationary and moving targets Radar performance on a stationary target depends on the signal bandwidth. With Rice (1944) and Rihaczek (1969), and upon assumption of Gaussian noise, radar performance precision in the following domains is obtained: In range:



sR ˆ



In Doppler:



sR_ ˆ



In angle:



sy ˆ



c q��� 2B NS l q���



2Ts



S N



l q��� 2D NS



…m†



…3:80†



…m=s†



…3:81†



…rad†



…3:82†



where si ˆ standard deviation of the variable i of interest c ˆ speed of light (3  108 m=s2 ) (S=N) ˆ radar signal-to-noise ratio (linear unit): However, when there is a coupling between range and range rate, for example when the target is moving and/or manoeuvring, the limiting values of measurement precision can be expressed as: In range:



sR ˆ



c 1 q��� r����������������������  2 S am 2B N 1 BTs



…m†



…3:83†
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In Doppler: sR_ ˆ



In angle:



sy ˆ



l 1 q��� r����������������������  



2Ts



S N



2l q��� pD NS



1



am BTs



2



…m=s†



…rad†



…3:84†



…3:85†



where am is the signal modulation factor



3.2.7 Effects of pulse compression on Doppler radars Pulse compression for low- and medium-pulsed Doppler radars is subject to code sensitivity when there is a Doppler shift across the range bins. As such, the compression must be preceded by some attempt to compensate for the Doppler shift in order to minimize this effect. A constant Doppler shift produces an unwanted linear phase progression over the code length. A compensation scheme consists of rotating (or derotating as it is sometimes called) each complex range (in-phase, quadrature I/Q pair), by linearly changing phase angle of a range sweep. In airborne-based radar, the derotating rate in the range cell is calculated using Morris (1988) kp Va df ˆ 360t dr l



…degree=range-cell†



…3:86†



where Va ˆ radar carrying platform's velocity (m/s) kp ˆ radar platform dependent factor: typically 1:0  kp  1:5: In the frequency domain, however, there is a Doppler ambiguity folding analogous to range ambiguity folding in the time domain. The maximum unambiguous Doppler, fd max, is fd max ˆ PRF



…3:87†



which corresponds to a maximum unambiguous relative target velocity (Va ‡ Vr max ). In view of (3.46), the maximum unambiguous relative target velocity is given by l Va ‡ Vr max ˆ PRF 2



…3:88†



Example 3.4 To have a feel for this compensation process, suppose that l ˆ 30 cm, t ˆ 1 ms, Va ˆ 500 m/s, and PRF ˆ 10 kHz. If the mean value of kp is taken, i.e. kp ˆ 1:25, calculate (i) the compensation velocity, (ii) the derotation rate required and (iii) the maximum unambiguous target velocity.
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Solution (i) Vcomp ˆ kp Va ˆ 650 (m/s) (ii) derotation rate, df/dr ˆ 7:5 /range-cell This implies that each range bin would be rotated (or derotated) 7.5  more than the previous range bin. The compensation velocity and rotation process is often performed after the null pulse during data processing. (iii) Vt ˆ Va ‡ Vr max ˆ 1:5 km/s. Modern radars can detect the Doppler shift of N consecutively returning pulses as well as their potentially ambiguous range. For example, the radar assesses Doppler shift by collecting one complex sample; that is, each sample from the I and Q channels of the receiver from each of N received pulses. The radar in turn uses the N consecutive samples to form the complex fast Fourier transform (FFT). Of course, the sampling rate is PRF, or the inverse of the time interval between pulses. Amplitude detection (that is, magnitude of the I/Q phasor) is frequently used to determine the presence of a target in low-PRF search. The use of pulse compression in the high-PRF mode of modern pulsed Doppler radar systems is obviated by duty cycle constraints and the high average powers developed. As a result, pulse compression increases the range blind zones. Range blind zones are zones where target returns cannot be received when transmitting. In practice, the receiver is off for one or two extra range gate positions after the transmitter pulse. A simple rule of thumb is used to detect the possible occurrence of the range-blind zones in a particular radar transmission. The maximum fraction dr of the interpulse interval available for target reception may be expressed by dr ˆ 1



du



…3:89†



where du is the transmitter duty cycle, as defined by (3.79). The maximum fraction is also called the clear region duty cycle. For example, consider a pulse width of 1 ms and PRF of 10 kHz. du ˆ 0:1 and dr ˆ 0:99. Clearly, with this example, blind zones are not a major consideration. However, if a transmitter pulse t of say 13 ms has been compressed to an effective pulse width of 1 ms, the maximum fraction dr becomes 0.87. Range blind zones, in this case, are a major concern.



3.3 Summary This chapter has looked at the antenna physics: using a simple dipole, or doublet, to formulate expressions that generate its radiation patterns. The influence of ground termination on vertical monopole antennas was also discussed.
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Radiation fields were categorized into regions: reactive near-field, radiating near-field and radiating far-field, relative to the radiation source. The principle of pulse compression which allows recognition of closely spaced targets was studied. Since the matched-filter response is of sin c shape, slowly decreasing sidelobes are present. A suppression technique that reduces sidelobes was discussed. The chapter further studied combined resolution, or close-target resolvability, in range and range rate in terms of the complete matched-filter response in delay and Doppler. The analysis presupposes resolution potential inherent in the radar.



Appendix 3A Ambiguity function of a chirp pulse We consider a linearly swept frequency modulation pulse (chirp). The frequency is allowed to increase or decrease linearly over the pulse duration, T, so that the time phase changes quadratically. So, with the amplitude constant over T, we write 2



jbt m…t† ˆ e ; 0;



00



…5:63†



where G (.) is the gamma function of (.) and n can be real or integer. Another model worth mentioning is the Rician model (Rice 1944). The Rician model is suitable for the case of one dominant signal in the presence of many other small signals. Specifically 8  q���� 0 p…x;_ …5:64† x† ˆ c0 I0 2 c0 e : 0 x0
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where s ˆ ratio of steady reflector's radar cross-section to the combined average cross-section of Rayleigh scatterers _



x ˆ c0 …1 ‡ s† p������������� s ˆ c0 1 ‡ 2s



…5:65a† …5:65b†



c0 ˆ mean value of Rayleigh component of x I0 ˆ modified Bessel function of the first kind of zero order. It must be acknowledged that little, if any, real targets fit a mathematical model with any precision. Targets have complex geometry. As such, the various mathematical models cannot be expected to produce precise predictions of system performance. In effect, the use of constant (non-fluctuating) cross-section in radar equation is a very attractive alternative when prior information about the target is minimal.



5.3 Detection probability The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)0 required to achieve target detection is statistical. It depends on probabilities of detection and false alarm, and other additional factors that enter into target detection. The minimum (S/N)0 that is required at achieving a specific detection probability without exceeding a specified false-alarm probability could be calculated. An expression that connects (S/N)0 with the specific probabilities as well as with target scintillation was developed by Neuvy (1970) as     ln 2 a log n Pfa S ˆ 2 h  ib …5:66† n N 0 1 3 np log Pd where np is the number of signal pulses transmitted. This expression has an inverse and behaved reasonably well in real-life scenarios. The symbols an and bn are coefficients, each assumes a specific value as per Swerling case, shown in Table 5.1. By using the Neuvy expression given by (5.66), a family of curves was plotted, as shown in Figures 5.9 to 5.13, for a single pulse and different Swerling Table 5.1 Neuvy's coefficients Swerling case 0 1 2 3 4
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Figure 5.9 Curves of minimum signal-to-noise ratio versus probability of detection for various probability of false alarm



cases and probability of false alarms. If the number of pulses transmitted increases, the magnitude of the expected minimum signal-to-noise ratio to detect a fluctuating target decreases. Thus, for a specific probability of detection, PD, and probability of false alarms, Pfa, the minimum signal-tonoise ratio required to achieve detection of target with variable reflectivity can be estimated.
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Figure 5.10 Curves of minimum signal-to-noise ratio versus probability of detection for various probability of false alarm
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Figure 5.11 Curves of minimum signal-to-noise ratio versus probability of detection for various probability of false alarm



The minimum detectable signal has also been described by detectability factor, Dx defined as the energy ratio necessary to achieve detection. If the target fluctuating density function is described by gamma distribution, with 2n degrees of freedom, then the expression for the detectability factor for np transmitted pulses is defined by Barton (1988): 1



Dx …np † ˆ



Lnfe ke ne







log…Pfa † log…Pd †



 1



…5:67†



where Lf ˆ the steady-state apparent fluctuation loss ke ˆ number of degrees of freedom describing the target function. This is equivalent to half the number of independent gaussian components added together to form a target signal ne ˆ number of independent signals or pulses integrated during N-pulse transmission. If ke and ne are large, (5.67) then describes a steady target (i.e. case 0), thus:     Lf log Pfa 1 …5:68† D x np ˆ np log…Pd † For other Swerling cases, the parameters ke and ne are as defined in Table 5.2, when applied to the generalized expression of (5.67). The fluctuation loss in (5.67) may be considered as a diversity gain, Gd, for a system taking
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Figure 5.12 Curves of minimum signal-to-noise ratio versus probability of detection for various probability of false alarm S/N 26.0 (dB) 24.0 22.0 20.0 18.0 16.0 14.0 12.0 10.0 8.0 6.0 4.0
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Figure 5.13 Curves of minimum signal-to-noise ratio versus probability of detection for various probability of false alarm



samples over intervals in time or frequency. The diversity gain may be defined as: 1 n1 e Gd …ne † ˆ Lf …5:69† Table 5.2 Independent parameters Parameters Swerling case



ke



ne



1 2 3 4



1 1 2 2



1 np 2 2np
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Diversity is only possible if a non-diverse system has a fluctuation loss. Strictly speaking, two cases (time and frequency) can be distinguished for diversity, with the third being a combination of the two. These diversity cases are discussed briefly as follows.



5.3.1 Time diversity Time diversity is when ne independent samples are obtained at intervals equal to the correlation time of the target. The requirement of time diversity requires the signal observation (or integration) time t0 exceeding the target correlation time tc. Target correlation time approximates to tc 



l 2oma lt



…5:70†



where oma and lt correspond to rate of rotation of the radar (rad/s) and target length or target broadest part (in metres). In fact, the length should be the section measured normal to the radar axis of rotation. When the surveillance of long dwells is observed, the correlation time must be much less than the pulse repetition interval (PRI), i.e. tc < 1/PRF. In real life, integration is carried out over several scans. But if targets move between scans, integration within a narrow range of cells might be difficult and, when this situation arises, integration is performed cumulatively. The number of independent samples may be expressed as ne ˆ 1 ‡



t0 tc



…5:71†



Note that nc may not necessarily equal the number of pulses transmitted, np.



5.3.2 Frequency diversity Frequency agility is a situation in which ne independent samples are received rapidly by changing transmitter frequency from pulse to pulse. Frequency agile radar can approach Swerling case 2 classification. In the frequency diversity case, the number of independent samples is estimated using ne ˆ 1 ‡



Bna fc



…5:72†



Bna and fc are available bandwidth for integration and target correlation frequency respectively. Similar to time diversity analysis, target correlation frequency is related to the target radial length lr and speed of light, c. Specifically fc ˆ



c 2lr



…5:73†



In a cluttered environment, a fractional change in frequency between pulses would decorrelate the clutter, thereby permitting an increase in
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target-to-clutter ratio when the decorrelated pulses are integrated. However, clutter statistics are non-Rayleigh, particularly sea clutter, where clutter spikes persistently appear ± spikes that tend to correlate over a relatively long duration, which may reduce the benefit of frequency agility. Conversely, when a radar is hoisted on a moving platform, the clutter might also decorrelate as the radar resolution cell looks at a different patch of clutter.



5.3.3 Time and frequency diversity The third diversity case, the combined time and frequency diversity, is a case where time and frequency effects are used to increase the number of independent samples. Specifically    t0 Bna ne ˆ 1 ‡ 1‡ …5:74† tc fc With this scheme, it is essential to ensure that the transmissions are uniformly distributed over the time-frequency space to avoid correlation between pulses, which invariably reduces ne. In essence, equation (5.66) or (5.67) corresponds to the desired value of detection probability Pd and false-alarm probability Pfa, which can be fed into the radar equation (5.59). Example 5.4 Consider a transmitter with a peak power of 100 kW with a gain of 50 dB. The transmitter sends three pulses of equal width of 1 ms at every second. It is desired to have a low probability of false alarm at 10 6 and detection probability of 0.9. The receiver is matched to receive the 1 mswidth pulses. It also has an aperture of 8 m2 and noise factor of 5 dB. The total propagation losses envisaged are not more than 18.3 dB. Calculate the maximum range required detecting a type III target of 3.2 m2 radar crosssection at a temperature of 32.8  C. Solution Ts ˆ 1 s np ˆ 3 PD ˆ 0:9 Gt ˆ 50 dB ˆ 105 k ˆ 1:38  10 23 t ˆ 1 ms T0 ˆ 273 ‡ 32:8 ˆ 305:8 K Pfa ˆ 10 6 Pt ˆ 100 kW ˆ 105 W s ˆ 3:2 m2 Bn ˆ 1/t ˆ 1 MHz Fn ˆ 5 dB ˆ 100:5 ˆ 3:162 Ltot ˆ 18:3 dB ˆ 101:83 ˆ 67:608
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Using the Neuvy expression of (5.66) as well as Table 5.1, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)0 can be determined. For type III target:   3 2 np 2 3 an ˆ 1‡ e ˆ 0:9339 bn ˆ 4 3 3     2 an log ln Pfa S ˆ 2 h  ib ˆ 13:12 dB …20:5† n N 0 n3p log P1d This expression indicates that for the target to be detectable, the received signal must be at least 13.12 dB. With this information, the maximum detectable range can be estimated. For brevity, jF 4 j ˆ 1 for an upward looking antenna. Using (5.59) while writing `tPt ' instead of `t0Pav' and substituting values, the detectable range !14 tPt Gt Ae sjF 4 j Rˆ ˆ 3:06 km  …4p†2 kT0 Bn FN NS 0 Ltot



5.4 Target detection range in clutter To derive the radar equation required to evaluate the target detection range in a background of clutter requires knowledge of the reflectivity of clutter sources. Instead of the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) concept previously used, the signal-to-clutter ratio (S/C) is used. Interference is defined as the combination of system noise and clutter, which is assumed to add incoherently. The clutter discussed in this section includes rain clutter, land and sea clutters. Regardless of the purpose for which radar is intended, clutter is very harmful because it always appears to accompany the useful target signal. It is thus imperative to provide a mechanism for rejecting clutter by radar designers and signal processing professionals; a summary of how the clutter rejection issue is approached is discussed in section 5.4.3. For a sample of the background material applicable to the clutter models discussed in this section see Barton (1988), Beckmann and Spizzichino (1987), Guinard and Daley (1970), Katzin (1957), Kerr (1951), Keydel (1976), Rice (1944), Sinnott (1989), Trunk (1972), Ulaby et al. (1986), Vizmuller (1995) and Ward (1982).



5.4.1 Land and sea clutter Clutter from land, or sea, surfaces can be treated as a target that produces a radar cross-section, sc . To quantify sc requires knowledge of many factors such as surface composition, measurement wavelength, roughness, polarization, look (depression) angle, wind velocity (for sea), etc. Land and sea
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clutter cross-section sc is proportional to the product of land reflectivity, s0 , or sea reflectivity w (to distinguish it from land reflectivity) and the illuminated surface area Ac (in m2) within a radar resolution cell. Reflectivity is dimensionless. So, the clutter radar cross-section is written as sc ˆ Ac s0



m2



…5:75†



Magnitude



This equation is the clutter radar cross-section of a single unambiguous range within a cell. However, in a given ambiguity range, all the contributions from all range cells that map on to the cell that is being resolved must be added. Knowing the clutter radar cross-section, the clutter power, Pc, in a given range ambiguity can be quantified. Before exploring further, it is necessary to have a close look at the nature of clutter in a typical radar antenna pattern. Although radar attempts to concentrate its energy in a tight beam, in fact, it transmits and receives energy to some extent from all directions: mainlobe and sidelobes ± comprising the near sidelobes (those closest to the mainlobe) and the far sidelobes of different intensities, see Figure 5.14. However, for analytical purposes, these sidelobes are lumped as the same. Whenever the mainlobe and sidelobes illuminate a target, surface clutter is returned with the signal, see Figure 5.15. Clutter received from the mainlobe is called mainlobe clutter (MC) and that via the sidelobe is called sidelobe clutter (SC). In addition, in the mainlobe, there is another clutter called residual mainlobe clutter (RMC). RMC is present in all detection cells, its power is more important than the MC since detection is not attempted in detection cells containing MC. The residual clutter power is the same as that in MC but modified by the MC rejection factor, Krej. For completeness, if the radar antenna is hoisted above the surface at altitude ha (m), altitude clutter could be received directly below the radar platform. Since radar platform motion is relatively stable and constant, the altitude clutter is centred on zero
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Figure 5.14 Typical radar antenna pattern
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Figure 5.15 An example of footprint clutter patches in a range cell



Doppler, hence neglected. Consequently, the primary clutter powers of concern are that of the SC and RMC, denoted as Pc(SC) and Pc(RMC) respectively. A cross-sectional view of a footprint shows a number of clutter-ring patches. For analytical purpose, the ith clutter patch is considered, as in Figure 5.16, where Ri, Dxi , Ai and ci are the range to the clutter patch, the elemental extent, area and grazing angle of the ith clutter patch respectively. Using Figure 5.16(b), sin ci ˆ Dxi ˆ



ha Ri



…5:76a†



ct 2



…5:76b†



xi ˆ Ri cos ci



…5:76c†



Ai ˆ 2pxi Dxi



…5:76d†
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Figure 5.16 Geometry of ith ring of clutter patch: (a) clutter rings; (b) line representation of ith ring
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The illuminated surface area Ac is ct X X Ac ˆ Ai ˆ 2p cos c Ri 2 i i



…5:77†



Note that the sum of all grazing angles equals c: i.e., c ˆ



P i



ci . Expression



(5.77) is valid for the sidelobe consideration because only the area of the entire ring is of interest. However, in the mainlobe, only a fraction of the ring's circumference within the main lobe, that is, Dyi /2pxi , is of interest. Consequently, X Dyi Ac…MC† ˆ Ai …5:78† 2pxi i where Dyi ˆ yg xi



…5:79a†



yg ˆ angular extent of a ring's circumference, in radians. It can also be expressed in terms of angular extent of the ith ring patch in the mainlobe footprint and its gain relative to the mainlobe gain. Specifically, X yg ˆ g2i yi…mainlobe† …5:79b† i



By substituting (5.57) in (5.56), ct X ct X Ri ˆ g2i Ri yi…mainlobe† Ac…MC† ˆ yg cos c cos c 2 2 i i



…5:80†



Having defined the mainlobe and sidelobe illuminated area given respectively by (5.80) and (5.77), the next task is to define the reflectivity for land surface, s0, and sea surface, w, for the associated clutter radar cross-section to be determined. After this, the clutter power Pc, analogous to (5.5), can be quantified. Specifically, for land clutter 0 P Ri 1      4 Pt l2 cos c hcti Krej G2mainlobe Pc…RMC† yg @ i Ri Lpi A 0 P s …5:81† ˆ 2 Ri Pc…SC† 2p Gsidelobe 2 Z…4p†3 R4i Lpi i



And for sea clutter, 



Pc…RMC† Pc…SC†







0 P Ri 1    4 h i 2 Pt l cos c ct Krej Gmainlobe yg @ i Ri Lpi A P w ˆ Ri 2p G2sidelobe 2 Z…4p†3 R4 Lpi 2



i



…5:82†



i



where Lpi ˆ propagation losses. Other symbols are as previously defined in the text.



5.4.1.1 Land reflectivity model



A simple model for land reflectivity, at grazing angle c, is s0 ˆ g sin c



…5:83†
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where g has values between 0.03 to 0.15, characterizing different terrain types. For instance (Barton 1988; Levanon 1988): (i) 0:03  g  0:1 land covered by crops, bushes and trees; (ii) g  0:01 desert, grassland and marshy terrain; and (iii) g  0:32 urban, or mountainous regions. At low grazing angles, as applied to ground-based radar, propagation considerations become dominant. With (5.54) and (5.61) in (5.59), the clutter power from land surface is written as !     X hcti gPt l2 1 Pc…RMC† yg Krej G2mainlobe ha cos c ˆ Pc…SC† 2p G2sidelobe 2 R4i Lpi Z…4p†3 i For practical purpose, Rc ˆ



…5:84†



P



Ri is replaced by Rc ; the clutter range situP ated at the centre of the clutter in any given resolution cell, and LT ˆ Lpi i being the effective propagation loss. i



5.4.1.2 Sea reflectivity model



Sea clutter reflectivity is a complex mix because it requires several parameters to realistically develop it. The parameters include frequency, grazing angle, sea state, polarization, wind direction and surface roughness. In the current form, the expression (5.61) does not encompass realistic environmental features. The sea reflectivity w (to distinguish it from land reflectivity, s0 ) can vary from one radar resolution cell to another. Clutter in each of the radar beams, be it narrow or broad beams, will be seen by the radar as the same. The wind is assumed to be blowing in a way that allows propagation and detection. While wave swells make reflectivity measurement accuracy difficult, an approximate value is often settled for. As such, the mean value of the reflectivity is expressed in (5.63), with appropriate adjustments, and makes it as real as possible: w ˆ xref ‡ kg ‡ ks ‡ kp ‡ kd



…5:85†



The terms comprising (5.85) are adjustment factors that are defined as follows. (i) Sea state adjustment factor, ks, is defined by ks ˆ xref …S



xref †



…5:86†



where the reference reflectivity xref , which applies to all sea states, is constant and taken as 5. The sea state S is an integer, see Table 5.3, column 1.
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Description of sea state



Significant wave height (m)



Average period of maximum wave (s)



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Calm (glassy) Calm (rippled) Smooth (wavelets) Slight Moderate Rough Very rough High Very high Phenomenal



0 0±0.1 0.1±0.5 0.5±1.25 1.25±2.5 2.5±4.0 4.0±6.0 6.0±9.0 9.0±14.0 over 14.0



Ð Ð Ð Ð 7.0 7.7 8.5 9.0 10.0 10.0



(ii) The grazing angle adjustment factor, kg, consists of three regions: (a) For small grazing angles (c < 0:1 ), kg ˆ 0. (b) For grazing angles less than the transitional angle ct , i.e. (0:1  c  ct ), reflectivity w increases by 20 log c. The transitional angle, ct , is defined as ct ˆ sin



1







0:066l sz



 …5:87†



where sz ˆ root-mean-square of wave height (m). (c) For grazing angles beyond ct , w increases as 10 log c. To estimate the grazing angle adjustment factor, kg, two conditions have to be met: when ct  0:1 and when ct < 0:1 . The dependent of kg on the grazing angle and transitional angle for these conditions are: (a) For c  0:1 : 8 0 > > < kg ˆ 20 log…10c†   > > : 20 log…10c † ‡ 10 log c t c t



c < 0:1 0:1  c  ct ct < c < 30



…5:88†







(b) For ct < 0:1 : ( kg ˆ



0 10 log



  c ct



c  0:1 c > 0:1



…5:89†
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(iii) Polarization adjustment kp The depolarization component of kp is zero. Also, with vertical polarization, the adjustment kp is also zero. So, the adjustment factor for horizontal polarization may be written as   8 c > 1:7 ln…wh ‡ 0:015† 3:8 ln…l† 2:5 ln 0:0001 ‡ 57:3 22:2 f < 3 > > <   c 9:7 3  f  10 kp ˆ 1:1 ln…wh ‡ 0:015† 1:1 ln…l† 1:3 ln 0:0001 ‡ 57:3 >   > > : 1:4 ln…w † 3:4 ln…l† 1:3 ln c 18:6 f  10 h 57:3



…5:90†



where f and wh correspond to the propagation frequency (in GHz) and the mean wave height (m), see Table 5.3, column 3. Note that ln ˆ loge . (iv) For downward looking radar, the wind direction adjustment, kd, is defined by      1 ye kd ˆ 2 2 ‡ 1:7 log sin2 …5:91† 10l 2 For an upwind looking radar, kd ˆ 0. In essence, with the knowledge of parameters denoted by (5.86) through (5.91), and upon their substitution in (5.85) and (5.84), the sea clutter power can be evaluated. The task now is to account for clutter by calculating the signal-to-clutter ratio (S/C). If the major clutter contributor is from a land, or sea, surface, then replace Ni in (5.32) with Pc(RMC) , Pc(SC) from (5.84). However, if the combined noise-plus-clutter power is considered, assuming both effects occur incoherently, then the clutter is the sum of input noise power ± that is, Ni from (5.33) ± and surface (land or sea) ± that is, Pc(RMC) , Pc(SC) from (5.84). Knowing the (S/C ) required to achieve the desired detection performance (either extrapolating from performance curves, or using Neuvy's expressions, in section 5.3 in conjunction with an appropriate probability of detection, Pd , and acceptable probability of false alarm, Pfa ) the range where target detection is possible can be estimated. The preceding development assumes that there are no additional clutters in the `look-path' of the radar. If another clutter is present, for instance rain, the previous equations will need to be modified ± discussed in the next section.



5.4.2 Rain clutter For the rain clutter to be meaningful, rain rate is taken to be the average over a widespread `stratiform' rainfall. Rain rate, rr, and hence mean reflectivity, Zv are assumed to vary spatially within any typical storm. The
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cross-section of precipitation, sr , is proportional to the product of rain reflectivity Zv (m2 /m3 ), and the volume Vc(m3) within a radar resolution cell: …m2 †



sr ˆ Zv Vc



…5:92†



Similar to land and sea clutter, backscattered power is directly proportional to reflectivity with its proportionality constant being the volume the rain occupied in a cell.



5.4.2.1 Volume resolution cell



Consider the clutter range Rc to be situated at the centre of the clutter in the resolution cell. The geometry of volume clutter is shown in Figure 5.17. The volume resolution cell Vc is defined as …m3 †



Vc ˆ DwDHDR



…5:93†



The vertical extent of the beam in the rain or height of the radar resolution cells (whichever is lesser) is DH, which is defined by DH ˆ yv Rc



…m†



…5:94†



In the cross-range direction, the width Dw of the illuminated area is determined by the horizontal antenna beamwidth yH , defined by Dw ˆ yH Rc



…5:95†



The difference between the leading edge of the pulse and the end of the pulse being reflected from the surface at a given time delay DR is defined by 1 DR ˆ ct 2



…5:96†



This expression is valid for simple uncoded pulses, where c is the speed of light. For pulse compression radar the time-bandwidth product of the transmitted pulse equals the pulse compression ratio so that t in (5.96) can ∆R ∆H



Rc ∆w



Source



Figure 5.17 Geometry of volume clutter
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be interpreted as the compressed pulse width tc . However, for a matchedfilter receiver with rectangular spectral envelope, c …5:97† DR ˆ 2Bn where Bn is the receiver beamwidth in Hz.



5.4.2.2 Rain reflectivity model



Rain reflectivity, Zv , fluctuates with time within each radar volume resolution cell. The fluctuation in Zv within each cell is governed by the exponential probability density function   Z 1 p…ZjZv † ˆ e Zv …5:98† Zv where Zv is the mean reflectivity for each cell. Mean reflectivity and rain rate rr (mm/hr) are assumed approximately constant within each resolution cell and are functionally dependent of propagation frequency f (GHz): Zv ˆ kf 4 r1:6 r



…m2 =m3 †



…5:99†



where k is the proportionality constant, defined as  7  10 48 f  6 GHz kˆ 13  10 48 f ˆ 35 GHz



…5:100†



Values of k in between the specified frequencies are obtained by linear interpolation thus: k ˆ ‰7 ‡ 0:206897… f



6†Š  10



48



…5:101†



Figure 5.18 shows the variability of mean rain reflectivity against frequency. In view of the preceding expressions, the rain clutter radar cross-section is expressed as ct 2 …5:102† sc ˆ kf 4 r1:6 r Rc yH yv 2 This relationship holds when the radar range has no ambiguities in which clutter is present. Like the land and sea surfaces' power derivation, the rain clutter power can be expressed as ct Pt G2t l2 4 1:6 2 Pc…rain† ˆ kf r R y y …5:103† f g H v r c 2 Z…4p†3 R4c Since f is in GHz and the propagation wavelength l ˆ 0:3/f , then yH yv ˆ 4p/Gt . So,    0:3f 2 ct 1:6 Pt Gt Pc…rain† ˆ krr …5:104† 4pRc 2 Z
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Figure 5.18 Mean reflectivity of rain against propagation frequency. Note that the unit of rain rate (rr) is in mm/hr



To account for clutter in the radar equation, replace the input noise power Ni in (5.33), with the rain contribution in (5.104), if and only if rain is the major contributor. However, if the combined noise-plus-clutter power is considered, assuming both effects occur incoherently, then the clutter is the sum of noise Ni in (5.61) and rain (5.104); that is, C ˆ Ni ‡ Pc(rain) . Knowing the (S/C) required to achieve the desired detection performance (either extrapolating from performance curves, or using Neuvy's expressions, in section 5.3 in conjunction with an appropriate probability of detection, Pd , and acceptable probability of false alarm, Pfa ) the range where target detection is possible can be estimated. In summarizing therefore that since rain clutter, for a defined rain rate and propagation frequency, has both mean reflectivity and Doppler components that are statistically distributed, the mean reflectivity will vary in space between rain cells and temporally (in time) as a consequence of variation in rain rate. The fluctuation in reflectivity over short periods of time does not invalidate the reflectivity expressions.



5.4.3 A summary of clutter rejection techniques There are many ways to reject, or at least reduce, clutter. Each of these techniques has received much attention in the literature of which the section
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could not do substantial justice to its description and implementation. However, a summary of these techniques is described (Mao 1993): 1. Preventing the clutter energy from entering the radar antenna by (a) installing the radars in high mountains, (b) tilting the radar antenna to higher elevation angles, and (c) surrounding the radar antenna with a `clutter shelter fence'. All these methods can easily be applied to existing radars. 3. Shaping the beam pattern of the radar antenna to enhance its signal-toclutter ratio. A typical illustration is the use of dual beam antennas for airport surveillance, where a high receiving beam is used to increase the signal strength of neighbouring aircraft. 4. Adopting the polarization technique to enhance its signal-to-clutter ratio. For instance, circular polarization can reduce the raindrop radar crosssection by 15  30 dB while the cross-polarization technique would reduce the target-to-precipitation echo by 15  25 dB. 5. Reducing the clutter energy by decreasing the size of radar's resolution cell. Narrowing the pulse width, narrowing the beamwidth (though limited by the antenna size), or adopting pulse compression can achieve this. This method is particularly relevant to sea clutter rejection in shipborne radars. 6. Preventing the receiver from saturation. 7. Suppressing the clutter in the time domain with the constant false alarm ratio (CFAR) detector or adaptive threshold or clutter map. More is said of CFAR in Chapter 10. However, these models only can obtain superclutter visibility (SuCV). 8. Suppressing the clutter in the frequency domain with moving target indication (MTI) or moving target detection (MTD) techniques. These techniques can obtain sub-clutter visibility (SCV).



5.5 Radar equation for laser radar Laser radars constitute a direct extension of conventional radar techniques to very short wavelengths. Like the acronym derived for conventional radar, laser radar is called either ladar (laser detection and ranging) or lidar (light detection and ranging). Laser radar systems are active devices that operate similarly to microwave radars but at a much higher frequency (Hovanessian 1988). This higher frequency has a beneficial effect because of smaller components and remarkable angular resolution, but suffers considerable atmospheric attenuation losses at higher frequencies if built to operate on the ground. Laser radars built for ground operations are range limited (about 10 km). However, space-borne laser radars have larger ranges (i.e. R  100 km) because they suffer very little, if any, atmospheric attenuation losses.
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5.5.1 Laser performance calculations The design of laser radar follows the same general principles as other radars, but with subtle differences. For example, when the target is in the far field of the laser radar, and if the laser beam is greater than the target's width, (5.4) applies. However, when the laser beam is less than the target's width, (5.4) would still hold with certain modification. Also, if the laser radar is operated in the near-field situation, its beamwidth expression will modify the radar equation. These conditions are discussed in this section. For the case of far-field operations and the beamwidth greater than the target's width, instead of the antenna gain Gt, the laser beamwidth is usually measured. As such the gain can be expressed as   p 2 Gt ˆ …5:105† yBW Upon substitution in (5.4), yielding Pr ˆ



Pt sAe 16y2BW R4



…5:106†



Beamwidth is expressed as a function of lens diameter, DL (m), and wavelength, l (m): yBW ˆ ky



l DL



…5:107†



where ky is the aperture constant determined by the aperture illumination function. For example, if the aperture is uniformly illuminated 0:84  ky 



4 p



…5:108a†



And for a Gaussianly illuminated aperture ky ˆ 2:44



…5:108b†



It is appropriate at this junction to make a distinction between the beamwidth measurements in conventional microwave and laser radars. In conventional microwave radars, the one-half power (3 dB) point is usually applied. For instance, the 3 dB value for a sin c functioned beam structure is equal to the bandwidth, expressed by yBW ˆ 0:886



l Dr



…5:109†



where Dr is the radar's aperture diameter (m). In the case of laser radar, as in optical systems, e 1 (ˆ0:36788) is used. So, yBW ˆ 1:05



l DL



…5:110†
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Following a similar procedure in obtaining (5.34), the minimum detectable signal for laser radar can be developed as follows. Unlike the microwaves where the receiver sensitivity is determined by thermal noise, quantum effects determine the sensitivity of laser receivers. The equivalent input noise power is given by, Ni ˆ hfBn



…5:111† 2



where h is the Planck's constant (ˆ6:6256  10 34 W-s ), and Bn is the noise bandwidth. Quantum-limited receivers are analogous to superheterodyne (heterodyne or coherent) receivers in microwave radars. Laser radar of this type is also called a photomixer. In general, when the background noise is low, and for short-pulse modulation, the laser detector operates as a quantum limited device and gives the same detectivity (meaning, inverse of equivalent noise power) as heterodyne detectors (Skolnik 1980). For laser radar with a video receiver, Ni ˆ 2hfBn



…5:112†



Video receivers, when employed in microwave radars, are far less sensitive. Video receivers are also called incoherent (envelope) receivers or direct photodetection. Photodetection receivers are less complicated than the photomixing type. As such, photomixing receivers require local oscillators and stable transmitters. Example 5.5 Compare the thermal noise power and quantum noise power of the microwave and laser radars if the propagation frequency and noise bandwidth equal 1 GHz and at room temperature (27  C). Solution From (5.29), the microwave thermal noise, Nthermal ˆ kTBn ˆ 114 dB From (5.111), the laser (quantum) noise, Ni ˆ hfBn ˆ 152 dB Frequency controls primarily the level of noise in laser radar while temperature primarily influences that of the noise in the microwave radar. The equivalent noise power expressed by (5.111) and (5.112) assumes that the sum of the residual powers (i.e. contributions from the dark current power, local oscillator power and background power) is far less than the received power and their effect on the minimum detectable signal is negligible. For more discussion on the selection of design components and their responsiveness, the reader is advised to read Jelalian (1992). By setting (5.111) or (5.112) to thermal noise as in (5.34) (i.e. Nthermal ˆ Ni ), an equivalent noise power (or temperature) can be estimated for the laser receiver. Laser receivers are generally of greater effective temperature (or noise figure, FN) than the contemporary microwave receivers. Subsequently, for np photoelectron emissions (analogous to the number of pulsating signals
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received by microwave radar), the minimum detectable signal Smin for quantum-limited detection is Smin ˆ np



Ni hfBn ˆ np Z0 Z0



…5:113†



where Z0 is the detector quantum (or optical) efficiency. Considerable care must be taken to compensate for large Doppler frequency shift. For instance, when a target is in motion relative to laser radar, a large frequency shift occurs which can place the echo signal outside the receiver passband. To arrest this large shift, a rapidly tuning laser local oscillator and/or a bank of IF filters are necessary in the laser radar circuitry. Like in microwave radar, the laser radar received signal power Pr in (5.90) equates to the minimum detectable signal Smin in (5.113). Specifically, Pr ˆ



Pt sAe hfBn ˆ np 2 4 Z0 16yBW R



From this expression, the maximum target range is written as: !14 1 Z0 Pt sAe Rˆ 2 np y2BW hfBn



…5:114a†



…5:114b†



This expression is the laser radar equation, where Ae is the effective aperture area (m2). If, however, the laser beam is less than the target's width, the effect of its surface is generally included in the target's radar cross-section estimation. If the surface is a diffuse (i.e. Lambertian) scatterer, of reflectivity r, then the target's radar cross-section may be expressed as: where the target area is



s ˆ rAt



…5:115a†



  RyBW 2 At ˆ p cos f 2



…5:115b†



f is the angle between the surface normal and incident radar signal. If the target is normal to radar beam, f ˆ 0. By substituting (5.115) in (5.114), the coherent laser radar equation can be written for a Lambertian scatterer as: s�������������������������������� 1 prZ0 Pt Ae Rˆ cos f …5:116† 8 np hfBn For an extended diffuse radar target, scattering is often restricted to a halfsphere. In that a case, the target radar cross-section would be expressed as s ˆ 2rAt



…5:117†
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And consequently, substituting (5.115) and (5.117) in (5.114), the laser radar equation: s�������������������������������� 1 prZ0 Pt Ae Rˆ cos f …5:118† 4 2np hfBn



5.5.2 Near-field operation It is not unusual for laser radar to operate in the near field of the optical systems. If that situation arises, the near-field beamwidth must be modified. Instead of (5.91), a near-field beamwidth is formed (Jelalian 1992):  yBW ˆ ky



l2 D2L ‡ D2L R2



12



…5:119†



where R is the range to target and beamwidth constants. By substituting (5.119) in (5.89), and following procedures for obtaining equations (5.114) and (5.116), the maximum detectable laser range when operating in the near field can be expressed as Rˆ



 1 Z0 k2y Pt D2L f sAe 4 1:44np hBn



…5:120†



providing that R  D2L /l, a condition that satisfies that stipulated by (3.38a) for a radiating near-field region.



5.5.3 Search field The objective of a search radar is to detect and locate a target within a defined volume of space during a specified time interval. An ideal search radar will consist of the following: . a matched-filter receiver; that is, where the receiver is matched to the



signal spectrum so that the product of the pulse width and bandwidth is unity, if a rectangular pulse is used; . the radar beams are uniformly shaped and abut perfectly; that is, the beams do not overlap or establish gaps; and . the search pattern is uniform with 100 per cent antenna efficiency or at least the delivery transmitted energy uniformly over the designated search area. As in the microwave radar search parameters, specified by (5.18), the laser radar search solid angle Os can be defined: Os ˆ



As R2



…5:121†
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where As corresponds to the area to be searched. If the laser radar diffraction-limited transmitting aperture solid angle is denoted by O ˆ (ky (l/DL ))2 , the number of cells nc to be searched can be determined as the ratio of search solid angle to the aperture solid angle. Specifically,   Os DL 2 nc ˆ ˆ As …5:122† O ky lR The frame time required to search a field by the laser radar is expressed by   DL 2 Tf ˆ t0 nc ˆ t0 As …5:123† ky lR Like the conventional radar, t0 is measurement-interval time or time dwelled on the target. It can be recognized from (5.123) that a laser radar would require high repetition rates, or long acquisition time, for it to perform a target-search function unless multiple beams are utilized. Would this be a handicap for operational reasons? Not necessarily so because laser radar angular resolution, combined with modulation capability, allows substantial target measurement capability during a single measurement (Jelalian 1992).



5.6 Search figure of merit Figure of merit (FOM) is an aspect of performance analysis of any radar systems. From an analysis of propagation condition, FOM can be related to radar availability. In operational cases, FOM is used in conjunction with propagation estimates to predict radar detection performance. Equations (5.17) and (5.18) establish a relationship between solid angle, area of search and transmitter gain as Gt ˆ



4p Am …sin yu sin yL †



…5:124†



for a unity pattern constant Ln ˆ 1. In view of (5.124) the microwave radar equation (5.37) is recast in terms of the received power as      4  sF 1 1 ts Pav Ae Pr ˆ …5:125† 4p Ltot R4 nb Ln kT0 Bn FN Am …sin yu sin yL † |‚‚{z‚‚} |‚‚‚{z‚‚‚} |‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚} |‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚} cons tan t



total losses



radar capability



t arg et characteristics



where Pr is the target signal collected at the radar receiver. Reading after the equality sign from left to right of (5.125), the following terms are described. The first term is the proportionality constant. The second term (.) represents the losses due to the environment. The third term {.} is the radar capability. This term is called the radar figure of merit (FOM). The radar FOM involves the power-aperture area product. The larger the FOM the more capable is
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the radar system to scan a larger field in a given time frame, ts. Radar wavelength l is not particularly obvious in (5.125) and could be said to be not particularly associated with any of the terms. However, all of the terms change with frequency. The fourth term [.] is the target characteristics. A similar expression to (5.125) for the case of laser radar can be written. In view of (5.106) and (5.121), a similar expression to (5.125) for the case of laser radar can be written. ) ( s 1 l2 Pr ˆ Pt 2 2 16 yBW |‚‚R {z‚‚} |‚‚{z‚‚} |‚‚‚‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚‚‚‚} t arg et 



cons tan t



radar capability



…5:126†



characteristics



The radar capability term {.} demonstrates the wavelength-beamwidth dependence of the laser radar search FOM unlike the microwave, which involves the radar power-aperture area product.



5.6.1 Summary The preceding discussion on radar and the subsequent development of the radar equations are concerned with primary radar in which the target acts as a passive reflector. The inverse fourth power relationship between the reflected signal power and range presents a major problem when long-range detection is envisaged. It also presents a problem when attempting to estimate the size of a moving target. Another type of radar, called secondary radar, helps to overcome these difficulties by actively interrogating the target. The wellknown secondary radars are beacon and transponder. As will be seen in the next section the power requirements of secondary radars are modest in comparison to the previous because transmission is only one way.



5.7 Radar equation for secondary radars A secondary radar system is a radio visualization system based on the comparison of reference signals with radio signals retransmitted from the position to be determined. Examples of secondary radar are beacons, which can be land based or mobile on ship, and the transponder-based surveillance on aircraft. A radar beacon system is a passive device until a suitably coded signal triggers it, which in turn emits a series of pulses back to the transmitting radar. The process by which the transmitting signal triggers the beacon is called interrogation. So, it can be said that when a beacon is interrogated, it emits a series of pulses, which are received by the transmitting radar (the interrogator). The beacon's response is a reply to the interrogator.
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Three principal system requirements (Johnson and Jasik 1984) frequently imposed on beacon antennas have the ability to: . support each one-way link from a power budget as well as time-on-target



viewpoint;



. facilitate extraction of echo responses only from main-beam interroga-



tions and process returns received only in the main beam; and



. estimate target bearings from the responses.



These requirements are based on one-way transmission. The power and frequency of the return signal are fixed by the beacon transmitter and are not dependent of the target cross-section, or on the received signal power, providing the triggering signal is at least at the required threshold. Since there are two distinct events, interrogation and response, two radar equations would be required depicting these events. (i) Interrogation R2 ˆ



Pt Gt Aeb 4pSb min



…5:127†



R2 ˆ



Pb Gb Ae 4pSmin



…5:128†



(ii) Response



where Pt and Gt are, respectively, transmit power and antenna gain of the interrogating radar. (ii) Pb and Gb are the power output and gain of the beacon antenna respectively. This gain has been found to be approximately p even for a small airborne antenna (Barton 1988). (iii) Sbmin and Smin correspond to the minimum detectable signal of the beacon receiver and radar receiver. (iv) Aeb and Ae correspond to effective aperture area of the beacon antenna and radar receiving antenna. (i)



In practice, R in (5.127) and (5.128) are approximately equal. However, if the estimated ranges in (5.127) and (5.128) are different, the lower value applies. Example 5.6 Estimate the power received by a radar beacon that pumps out 100 W power, with a gain of 30 dB when transmitting at 3 GHz if a target is 100 km away. Solution Rewriting (5.127) in terms of the received power as well as substituting (5.9) in place of aperture area,  2   0:3Gt 2 0:3  1000 Smin ˆ Pt ˆ 100 ˆ 0:633 mW 4  p  3  105 4pfR
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5.7.1 Application of beacon radar systems Beacon radar systems are used for different applications. Examples include instances where there is a need: 1. To enhance the target return signals with respect to their strength and/or information contents (Johnson and Jasik 1984). 2. To provide useful information on the capability of observation data link. 3. To assist in the surveillance of moving targets or provide information on surveyed points for self-location (e.g. distress signal picked up by satellite or other sensors). 4. To serve as a position reference for over-the-horizon radar. 5. To maintain accurate target tracking. For instance, when a target of interest is at a distance far from the radar, the signal reflected from the target might be too weak to be received. Under such circumstances, accurate tracking can be maintained by placing a beacon on the target. 6. To identify a friend or foe (IFF) target. It has been used, and is still used, extensively for identifying night fighters by conveying aircraft altitude and position coordinates to the ground controller as collision avoidance systems. 7. To assist aircraft homing in to their bases or making rendezvous with ocean-based convoys. 8. To navigate a ship within horizon range of land with very good precision.



5.8 Summary This chapter has derived radar equations for three radar types, namely conventional, laser and secondary. Included in these radar equations were system and atmospheric losses as well as surface effects. The equations enabled us to estimate the radar's detectable range in benign and clutter environments. The figure of merit for a specific radar time frame is also studied.



Appendix 5A Noise in Doppler processing Noise in a Doppler filter can be obtained as follows. It is known in Chapter 3 that Doppler bandwidth is inversely proportional to the compressed pulse width by 1 tc



…5A:1†



PRF Np



…5A:2†



Bd  Alternately Bd ˆ



where Np ˆ number of samples coherently processed.
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It is also known in Chapter 1, from the Nyquist theorem, that a foldover, or an aliasing, occurs at twice the sampling frequency (2f0 ). So, the number of ambiguities, Namb, that can be folded, or mapped, into a given cell is Namb ˆ



Bn PRF



…5A:3†



Consequently the noise in a Doppler is a fraction of the front-end noise bandwidth. Specifically,    Bn Bd Nd ˆ Cr Fn kT0 Bn |‚‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚‚} PRF Bn front end noise …5A:4† Fn kT0 Bd ˆ Cr tPRF Note that Bn ˆ 1/t, where t ˆ transmitted (uncompressed) pulse width Cr ˆ compression ratio tPRF ˆ du ; the duty cycle. If the noise power in the minimum detectable signal of (5.33b) is replaced with that in the Doppler (5A.4), the input signal can be written as   Cr FN kT0 Bd S0 Si ˆ …5A:5† tPRF N0 Equating this expression to the received signal power in (5.5), the resulting equation is in the form of a radar equation: 0 Rmax ˆ @



Pav Gt Ae s 2



…4p† kT0 Bd FN



114  A S0 N0



…5A:6†



where Pav ˆ Pt tPRF ˆ Pt du and Cr ˆ 1. The only modification to the radar equations developed in range-cell processing when Doppler processing is that the noise bandwidth, Bn, is replaced with that of the Doppler, Bd.



Problems 1. Why is the figure of merit important in the design of a radar system? 2. Assume that you are tasked to design a radar system, what are the salient questions to ask? 3. Examples 5.1 and 5.2 demonstrate the applicable range limits. How will you obtain significant target detection beyond the limits?
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4. Design a computer program that evaluates the significant target detection in the face of combined clutter and noise presence during radar surveillance. 5. Is it possible to combine the microwave and laser technologies to overcome the inherent problems in radar applications? What steps would you take to overcome mutual interference from both systems?
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Part II



Ionosphere and HF Skywave Radar This part comprises two chapters: 6 and 7. When a wave traverses the regions comprising the atmosphere it results in the degradation of signal-target information due to spatial inhomogeneities that exist and vary continuously with time in the atmosphere. The spatial variations produce statistical bias errors, which are an important consideration that must be accounted for when formulating and designing a high-frequency (HF) skywave radar system. Chapter 6 explains how these errors are quantified including the polarization rotational effect on the propagation wave. Chapter 7 explains the design consideration and performance of the skywave radar.
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The ionosphere and its effect on HF skywave propagation This chapter explains the structural composition of the atmosphere and the propagation errors introduced into the skywave radar measurements as a result of atmospheric anomalies. Propagation errors manifest themselves as refractive bending, time delays, Doppler errors, rotation of the phase of polarization (called Faraday effect), dispersion effects, and attenuation. Atmospheric anomalies brought about by man-made devices are ignored.



6.1 The atmosphere The structure of the Earth's atmosphere is shown in Figure 6.1. The Earth's atmosphere varies in density and composition as the altitude increases above the surface. The lowest part of the atmosphere is called the troposphere and it extends from the surface up to about 10 km. The gases in this region are predominantly molecular oxygen (O2) and molecular nitrogen (N2). The Earth's weather is confined to this lower region (troposphere) containing 90 per cent of the Earth's atmosphere and 99 per cent of the water vapour. All of our normal day-to-day activities occur within this lower region. The high altitude jet stream is found near the tropopause at the upper end of this region. The atmosphere above 10 km is called the stratosphere. In this region, the gas composition changes slightly as the altitude increases while the air thins rapidly. Within the stratosphere, incoming solar radiation at wavelengths below 240 nm is able to break up, or dissociate, molecular oxygen, O2, into individual oxygen atoms, each of which, in turn, may combine with an oxygen molecule to form ozone, a molecule of oxygen consisting of three oxygen atoms (O3). This gas reaches a peak density of a few parts per million at an altitude of about 25 km becoming increasingly rarefied at higher altitudes. At heights of 80 km, the gas is so thin that free electrons can only exist for short periods of time before they are captured by a nearby positive ion. The existence of charged particles at this altitude and above signals the beginning of the ionosphere: a region having the properties of a gas and of plasma. The upper atmosphere is collectively called the ionized atmosphere
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Figure 6.1 Structure of the atmosphere (courtesy: NASA)



(simply the ionosphere), comprising D, E and F layers. It is the ionized layers that constitute the principal factors in radiowave propagation. The composition of the ionized atmosphere is discussed in detail later under each layer's heading. It will be instructive to look at how the ionosphere is formed.



6.2 The ionosphere At the outer reaches of the Earth's environment, solar radiation strikes the atmosphere with an average power density of 1.37 kW/m2, a value known as
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the `solar constant'. This intense level of radiation is spread over a broad spectrum ranging from radio frequencies (RF) through infrared (IR) radiation and visible light to X-rays. Solar radiation at ultraviolet (UV) and shorter wavelengths ± in the 30 nm and 120 nm range ± is considered to be `ionizing' since photons of energy at these frequencies are capable of dislodging an electron from a neutral gas atom, or molecule, during a collision. When an incoming solar-radiation incident on a molecule, or gas atom, occurs the molecule absorbs part of this radiation and a free electron and a positively charged ion are produced. Of course, cosmic rays and solar wind particles also play a role in this process but their effect is minor compared with that due to the Sun's electromagnetic radiation. At the Earth's outer atmosphere (i.e. thermosphere and protonosphere, the highest levels), solar radiation is very strong but there are few atoms to interact with, so ionization is small. As the altitude decreases, more molecules are present so the ionization process increases. At the same time, however, an opposing process called recombination begins to take place in which a free electron is `captured' by a positive ion if it moves close enough to it. As the gas density increases at lower altitudes, the recombination process accelerates since the gas molecules and ions are closer together. A point of balance between these two processes determines the degree of `ionisation' present at any given time. The number of molecules increases further even at lower altitudes thereby creating more opportunity for absorption of energy from a photon of UV solar radiation albeit at reduced radiation intensity because some of it was absorbed at the higher levels. The radiation profile through the atmosphere is neither constant nor monotonic with height. A point is reached, however, where lower radiation, greater gas density and greater recombination rates balance out and the ionization rate begins to decrease with decreasing altitude. This leads to the formation of ionization peaks or layers. Since the composition of the atmosphere changes with height, the ionization rate also changes and this leads to the formation of several distinct ionization layers called the `D', `E', `F1', and `F2' layers or regions. The altitude of the D layer is between 70 and 90 km above the Earth's surface, the E layer is between 90 and 130 km, and the F1 layer is between 130 and 200 km. The F2 layer is above 200 km and its upper limit varies with the latitudes; namely, at the mid-latitudes, F2 altitude is between 250 and 350 km, while at the equatorial latitude it is between 350 and 500 km (Rush 1986). The solar radiation that comes from the hotter regions is closely linked with sunspot groups on the surface of the sun. The activity of the sunspot groups varies markedly from month to month and from year to year. Solar activity also varies, on the average, with an 11-year cycle. The fact that the ionosphere is created by the sun suggests that its structures and electronpeak densities will vary greatly with time of day (diurnal variation), season of year (seasonal variation), the 11-year sunspot cycle, and geographical location (latitudinal variation).
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As seen in Figure 6.1, the ionosphere envelops the Earth at varying heights from the D layer to F2 layers. During the day, all the various layers are present and each layer has its critical frequency (more is said about critical frequency later in the text). At nighttime, there is no ionizing radiation and the electrons and ions recombine to form neutral atoms or molecules, thereby causing the low layers to disappear very quickly and leaving only the F2 layer existing, although at a reduced electron density. The F2 layer is the most important for HF propagation because . it is present all day long, . it allows the longest hop lengths to be achieved due to its high altitude,



and



. the highest frequencies in the HF band may be reflected.



Each of the ionospheric layers features different chemical and physical composition, which is briefly discussed in the next few paragraphs.



6.2.1 Composition The D layer corresponds to a sparse layer of polyatomic ion `clusters' with electron density (Ne) between 108 and 1010 m 3 . Ne has a mathematical functional relationship with altitude, temperature, zenith angle and molecular composition ± more is said about this in the next section. The D layer plays an important part in low-frequency/very low-frequency (LF/VLF) propagation. This layer is important also at HF because of its absorbing properties, which stem from the relatively high air density and consequent large collision frequency between electrons and neutral molecules (Rishbeth 1988). Because of the absorption property, the D layer is not used as a reflecting medium for HF skywave radar signals. The E layer corresponds to a moderately electron dense layer (109  Ne  1011 m 3 ) of molecular NO‡ ions and atomic O2 ‡ ions, occasionally `peaking' in the so-called sporadic E (Es) phenomenon. As the name suggests, the sporadic E layers are often patchy in nature and occur sporadically in the E layer. A typical patch may extend horizontally for about 10 km. At times, they may be continuous over large distances. The Es layer is important in practice because when it is dense it affects radio propagation quite seriously; causing fading and preventing any echoes reaching the upper layers, but when it is patchy it displays near perfect mirror characteristic creating near perfect reflection when continuous over large distances. The F region corresponds to an electron dense layer (1011  Ne  1012 m 3 ) of atomic O2 ‡ ions. One still finds subdivision into the F1 region ± the transition between molecular and atomic ions ± and the F2 region ± the `peak' of atomic O2 ‡ ions. Drukarev (1946) seems to have been the first in foreseeing that photoionization would produce an electron gas with excess energy, and that its temperature T should greatly exceed that of the neutral gas when the rate of ion production
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Figure 6.2 Vertical profiles of neutral and electron temperatures in daytime middle latitude: (a) neutral gas temperature, Tn; (b) electron gas temperature, Te



is high. Typical daytime and nighttime temperature curves at mid-latitude for the E and F regions of the ionosphere are depicted in Figure 6.2. In the figure, Tn and Te are the vertical profiles of the temperatures of neutral gas temperature and electron gas temperature respectively. At night, however, thermal equilibrium is restored because photoionization has stopped and the electron temperature Te collapsed to Tn. Good fit approximations for daytime and nighttime temperatures for mid-latitude may be expressed as  2:522510 3 h h < 300 Tn …h† � 50:801e …6:1† 700 otherwise Te …h† � 125:04e5:705210



4



h



…6:2†



Although thermalization of the electron gas and ion gas proceed much more rapidly than the mutual thermalization of the electrons and ions, there occurs a situation when both electrons and ions belong to approximately thermalized populations (Giraud and Petit 1978). This process does not translate to equal temperatures for electron and ion temperatures. By thermalization process the description of the ionosphere changes to a whole medium consisting of not just the ionized component but charged particles embedded in the neutral gas and permeated by the magnetic field of the Earth. The reader can consult Giraud and Petit (1978, Chapter VIII) if more information is required on the thermalization process. In addition, the Earth's magnetic field has some of the propagation waves traversing the ionosphere. This influence becomes clearer to the reader in section 6.2.2.6.



6.2.2 Ray tracing and propagation errors 6.2.2.1 Refraction and reflection



The level in the atmosphere to which any frequency penetrates depends on its absorption hardness and the gases it can ionize. For this reason as a signal is beamed from a transmitter, it undergoes refraction or bending; the extent
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Refraction
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Earth’s surface



Figure 6.3 An illustration of refraction and reflection



of bending depends on the propagation wavelength. When the signals undergo sufficient refraction, they return to the Earth's surface. Reflection and refraction are sometimes difficult to separate. As an illustration, consider a radio wave being received at point B as shown in Figure 6.3. The radio wave could equally have been refracted by the ionosphere as it travelled from point A. Also it could also have been reflected by an apparent layer at point C. It is apparent therefore that there would be a critical frequency, fc, at which only partial reflection will occur. Conversely, only frequencies above this critical frequency can traverse the ionosphere. The critical frequency has a mathematical physical explanation, to be discussed later in this section. The ionosphere, as a medium, is composed of dielectric materials with variable dielectric constants, or refractive indices. It is logical to suggest that the refractive indices are a varying function of the propagation path. From elementary physics it is known that when radio waves are subjected to refraction they undergo a change in direction, or refractive bending, and retardation in the velocity of propagation. The change in direction causes errors, which are introduced in the radar angular and range measurements of target position. To quantify the propagation errors, caused by the ionosphere, knowledge of the height variation of each layer's dielectric constant or refractive index is required.



6.2.2.2 Refractive index



By using the transmission line theory, one can generally define a plane wave that propagates along the x-axis in the ionosphere as having field strength formalized by E ˆ E0 egx sin ot



…6:3†



where E0 ˆ amplitude of the plane wave g ˆ propagation coefficient, which is a complex number, definable as g ˆ a ‡ jb



…6:4a†
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The reference part, a, of the propagation coefficient represents an attenuation, which is called the attenuation coefficient. The quadrature component, b, of the propagation coefficient represents a change of phase down the ionospheric medium, and so b is called the phase-change coefficient. So, the travelling wave would move at a velocity, v, in the direction of decreasing x defined as o vˆ …6:4b† b This expression is called retarded function. If the absorption coefficient is zero, the quadrature component, b, can be neglected. This situation occurs for higher frequencies, or smaller concentrations of electron densities. The force, F, exerted on an electron of charge ee, in the direction of the electric field E, may be defined as F ˆ ee E



…6:5†



The value of an electron charge is known; that is, ee ˆ 1:602  10 This force on the accelerating electrons equates to F ˆ ame ˆ me



d2x dt2



19



(coulomb).



…6:6†



where `a' is the acceleration of the electron and me is the electron mass whose value is known; that is, me ˆ 9:1  10 28 (gm). Since the mass of an ion is far greater than that of an electron, the motion of an ion in the field is considered negligible. Hence, by equating (6.5) to (6.6), and neglecting the propagation coefficient (exponential) term in (6.3), the differential equation of the electron motion in the x-plane can be expressed as me



d2x ˆ ee E0 sin ot dt2



…6:7†



Integrating this expression, the velocity of the electron may be defined by dx ee E0 sin ot ˆ dt me o



…6:8†



The motion of the electrons produces a convectional-current density ic defined by i c ˆ ee N e



dx dt



…6:9†



where Ne ˆ the electron density (m 3 ): (more is said about this quantity later in section 6.2.2.4). By substituting (6.8) in (6.9), ic ˆ



e2e Ne E0 cos ot me o



…6:10†
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The electric field gives rise to a displacement current density iD. By Maxwell theory, this current may be thought of as due to the rate of electric flux in the dielectric medium and defined by iD ˆ e



dE dt



…6:11†



where e ˆ the medium permittivity, or dielectric constant, with no electrons present. The displacement current simplifies to iD ˆ eoE0 cos ot



…6:12†



The total current density, i, is simply the sum of the convectional and displacement current densities:   Ne e2e iˆ e …6:13a† oE0 cos ot me o 2 where e ˆ er e0



…6:13b†



er ˆ relative permittivity, which is unity for air at standard temperature and pressure e0 ˆ 8:84194  10 12 ; the permittivity of free space. Rearranging (6.13a) in view of (6.13b),   Ne e2e iˆ 1 e0 oE0 cos ot e0 me o2



…6:14†



If electrons are present in the medium, their presence will reduce the dielectric constant from e to   Ne e2e 1 …6:15† e0 me o2 It is understood from elementary physics that a transmission medium with zero conductivity will have its refractive index, n, measured by simply the square root of its dielectric constant. Hence, the presence of electrons in the ionosphere causes a decrease in the dielectric constant to ������������������������������ s  e2e Ne nˆ 1 …6:16† e0 me o2 If the propagation wave moves at a constant phase, at any point in the propagation medium, its phase velocity, Vp, may be defined as c c Vp ˆ ˆ r������������������������ …6:17†  � n e2 N 1 e0 me e oe 2 where c ˆ speed of light (m/s). It is interesting to note from this expression that if there are no electrons present in the medium, Vp ˆ c; that is, the
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velocity of propagation in free space. Also, the phase velocity approaches infinity Vp ! 1 when n ! 0: this condition represents a situation when wave propagation is impossible. The maximum electron density of an ionized layer can be determined by transmitting radio waves vertically incident to the ionosphere. Reflection will occur up to the frequency for which the refraction index equals to zero. Specifically, equating (6.16) to zero: 1



e2e Ne ˆ0 e0 m e o 2



…6:18†



If the frequency is still increased, the radio waves will penetrate the layer resulting in no reflection. The limiting frequency fc at which the reflections begin to disappear is called the critical frequency of the layer, which from (6.18) is given by o2c ˆ



e2e Ne e0 m e



Noting that fc ˆ oc /2p, the critical frequency fc can be written as s���������� 1 e2e Ne fc ˆ 2p e0 me



…6:19a†



…6:19b†



This expression is also known as the electronic plasma frequency, fp. Plasma occurs when an atom has been stripped of its electron resulting in a net positive electrically charged gas. Evidently, an alternative definition for the index of refraction, n, can be written as r�������������� s������������� o2c fc2 nˆ 1 ˆ 1 …6:20† o2 f2 The critical frequency fc, of each of the reflecting layers E, F1 and F2, is denoted on ionograms by foE, foF1 and foF2 respectively, see Figure 6.4. Also, h0 E, h0 F1 and h0 F2 correspond to each layer's virtual height of reflection (more is said about virtual heights in section 6.2.3). Ionograms are recorded tracings of reflected HF radio pulses generated by a sounder or ionosonde (more is said about ionograms in section 6.3). The subscripts `o' and `x' denote `ordinary' and `extraordinary' wave trace. The ordinary and extraordinary are components associated with a characteristic wave that propagates through the ionosphere having a polarization property. How an ionogram is interpreted is explained fully in section 6.2.3.1.



6.2.2.3 Modelling critical frequencies



Some good fit approximations that consider the problem of seasonal variations have been given for estimating the critical frequencies foE and foF1 (in MHz). But models of the critical frequency of the F2 region, foF2, are available in the form of numerical coefficients.
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Figure 6.4 An ionogram showing critical frequencies and virtual heights



6.2.2.3.1 E layer foE ˆ 0:9‰…180 ‡ 1:44R12 † cos zŠ0:25



…6:21†



The notations x and R12 are the solar zenith angle and yearly (12-monthly) smoothed relative sunspot number defined by R12 ˆ



n‡5 1 X Rk ‡ 0:15…Rn‡6 ‡ Rn 6 † 12 n 5



…6:22†



This expression is the most widely used index in ionospheric studies, and as in (6.22) it depicts the smoothed index for the month represented by k ˆ n and where Rk is the mean of Rn for a single month k. Rn is the sunspots' occurrence measured by the Wolf, or Zurich,1 sunspot number, given by Rn ˆ K …10gD ‡ s†



…6:23†



where gD and s are the number of sunspot group and number of observed individual spots respectively. The scale or correction factor K (usually less than unity) depends on the observer and is intended to effect the conversion to the scale originated by Wolf. 1 Records contain the Zurich number through 31 December, 1980, and the International Brussels number thereafter.
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Sunspots are dark spots that appear and disappear with time. They appear dark because their surface temperature is low (about 3000 K) compared to 6000 K of the ambient photosphere. The activity of the sunspot groups varies markedly from month to month and from year to year: some last for a few days whereas a few survive for four or five solar rotations (of about 27 days each). Sunspots tend to cluster or group together. A group may contain a single spot or several tens. The most notable feature of sunspots is that they occur, on the average, with an 11-year cycle. The solar zenith angle z is an angle measured at the Earth's surface between the Sun and the zenith (in degrees). This angle can be determined from cos z ˆ sin lat sin d ‡ cos lat cos d cos h



…6:24†



where h ˆ hour angle of the sun measured westward from apparent noon expressed by (Schutte 1940)   tan d 1 h ˆ cos …deg† …6:25† tan lat for an azimuth up to 90 lat ˆ geographic latitude (deg). Geographic latitude is measured from 0 at the Earth's equator up to 90 at its pole, positive to the north, negative to the south d ˆ solar declination (deg). For monthly averages, solar declination has been formalized to a sufficient accuracy by (Davies 1990) d ˆ 23:44 sin‰0:9856…Yn



80:7†Š



…6:26†



where Yn ˆ day number starting on 1 January. Leftin (1976) gave different expressions for midnight and sunrise and sunset as follows: foE…midnight† ˆ 0:36‰1 ‡ 0:0098R12 Š0:5



…6:27†



foE…sunrise; sunset† ˆ 1:05‰1 ‡ 0:008R12 Š0:5



…6:28†



Equations (6.27) and (6.28) do not hold in high latitudes; that is, above 70 latitude. Above this latitude (>70 ), which is in the auroral zone, the nighttime ionization is produced by particles from the magnetosphere. 6.2.2.3.2 F1 layer foF1 ˆ ‰4:3 ‡ 0:01R12 Š cos0:2 z



…MHz†



…6:29†



Ducharme et al. (1971) gave a more detailed expression: foF1 ˆ f00 … f100



f00 †



IF2 cosx z 100



…MHz†



…6:30†
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where f00 ˆ 4:408 ‡ 0:0076Dglat f100 ˆ 5:365 ‡ 0:0129glat x ˆ 0:11 ‡ 0:0038glat



0:000152glat



…6:31†



0:0002482glat



…6:32†



0:0000452glat ‡ 0:0003IF2



…6:33†



glat ˆ geomagnetic latitude (rad) IF2 ˆ ionospheric index. The expressions (6.21) through (6.33) hold for values of x < 40 , with IF2 ˆ 100. Rosich and Jones (1973) gave similar expressions to that of Ducharme et al. (1971) but arrived at a peak value of foF1  6 MHz for IF2 ˆ 150 and glat  45 . 6.2.2.3.3 F2 layer Unlike the expressions for the foE and foF1, the critical frequency of the F2 layer, that is, foF2, does not follow the cosine rule either diurnally or seasonally but exhibits a marked longitudinal effect due to geomagnetic control. Using spherical harmonics, world maps have been developed for the F2 peak critical frequency foF2. Similar maps have been established for the propagation factor M(3000)F2, which is related to the height of the F2 peak (Rush et al. 1984). Models for estimating foF2 are available in the form of numerical coefficients. CCIR provided an atlas of these coefficients (CCIR) with subsequent updates, enabling regional centres to produce their ionogram predicting periodic foF2. An example is Figure 6.5 produced by IPS for the city of Brisbane, Australia. Other sources of data are the international reference ionosphere (IRI) and the Chinese Reference Ionosphere (CRI) (Tiehan and Peihan 1996). IRI is an international project sponsored by the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) and the International Union of Radio Science (URSI). The IRI build-up, and what and how the formulas are derived, are detailed in Bilitza et al. (1979). Care must be taken while using and interpreting data produced by any of these agencies ensuring that a common reference is adopted. Some of the composite models are discussed under composite parameter model in the next section.



6.2.2.4 Models for electron density



The previous expressions have shown the linkage of the critical frequency with the electron density, Ne. Numerous models have been reported in the literature that attempt to chart the electron-density profile. These models provide analytical expressions that are amendable to mathematical manipulation including the following, which are used extensively in radio wave propagation work, and to some extent in estimating the virtual heights of reflection.
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Figure 6.5 Real time map of foF2 for the city of Brisbane, Australia. (Courtesy: IPS, Australia)



6.2.2.4.1 Chapman model The Chapman model (Chapman 1931) is the simplest type of ionized layer that can be predicted theoretically even though the model is formed under highly idealized conditions, namely, the atmosphere is isothermal, the ionizing radiation from the sun is monochromatic, and the recombination coefficient, or ion decaying, is constant with height. If the distribution of electron density with height is quasi-stable and homogeneous, then any layer's electron density can be defined by Chapman (1931) Ne …h† ˆ N0 …h†e2…1 1



^ sec ze H



^ H



†



…m 3 †



…6:34a†



and the maximum electron density is 1



N0 …h† ˆ Nm …h† sec2 z …m 3 †



…6:34b†



^ is defined for a homogeneous ionosphere The scale, or normalized height, H, at height h (in km) and temperature T (in degree-kelvin,  K) by ^ ˆ gmm …h H kT



hmax †



where mm ˆ mean molecular mass of air ˆ 4:8  10 23 (gm) k ˆ Boltzmann's constant ˆ 1:38  10 23 ( joule/ K) g ˆ gravitational constant, g ˆ 9:807 m/s2



…6:34c†
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h ˆ height of a reflecting layer in the ionosphere (km) Nm (h) ˆ electron density at the level of maximum ionization at altitude h (cm 3 ) hmax ˆ height of maximum ionization density (km). Mitra (1952) gave approximate average values of hmax per layer, on the hypothesis that the ionospheric regions are all Chapman, as shown in Table 6.1 T ˆ temperature ( K). This changes with day and night. During daytime, T ˆ Te , while at night T ˆ Tn . In terms of known parameters, the normalized height given by (6.34c) becomes ^ ˆ 34:11 …h H T



hmax †



…6:34d†



For large solar zenith angle (i.e. z > 80 ) the effect of the curvature of the Earth is important. In this situation, sec z in (6.34a) is replaced by the Chapman function, Ch(x, x) (Wilkes 1954). Example 6.1 There is a need to probe the ionosphere at Melbourne, Australia, on 25 February at (a) 3.00 pm local time at 122 km, 256 km and 335 km, (b) 9:12 pm local time at 132 km and 276 km. Calculate for each layer of the ionosphere the electron density, critical frequency and refractive index when the ionosphere is probed at 1.2 MHz. Solution Inserting numerical values, appropriate values to the following notations are obtained. From the Atlas World map, Melbourne geographic latitude, lat ˆ 37:45  S Day number starting on 1 January, Yn ˆ 56 From (6.26), d ˆ 23:44 sin ( 24:34) ˆ 9:6624 From (6.25), h ˆ 77:16 From (6.24), calculate the solar zenith angle z ˆ 73:98 Table 6.1 Electron density at maximum ionization Daytime Layer



hmax (km)



T ( K)



E F1 F2



100 200 300



341 1360 1710



Nm (m 3 ) 1:5  1011 3:0  1011 12:5  1011



Nighttime E F



120 250



341 1540



0:8  1010 4:0  1011
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The ionosphere 173 Table 6.2 Computed values for ionospheric layers functions Daytime Parameters Ne 1011 (m 3 ) fc (MHz) n



Nighttime



E



F1



F2



E



F



1.282 0.102 0.996



2.990 0.155 0.992



11.236 0.301 0.968



0.0798 0.025 1.0



3.399 0.166 0.99



Using relevant values of temperature, hm and Nm appropriate to each layer from Table 6.1, computed values of electron density, critical frequency and refractive index for each layer and time of the day are tabulated in Table 6.2. General comment on the Chapman layer Diffusion or scattering has been suggested to affect the ionospheric layer profile particularly in F2 layer (Kato 1980). Even when diffusion was included in the electron-density analytical expressions, the shape of the F2 layer is approximately the same as that produced using the Chapman model. Of course, the Chapman model has its limitations because of the underlying assumption used in developing the model, namely, isothermal, single species, single ionizing radiation, which do not apply to the upper atmosphere. The model, however, provides an invaluable guide to analysing data and as a useful reference. 6.2.2.4.2 Linear model Ne ˆ a0 …h



h0 †



…6:35†



0



where a is the electron density gradient and h0 the layer base. 6.2.2.4.3 Exponential model Ne ˆ Nr e



…h hr † ^ H



…6:36†



^ is a scale where Nr is the electron density at a reference height hr and H height that is negative in the topside of the ionosphere. 6.2.2.4.4 Sec h-squared model Ne ˆ Nm sec h



2



 h



hm



 …6:37†



a



where Nm is the maximum electron density at a height hm and a is the layer's thickness. 6.2.2.4.5 Quasi-parabolic model



"



Ne ˆ Nm 1



 r0 …r r…rm



rm † r0 †



2 #



…6:38†
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where r is the radial distance from the centre of the Earth, rm is the radial distance of the peak electron density Nm and r0 is the radial distance to the bottom of the layer. 6.2.2.4.6 Composite model One of the composite models available is a two-parabola model: one parabola representing the E layer and the other representing the F2 layer. The two parabolas could overlap or be distinct. An example of such parabolas is shown in Figure 6.6, developed by Bradley and Dudeney (1973). The height of the peak density of the F2 layer is derived from hmF2 ˆ



1490 M…K† ‡ D



and its semi-thickness found as   ! 0:618 0:86 ymF2 ˆ hmF2 1 ‡ Qx 1:33



176



…6:39† 



hmin F2



104



0:618 Qx 1:33



0:86



…6:40†



where hmin F2 ˆ minimum height of the F2 layer (km) Dˆ



0:18 Qx 1:4



…6:41a†



foF2 foE



…6:41b†



Qx ˆ



The parameters foE, foF2, and hminF2 can be obtained from ionograms. M…K† ˆ



MUF…K† fc



…6:42†



hmF2



Height



ymF2



hmE ymE f oE



1.7f oE Plasma frequency



Figure 6.6 Electron density profile using two-parabola model



f oF2
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The percentage of dependence of the MUF on K for a short-term prediction is given by (Barghausen et al. 1969)   p0 ‡ bK MUF…K† ˆ MUF…0† …6:43† 100 where p0 ˆ an intercept  100 b ˆ constant that varies between 13 and 20. The negative value represents evening and in the low geographic latitude, while the positive value indicates morning and in the high latitudes. Both b and p0 depend on season, sunspot number Rn, geographic latitude and local time. MUF(K) ˆ the maximum-usable-frequency for the magnetic index K. That is, the upper frequency limit that can be used for transmission between two points at a specified time. It is also defined as a median frequency applicable to 50 per cent of the days of a month, as opposed to 90 per cent cited for the lowest usable high frequency and optimum working frequency (FOT) ± designated from French initials. The magnetic index K is a 3-hour range designed to measure the irregular variations associated with magnetic field disturbance. Each observatory assigns an integer from 0 to 9 to each of the 3-hour UT (universal time) intervals: (000±0300, 0300±0600, . . . , 2100±2400). The magnetic K indices range in 28 steps from 0 (quite disturbed) to 9 (greatly disturbed) with fractional parts expressed in thirds of a unit. For example: . K-value equal to 27 means 2 and 2/3 or 3 ; . K-value equal to 30 means 3 and 0/3 or 3 exactly; and . K-value equal to 33 means 3 and 1/3 or 3‡.



Since the K-value varies from one observatory to another, the arithmetic mean of the K-values from 13 observatories gives Kp. A word of caution! The `short-term prediction model' cannot be used as a precursor for long-term prediction, particularly for the F2 layer because of the departures of the foF2 spatial correlation coefficient of the day-to-day from the median value. Bent et al. (1978) developed the ionosphere electron density profile with particular emphasis on the topside. The model does not include the lower layers (D, E and F1) and uses a simple quadratic relationship between CCIR2's M(3000)F2 factor and the height of the F2 peak. In their model, the bottomside is described by a bi-parabola: "   #2 h hmF2 2 Ne …h† ˆ NmF2 1 …6:44† ymF2 2



CCIR stands for International Radio Consultative Committee.
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The topside profile below 1000 km was subdivided into four intervals: the upper three covered equal height intervals and assumed a constant logarithmic decrement, which depended on the 10.7 cm solar noise flux. While the fourth interval just above the peak used a parabolic shape, which met the lowest of the exponential intervals in a way that the gradient was continuous at the junction height h0, defined by ymF2 h0 ˆ hmF2 ‡ …m† …6:45† 4 N0 is the electron density at height h0, given by N0 ˆ 0:864 NmF2



…m 3 †



…6:46a†



M(3000) F2 (ˆ MUF(3000)/foF2) is a propagation factor closely related to the height of the F2 peak (Bilitza 1990; Bilitza et al. 1979). MUF(3000) is the highest frequency that, refracted in the ionosphere, can be received at a distance of 3000 km. As earlier defined, foF2 is the critical frequency of the F2 layer, or F2 peak plasma frequency, which is related to the F2 peak density NmF2 by NmF2 ˆ 1:24  1010 foF2 …m 3 †



…6:46b†



where the unit of foF2 is in MHz. Both parameters foF2 and M(3000)F2 are routinely scaled from the ionograms. For a propagation to be possible on a particular circuit, the operating frequency f must be less than MUF. That is, at a given altitude h, MUF…h† ˆ fp …h† sec yinc



…6:47†



where yinc and fp denote, respectively, the angle at which the propagation wave incidents the layer and the electronic plasma frequency of the layer ± the same as (6.19b). At higher frequencies, the wave will penetrate the ionosphere and the reusable frequency may be expressed as MUF…h† ˆ Q fp …h†



…6:48†



where Q is called the obliquity factor. In the simplest form, Q ˆ sec yinc . (This concept is revisited in section 6.2.4 to discuss `skip zone'.) The important thing is that Q must be greater than or equal to the ratio of the operating frequency to plasma frequency. In view of (6.20), r������������� f 1 Q ˆ …6:49† fp 1 n2 The number of hops, the magneto-ionic component of characteristic wave, and the distance involved may modify the basic MUF. For example, the 1F2(4000)MUF(o) path via the F2 layer by the ordinary wave. The transmission curve for a distance of 3000 km is often used as a reference, given by M…3000† ˆ



MUF…3000† 67:6542 0:014938hv p����� ˆ fc hv



…6:50†
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where hv ˆ virtual height (km); the method of measuring the virtual height is discussed in section 6.2.3. The several models given in the literature, particularly those by CCIR, IRI and CRI, have demonstrated the complexity of the F2 layer and its variation in measurements. It may be inaccurate to predict the state of the ionosphere at one point of the data and region for another location. This suggests that more observatories are needed to spread representatively across regions and latitudes. The current observatory locations are skewed and their data are far from being globally representative.



6.2.2.5 Refraction errors by ray tracing



Due to the propagation anomaly of bending of radio waves traversing the ionosphere, measurement errors are introduced, namely, refraction angle error, range error, Doppler error for moving targets and polarization error. These errors are investigated in this section under the appropriate headings. For simplicity, a spherical model is employed to explain the concept of ray tracing and to quantify the propagation errors caused by refraction. Though simple, the spherical method is capable of rendering theoretical estimates of propagation errors to a rather high degree of accuracy. The basic assumption considered in the ray tracing method is that the ionosphere can be stratified into spherical layers of thicknesses hi and refractive indices ni. For brevity, the analysis in this text is restricted to the three regions of interest for radio wave propagation, namely E, F1 and F2, as shown in Figure 6.7, where i ˆ 0, 1, 2 corresponding to E, F1, F2. Of course, the same geometry can be used for N layers and variable thicknesses and indices in the troposphere. Let us start by tracing a ray from point a to point m as it propagates through the E to the F2 layer, as shown in Figure 6.7. There are two possible paths to reach point m from a: namely the direct line-of-sight path, am, and the apparent ray path, abem. Point o is the centre of the Earth. Following (6.16), each layer's refractive index can be estimated. Specifically, for ith layer s�����������������������������������  � e2e Ne…i† ni ˆ …6:51† 1 4p2 ei me f 2 where Ne(i) and ei denote the ith layer electron density and permittivity respectively. From Figure 6.6, the ionosphere's apparent elevation angle is a0 (angle bam) and its true elevation angle is a0t (angle bad). The angle between apparent path direction and the direct line-of-sight path is called the ionosphere's elevation angle error, or refraction angle error, aref expressed by aref ˆ a0



a0t



…6:52†
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Figure 6.7 Ray path geometry by layer stratification



Using the sine's law,



Alternatively,



 p sin f0 sin a0 ‡ 2 cos a0 ˆ ˆ r1 r0 r1



…6:53a†



  r0 f0 ˆ sin cos a0 r1



…6:53b†



r 0 ˆ r e ‡ he



…6:54a†



where he ˆ the altitude of the lower edge of the ionosphere above the Earth's surface (km) re ˆ radius of the Earth at the equator (km)  6378:4 km. If the observation point is not at the equator, the elliptical distance r0 of the point as a function of the geographic latitude lat and equatorial radius of the earth re can be calculated by (Schutte 1940) r0 ˆ re ‰0:99832 ‡ 0:001684 cos…2lat †



0:000004 cos…4lat †   Š



…6:54b†



The angle that the ray makes with the horizon at the E layer is obtained, using Snell's law for symmetrical surface, as n0 r0 cos a0 ˆ n1 r1 cos a1 n2 r2 cos a2 ˆ n1 r1 cos a1



…6:55a†
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where r 1 ˆ r 0 ‡ h0 r 2 ˆ r 1 ‡ h1



…6:55b†



r 3 ˆ r 2 ‡ h2 Subsequently, a0 ˆ cos Generalizing as



1







n1 … r 0 ‡ h0 † cos a1 n0 r 0











ni‡1 …ri ‡ hi † ai ˆ cos cos ai‡1 ni r i   rj fj ˆ sin cos aj rj‡1 1



…6:56†



 …6:57† …6:58†



where i ˆ 0, 1, 2. It is easier to measure the apparent ground elevation angle ag than the apparent ionospheric elevation angle a0 . It follows therefore that, by Snell's law, the relationship between the apparent (ground and ionosphere) elevation angles is established as  0   0  r r a0 ˆ cos 1 0 cos ag ˆ cos 1 cos ag …6:59† r ‡ he r0 Applying sine law again to the direct path, the true elevation angle is obtained as " !# 2 X r3 1 sin yj …6:60† a0t ˆ cos R012 jˆ0 where yj ˆ (p/2) aj fj . And using the cosine law the direct radar range, R012, (i.e. path am), is expressed as v�������������������������������������������������������� ( ) u 2 X u R012 ˆ tr20 ‡ r23 2r0 r3 cos yj …km† …6:61† jˆ0



The apparent paths ab ˆ R0 , be ˆ R1 , and em ˆ R2 (concisely as Ri, where i ˆ 0, 1, 2) can be expressed as Ri ˆ ri‡1



sin yi cos ai



…km†



…6:62†
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In view of (6.57) through (6.61), the measurement elevation angle error, or refraction angle error, is readily obtained: " ( )#  0  2 X r3 1 r 1 cos ag sin yj aref ˆ cos cos …deg† …6:63† r0 R012 jˆ0 6.2.2.5.1 Range, or time delay, error If an imaginary observer were placed at the same point on the envelope of an advancing wave in the ionosphere, he/she will observe the group velocity, Vg, of the wave, which may be expressed as Vg ˆ



do dg



where the wave's phase constant g may be defined as o gˆ Vp



…6:64a†



…6:64b†



The phase velocity, Vp, has already been defined in (6.17). In view of (6.64) and (6.17), the group velocity can be readily shown: V  p  Vg ˆ …6:65† o dn 1 Vp do Differentiating (6.20) with respect to o, and substituting the result in (6.65), Vg ˆ cn



…6:66†



Observing the time of travel of the ray path layer by layer, the time to reach the E layer will be R0 t0 ˆ …6:67a† Vg…0† where Vg(0) is the phase velocity at the E layer. Since the generalized group velocity is already defined by (6.66), the group velocity at the E layer may be written as Vg…0† ˆ cn0



…6:67b†



Equations for the ray path travel time to F1 and F2 can similarly be written. The total time of travel3 of the beam in the stratified layers can be written as ttot ˆ



2 1X Ri c iˆ0 ni



…6:68†



3 If in the troposphere, the total time travel would be calculated from the phase velocity approach; that is, m 1X ttot ˆ ni Ri c iˆ0



where m = total number of stratified layers in the troposphere.
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Since the product of speed and total time of travel (i.e. cttot ) measures the radar range in the deviating medium, the range error, R, is difference between the refracted path and the direct path, which may be expressed as R ˆ cttot ˆ



R012



2 X Ri iˆ0



ni



R012



…6:69†



Using (6.61) and (6.62), the range error is easily evaluated. In summary, the expressions for time delay or range error (6.69) and refraction error (6.63) demonstrate that the measurement errors are cumulative. Example 6.2 A 15 MHz wave is used to probe the ionosphere. The frequency at which reflection occurs is taken to be 3.04, 4.38 and 5.86 MHz respectively for the E, F1 and F2 layers. Estimate the refractive index of each layer and the likely measurement refraction angle and range errors if the sensor is located at latitude 5 S, longitude 132 E and apparent elevation angle of 9 . Each layer is approximately 100 km thick. The upper limit of the D layer is about 115 km above the surface of the Earth. Solution Geographic latitude lat ˆ 5 (south of the equator) Apparent elevation angle, ag ˆ 9 Height of the lowest edge of the E layer, he ˆ 115 km Equatorial radius of the p earth re ˆ 6378:4 km ������������������� Using (6.20) that is, n ˆ 1 fc2 /f 2 , calculate each layer's refractive index: n0 ˆ nE ˆ 0:9792 n1 ˆ nF1 ˆ 0:9564 n2 ˆ nF2 ˆ 0:9255 Since the observation point is not at the equator, then from (6.54b) the elliptical distance to the edge of the Earth's surface r0 ˆ 6378:24 km. Hence, r0 ˆ r0 ‡ he ˆ 6493:24 km From (6.59), the ionosphere's apparent elevation angle is obtained as a0  14:02 . Knowing a0 and r0 , solve other apparent angles and distances iteratively: R0 ˆ 371:9 km R1 ˆ 421:2 km



R2 ˆ 701:4 km



So from (6.63), the refraction angle error, aref  8:72 . And, from (6.69), the range error, R  93:45 km
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6.2.2.5.2 Doppler effect Doppler effect introduces an error, which is localized. This is different to the refraction and range errors, which are cumulative. The deviating medium only acts as a refractive medium. Figure 6.8 shows the ray path to target position. This figure shall be used to explain how errors introduced in the measurement of the target Doppler velocity can be quantified. Let us assume that a target at point `a' is travelling with a velocity Vt in an arbitrary direction in any part of the ionosphere of refractive index, nT. The target velocity can be resolved into various orientations: ray path direction, Vr, direct path direction, Vd, and apparent path direction, Va. Vr ˆ Vt cos…c ‡ aT †



…6:70a†



Vd ˆ Vt cos c



…6:70b†



Vr ˆ Vt cos c cos a



…6:70c†



where a ˆ refraction error angle aT ˆ angle between the ray path and the direct part at the target location c ˆ orientation of the target velocity. The error introduced in the target Doppler velocity may be expressed by V ˆ Va



…6:71†
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Figure 6.8 Deviation of ray path trace at target position
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In view of (6.70), this error is simplified further as V ˆ Vt ‰cos c cos a ˆ Vt cos c‰cos a



cos…c ‡ aT †Š cos aT Š ‡ Vt sin c sin aT



…6:72†



Note that cos…a  b† ˆ cos a cos b  sin a sin b



…6:73†



Since a, aT and are very small angles, their trigonometric functions may be written in a Maclaurin series, noting that cos x ˆ 1 sin x ˆ x



x2 x4 ‡ 2! 4! x3 x5 ‡ 3! 5!







…6:74†







In view of this series expansion, the error in (6.72) is rewritten as " # …aT †2 …a†2 …aT †4 …a†4 V ˆ Vt cos c ‡  2! 4! " # …aT †3 ‡ Vt sin c aT ‡  3!



…6:75†



The higher-order terms can be neglected because in practice the values of a and aT are in the order of one millionth of a radian. As such, the cosine term in (6.75), which is the target radial component, is neglected, reducing the error, V, to V ˆ Vt sin c‰aT Š



…6:76†



This expression shows that the target Doppler velocity error in the radial direction attributed to refraction is composed only of the tangential velocity component of the target velocity. The error is a maximum when the velocity vector is perpendicular to the direction of the direct path but a minimum when the target travels along the direct path. The error encountered in the measurement of the Doppler (frequency) shift fd is easily determined for a target with approaching radial velocity, using the definition of (3.46) and in view of (6.76), as fd ˆ



2



V ˆ l



2f Vt sin c…aT † c



…6:77†



This expression suggests that the Doppler shift fd will be positive if the target is inbound (approaching), or negative if the target is outbound (receding). Expression (6.77) also implicitly suggests that any magnitude of target speed can be measured. Next task is to express aT in terms of apparent ground elevation angle and distance from the point of observation on the Earth's surface.
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By Snell's law, one can write n0 r0 cos a0 ˆ nT r1 cos aT which, in turn, gives DaT ˆ cos



1







n0 r 0 cos a0 nT r 1



…6:78a†



 …6:78b†



where nT ˆ refractive index in the medium the target is traversing n0 ˆ refractive index in the layer prior to the ionosphere, normally taken as unity: As expressed in (6.59), there is a relationship between apparent ionospheric elevation angle a0 and the apparent ground elevation angle ag . So, rewrite (6.78b) as   r0 DaT ˆ cos 1 cos ag …6:79† nT … r 0 ‡ h† Example 6.3 A sensor operating at 12 MHz frequency is situated at an elevation angle of 7.6 , latitude 15 S, and longitude 132 E, indicating during surveillance that signal returns are from an inbound target. These signals, when analysed, suggested that they are reflected off refractive layer at about 5.6 MHz, 150 km above the Earth's surface. The target is estimated to be travelling at 85 km/s, bearing 15 east of the zenith. Estimate the Doppler frequency error. Solution It is obvious that the target is traversing in the E region, and r0 ‡ h0 ˆ r0 ‡ 150. From (6.54b), calculate r0  6377, so r0 ˆ 6527 km From (6.20), calculate the refractive index, n ˆ 0:8844 From (6.77) the error introduced in the Doppler frequency measurement by an inbound target, at speed Vt …ˆ 85 km=s†, may be expressed by Dfd ˆ



2



DV ˆ l



2f Vt sin c…DaT † ˆ 1:54 kHz c



Noting that c ˆ 3  108 m=s, (DaT )  1:095, and ag ˆ 7:6 . Before proceeding to the discussion on the polarization effect of radio wave propagation in stratified layers, it is appropriate to examine the effect of collisions of electrons with other particles including the effect of the Earth's magnetic field on them. This effect has been ignored in the previous analyses.
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6.2.2.5.3 Effect of Earth's magnetic field on electron collisions The polarization properties of electromagnetic waves in magnetized plasma have been studied extensively in the literature. Radio wave propagation through the ionosphere is a complex mix of interactions between the ionized constituents, the Earth's magnetic field, and the parameters of the propagating signal (such as frequency, polarization, strength or amplitude, direction, etc.). The direction of propagation can be resolved into two orthogonal directions, namely, parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, and the characteristic waves. A characteristic wave is defined as a wave that propagates through the ionosphere without any change in the polarization state. The characteristic wave that propagates perpendicularly to the magnetic field is further divided into two independently acting waves: the ordinary `o' wave and the extraordinary `x' wave. The ordinary wave has its electric vector aligned along with the magnetic field, meaning that the electrons move in the same direction as the constant-force lines in the magnetic field and no interactions occur. A snapshot of the characteristic wave would produce two distinct traces. Thus, on each ionogram two traces of `o' and `x' waves are present ± more is said of ionograms in section 6.2.3. An inquiring mind might immediately ask: How does this division of characteristic waves into two magneto-ionic components `o' and `x' affect the refractive indices of the stratified layers? The next subsections will shed some light on the question. 6.2.2.5.3.1 No Earth's magnetic field present during electron collision Collision of vibrating electrons with the ions and neutral particles frequently occurs. When electrons collide with other particles they give up some of their energy to these particles, and in the absence of a magnetic field, some will be absorbed and converted into thermal energy. The thermal speed of electrons ve has some mathematical function, given by s���������� 3kTe …6:80† ve ˆ me To the plasma frequency, there corresponds a characteristic length lD , called the Debye length, which may be defined by ve lD ˆ p��� …6:81a†  3 2pfp Note that fp denotes plasma frequency, which is the same as the critical frequency fc expressed by (6.19b). In terms of known parameters, the Debye length is r������ Te …6:81b† lD  69 Ne Symbols are as defined previously in the text. The Debye length is basically the distance covered by an electron during one cycle of a plasma oscillation, representing the distance over which potential differences find themselves naturally
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shielded by their effect on the charged particles' distribution. This means that fluctuations in electron concentration can exist independently of ions only at scales smaller than this Debye shielding length. Also, plasma oscillations can develop for wavelengths greater than the Debye length only. Example 6.4 Calculate the Debye length for Example 6.1. Solution By using the relevant variable values in Table 6.2 and (6.81), the Debye length for each layer is estimated as shown in Table 6.3. Note that daytime temperature Te ˆ T of daytime in Table 6.1. By treating each stratified layer of the ionosphere as homogeneous, the vibrating electrons may have an effective angular collision frequency, v. It is reasonable to suggest that the angular collision frequency, v, obeys the exponential law: ^



v ˆ v0 eH ˆ v0 e



3:41110 3 …h T



hmax †



…6:82†



where v0 is the collision frequency at altitude h and T (ˆ Tn for nighttime, and Te for daytime). Other parameters are as defined previously. It is worth noting that Brace and Theis (1978) gave an empirical model for daytime electron temperature, Te, as a function of electron density, in the altitude range 130 to 400 km as Te …Ne ; h† ˆ 1051 ‡ 17:01‰h



161:43Še…6:09410



12



Ne ‰1 0:005497hŠ 0:0005122h†



…6:83† Matsushita (1967) gave approximate collision frequencies of electrons with neutral particles v0n , electrons with ions v0 , ions with neutral particles v0n , and ions with ions v0 as follows: p������ v0n ˆ 0:5 Nn Tn …6:84a† " 3 !# Te2 N v0 ˆ 34 ‡ 8:36 log p������ …6:84b† 3 Ne Te2 v0n ˆ 3:35  10



21



Nn p������� mm



…6:84c†



v0 ˆ 3:06  10



14



v0 p������� mm



…6:84d†



where Nn and N are number of densities of neutral particles, and positive and negative ions respectively. Also, Tn and Te denote temperature of neutral particle and electron ions respectively in degree-kelvin.
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The ionosphere 187 Table 6.3 Calculated Debye length for Example 6.1 Daytime



Nighttime



Item



E



F1



F2



E



F



Debye length (mm)



3.65



4.65



2.69



14.25



4.64



A typical temperature profile is shown in Figure 6.2, and expressions (6.1) and (6.2). The electron collisions render the ionosphere as an absorbing medium having a conductivity, s, given by sˆ



Ne ve2e m e … o 2 ‡ v2 †



…6:85†



Without further mathematical derivation, which is somehow tedious, applicable results are given. For the case of electron collision without a magnetic influence from the Earth, the refractive index may be written as s����������������������������������������  � e2e Ne nˆ 1 …6:86† eme ‰o2 ‡ v2 Š 6.2.2.5.3.2 With Earth's magnetic field present during electron collision The theory of propagation of electromagnetic waves through an ionized medium under the influence of an external magnetic field is well founded. In some literature, this theory is called the magneto-ionic theory. The next paragraphs attempt to exploit this theory to examine the effect of external magnetic field on refractive index. Following Millan (1965), the general equation of an electron in an ionized region is defined as me�r ˆ



ee E



…me v†_r



ee …r  H † c



…6:87†



where E ˆ the electric field vector H ˆ magnetic field vector r ˆ displacement vector of the electron and the dots on this vector denote differentiation with respect to time Other symbols are as defined previously. By assuming that the wave that propagates along the x-axis has no component of the Earth's magnetic field along the y-axis, then the equations of motion in scalar form may be readily written. The incident electron field is assumed to vary sinusoidally with time. Eventually the solutions to (6.87)
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are readily obtained leading to the general form of the complex index of refraction, M: M2 ˆ 1 ‡ 2g



2 ������������������������������������ s   g2T g2T 2 2  1‡g 1‡g ‡…2gL †



And the polarization vector of the wave is written as   Hz j 1 g ˆ Pˆ gL M 2 1 Hy



…6:88†



…6:89†



where Hz and Hy correspond to the magnetic field intensity of the wave along z- and y-direction g ˆ a ‡ jb is defined by (6.4a) with reference part, a, and quadrature component, b, expressed by o2 o2c ov bˆ 2 oc   o Hee gL ˆ 2 cos y o c me c   o Hee gT ˆ 2 sin y o c me c aˆ



…6:90†



…6:91†



H ˆ the magnitude of the magnetic field intensity at any point on the Earth, defined by Chapman and Bartels (1940) as q���������������������������������� …6:92† H ˆ 0:31 1 ‡ 3 sin2 Dglat where y and Dglat correspond to the propagation angle and the geomagnetic latitude, all units in degrees. Other symbols are as defined previously in the text. The term …Hee /me c† is called the gyromagnetic frequency of the electron above the Earth's magnetic field. It is obvious in (6.88) that there are two possible values for the complex refractive index, which would indicate two different modes of propagation that travel independently in the deviating medium and each with a polarization vector associated with it. As noted earlier, if the absorption coefficient is zero the quadrature component, b, can be neglected. This situation occurs for higher frequencies, or smaller concentrations of electron densities. For smaller concentrations, the magnitude of a increases, making a  1. Consequently, the term …1 ‡ g† in (6.88) approximates to a. With this simplification, the complex refractive index
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expressed by (6.88) reduces to a real quantity n for two different modes of propagation given by n2o;x ˆ 1 ‡ 2a



g2T a



2 ��������������������������������� s   2 2 gT 2  ‡ … 2g † L a



…6:93†



The subscripts `o' and `x' denote ordinary and extraordinary wave respectively. Similarly, the polarization vector P of the wave can be expressed as ! j 1 a …6:94† Po;x ˆ



L n2o;x Upon substitution of the terms (6.90) and (6.91) in (6.93), the full expression for the two magneto-ionic components' refractive index can be written as n2o;x ˆ 1 o2 o2c



1 2







oHee sin y cme oc



2



1



s�������������������������������������������   2 oHee sin y Hee sin2 y 2  cme o2 ‡ cos y 2cme o



…6:95†



c



Alternatively, in terms of the individual magneto-ionic components: n2o ˆ 1 o2 o2c



1 2



n2x ˆ 1 o2 o2c



1 2







2



oHee sin y cme oc







oHee sin y cme oc



2



1 e sin y ‡ oHe cme o2c



1 oHee sin y cme o2c



s�������������������������������������������   2 Hee sin2 y 2 ‡ cos y 2cme o



…6:96†



s�������������������������������������������   2 Hee sin2 y 2y ‡ cos 2cme o



…6:97†



Upon an application of necessary conditions, two cases of quasi-propagation modes can be investigated, namely, quasi-longitudinal mode and quasitransverse mode. Case I: Quasi-longitudinal propagation The condition under which quasi-longitudinal propagation mode occurs is when 4



o2  sin2 y tan2 y o2H



…6:98†
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where the gyromagnetic frequency (or simply gyro frequency) is   Hee oH ˆ me c



…6:99†



By substituting (6.98) in (6.93), the refractive index reduces to n2o;x ˆ 1



o2



o2c  1  ooH cos y



…6:100†



At any given frequency, o2 =o2c  1. So, (6.100) can be expanded by its binomial series. Neglecting higher-order terms, the expanded equation becomes  o2c  oH cos y 1  2o2 o



no;x � 1



…6:101†



From this expression, the difference in the refractive index Dn of two magneto-ionic components is expressed as Dn ˆ no



nx ˆ



oH o2c cos y o3



…6:102†



Or, in view of (6.19a) and (6.99) Dn ˆ



Ne He3e cos y 2p2 cm2e f 3



…6:103†



And the polarization vector associated with the refractive index reduces to Po;x ˆ j



…6:104†



This expression shows that both the ordinary and extraordinary components are circularly polarized. Case II: Quasi-transverse propagation The condition under which a quasi-transverse mode of propagation occurs is when sin2 y tan2 y  4



o2 o2H



…6:105†



which is the reverse of case I. As the frequency is increased, y rapidly approaches 90 . By substituting (6.105) in (6.93), and expanding the resulting expression by the binomial expansion, while neglecting the higher-order terms, the individual refractive index reduces to no � 1 nx � 1



o2c 2o2



  o2c o2H 2 1 ‡ 2 sin y 2o2 o



…6:106† …6:107†
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As seen in (6.106), the ordinary refractive index is independent of the Earth's magnetic field, H, which is present in (6.107), the extraordinary refractive index. Therefore, it could be said that the term in brackets [.] of (6.107) represents the correction due to the presence of the Earth's magnetic field. From (6.106) and (6.107), the difference in the refractive index Dn of two magneto-ionic components is expressed as 2 1 oH oc Dn ˆ sin y …6:108† 2 o2 Or, in view of (6.17a) and (6.99) Dn ˆ



Ne







…2pme †3



He2e sin y cf 2



2 …6:109†



The polarization vector of the wave in the quasi-transverse mode simply becomes P0 ˆ 0 Px ˆ



…6:110†



j1



This expression shows that both the ordinary and extraordinary components are linearly polarized but the ordinary component is polarized in the direction parallel to the Earth's magnetic field while the extraordinary is polarized in the direction perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic field. At 6 geomagnetic latitude, plots of the comparison between the two quasi-cases, represented by (6.103) and (6.109), are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 for a skywave radar propagating at frequencies 3 and 30 MHz at y  10 . By comparison between Figures 6.9 and 6.10, it can be seen that the
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Figure 6.9 Difference in the refractive indices of the magneto-ionic components for quasitransverse mode of propagation
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Figure 6.10 Difference in the refractive indices of the two magneto-ionic components for quasi-longitudinal mode of propagation



higher the propagation frequency the smaller the value of the difference between cases. However, the difference is much more discerning when propagating in the lower frequencies …10 MHz† for the quasi-transverse mode. As seen in Figure 6.11, case I has a wider band higher with increasing elevation angle than case II. Case I (the quasi-longitudinal propagation mode) holds for nearly all cases of interest in skywave radar propagation particularly the over-the-horizon radar. 1 ∆n Ne
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Figure 6.11 Difference between ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices for quasilongitudinal and quasi-transverse propagation modes at 3 and 30 MHz frequencies, where subscripts I and II denote case I and case II respectively
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6.2.2.6 Polarization error



The behaviour of polarization of radar signals in the space±time-frequency domain has an important bearing on radar signal, as well as influencing radar techniques and signal interpretation. For example, the choice of the antenna elements to be used for transmission and reception will determine whether a polarimetric capability is available or not. As discussed earlier in this chapter, when a linearly polarized wave enters the ionosphere, it splits into two characteristic waves ± called ordinary `o' and extraordinary `x' waves, which have different phase velocities so that a difference accumulates as they propagate. When they are summed at any point, the polarization of the resultant wave depends on the phase difference. If the two characteristics' waves suffer similar attenuations, their net effect is simply a rotation of the axis of linear polarization called the Faraday rotation effect. This description can be formalized as follows. Suppose that the electric field intensities of two linearly polarized progressive waves can be expressed by Eo;x ˆ Ae j…ot



go;x s†



…6:111†



where A is the field constant amplitude, and for brevity is put as unity. The subscripts `o' and `x' denote the two magneto-ionic components of the fields traversing path `s'. Also, go;x represents the phase propagation coefficient, or proportionality constant, of the two magneto-ionic components defined by go;x ˆ



o Vpo;x



…6:112†



where Vpo,x is the phase velocity of each of the two magneto-ionic components, and in view of (6.17), go;x ˆ



o no;x c



…6:113†



From this expression, the difference in phase df between the two waves traversing a distance, ds, may be expressed as df ˆ Dgds ˆ …go df ˆ



o … no c



nx †ds ˆ



gx †ds



…6:114a†



o …Dn†ds c



…6:114b†



This difference defines the phase shift for a one-way propagation path, which is also the differential phase shift between two magneto-ionic components. The total polarization shift for a two-way path that is within defined distance limits s1 and s2 can be defined by Z o s2 Dnds …6:115† f…s† ˆ c s1
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It is convenient to define the phase difference f…s† in terms of layer thickness, say between limits h1 and h2. So f…h† ˆ



o c



Z



h2



s1



Dnr…h; yelev †dh



…6:116†



where r0 ‡ h r…h; yelev † ˆ q������������������������������������������������� …r0 ‡ h†2 ‡ …r0 cos yelev †2



…6:117†



r 0 ˆ r 0 ‡ he



…6:118†



yelev ˆ elevation angle of the antenna beam (deg). The variable r0 is the distance off the equator to the edge of the Earth's surface, defined by (6.54b), and he is the altitude from the Earth's surface to the low edge of the ionosphere. The difference Dn was defined in (6.103) for quasi-longitudinal propagation mode and (6.109) for quasi-transverse propagation mode. By substituting the difference Dn represented by (6.103) and (6.109) for each mode in (6.116), the two-way polarization rotation at any frequency, for each mode and within the validation range of the propagation angle y, can be estimated. Having demonstrated the effect of refractive indices differences for the two modes of propagation in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, and by assuming identical propagation conditions, one can infer that for at any given range, the polarization rotation for the longitudinal case (case I) will be far greater than the transverse (case II) condition. Faraday rotation impinges on HF skywave radar performance. For example, if a differential polarization rotation occurs across the propagation-signal bandwidth and if the scattering behaviour is appreciably polarization dependent, the resulting modulation of echo strength mayspread across the echo in the range domain. This may limit range resolution on some targets, defeating the very improvement sought earlier in Chapter 3. Spatially, it is possible to have a polarization fringe pattern across a given radar footprint. Polarization fringe pattern is particularly recognizable over the ocean because of the strong polarization dependence of the radar crosssection of the sea surface. Spatial fringe-pattern distribution has obvious implications particularly for ship detection because when Doppler spectra are nested in several beams, where polarization is horizontal for a vertically polarized receiver, nulls would be registered in the beams where polarization fringes are noticed. Of course, a large-scale modelling of polarization fringe patterns can be carried out. Examples include those carried out by Barnum (1969) and Croft (1972).
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6.2.3 Observing the ionosphere The problem of inaccurately determining the propagation height, h, necessitates the need to observe the ionosphere. In addition, observing or probing the ionosphere helps to provide: (a) A real-time propagation advice required by skywave radars. The frequency required to optimally illuminate a given area varies with changes in electron density in the ionosphere and cannot be predicted precisely. Operating an OTHR requires a real-time evaluation of the ionospheric path for frequency selection. A vertical sounder, an oblique sounder, and the radar itself carry out the real-time evaluation. Separate receiver monitors channel occupancy in the HF band to see which channels are available. One of the unoccupied channels that falls in the optimal band can then be selected for operation. (b) Measurements that support structuring the ionosphere where propagation delays can be converted accurately into target coordinates; that is, from target slant coordinates into ground coordinates after factoring in the propagation errors. Sounders are some of the tools used to probe the ionosphere. Sounders (also called ionosondes) are essentially radars. The signal generated, usually a chirp (swept frequency), by its transmitter system is delivered to the antenna array. It is then transmitted in an upward direction at an altitude between 100 and 350 km, depending on operating frequency, in a small volume of a few hundred metres thick and a few tens of kilometres in diameter over the site. The signal is partially absorbed. The intensity of the signal in the ionosphere, for example, is less than 3 mW=cm2 , which is far less than the Sun's natural electromagnetic radiation reaching the Earth. The small effects that are produced provide information about the dynamics of the plasma and other processes of solar±terrestrial interactions. The receiver measures the group delay, or travel time, of the return signals as they bounce back from the ionosphere. There exist unique relationships between the sounding frequency and the ionization densities that reflect it. As the sounder sweeps from the lower to the higher frequencies, the signal rises above the background noise, including commercial radio sources, and records the return signals reflected from the different layers of the ionosphere. The records are ionograms, which are collected at regular time intervals. An example of an ionogram is shown in Figure 6.12. Radio waves or pulses travel more slowly within the ionosphere than free space therefore the apparent, or virtual, height is recorded instead of a true height. It should be understood that the group delay is not simply related to the actual distance travelled, or the height of reflection. For instance, consider the reflection process as single reflections from a mirror at the appropriate height, with the pulses travelling to and from the
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Figure 6.12 Points on vertical ionogram (VI) showing group delays of ionospheric signal at different frequencies. The upper right-hand curving section is the extraordinary, `x' component while the rest represents the ordinary `o' component. (Crown Copyright Radiocommunications Agency 2002)



mirror. The group delays of the pulses at different frequencies can be converted into the virtual height, hv , of the mirror using hv ˆ



ct 2



…6:119†



where c and t correspond to the speed of light and time taken by the pulse to travel to and from the mirror. Virtual height of each layer is denoted by h0 E, h0 F1 and h0 F2 corresponding to that of E, F1 and F2 layer. Points on the ionogram in Figure 6.12 show group delays of ionospheric signals at different frequencies. A group delay of 1.25 ms means that the ionospheric layer the signal is reflected from is at height of 187.5 km. The group delay's axis is directly converted to virtual height, hv , against the operating frequency, f, for that particular time and location.



6.2.3.1 Interpreting an ionogram



Figure 6.12 is redrawn as Figure 6.13 to make the description clearer. In Figure 6.13, each ionospheric layer shows up as an approximately smooth curve, separated from each other by an asymptote at the layer's critical
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Figure 6.13 A reconstructed ionogram



frequency. The upwardly curving sections at the start of each layer are due to the transmitted wave being slowed, but not reflected, from underlying ionization that has a critical (plasma) frequency close to, but not equalling, the transmitted wave. The critical frequency of each layer (foE, foF1 and foF2) is scaled from the asymptote, while the virtual height of each layer (h0 E, h0 F1 and h0 F2) is scaled from the lowest point of each curve. The two magneto-ionic components `o' and `x' of the characteristic wave are also shown in the figure. In this case, the extraordinary component of the F2 layer (fxF2) is shown. Its virtual height and critical frequency are denoted by h0x F2 and fxF2 respectively. The extraordinary mode critical frequency, fcx, also has a simple relation to the electron density, which is the sum of the `ordinary mode' critical frequency ( fc, from (6.19b)) and the magnetic component. Specifically s���������� 1 e2e Ne Hee Hee ‡ fcx ˆ ˆ fc ‡ …6:120† 2p e0 me 2me 2me All symbols are as previously defined. When echoes from other regions of the sky are received with that from the F layer or overhead, the electron concentration in these regions differs from the ionosphere overhead, two traces are observed. Of course, if the geometry is right for echoes to be received from a whole range of locations and the ionospheric conditions vary over the range (such as when a trough is
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overhead) multiple traces will appear on an ionogram. The F trace in this situation is said to be spread. The traces associated with spread-F are resolved by considering the horizontal position of each echo. Occasionally, the sporadic E layer (Es) appears on the ionogram as a narrow horizontal line at around 100 km; it does not exhibit an asymptote at its critical frequency because the transition is too swift. Due to absorption of transmitted wave by the D layer, no echoes are received from the low-frequency end of an ionogram. Ionograms are frequently generated, in fact refreshed hourly, by many government agencies and research schools, and are easily obtainable on their websites, examples include IPS Australia and University of Massachusetts. Different ionograms are produced on the basis of the distance between the transmitter and receiver. An oblique incidence (OI) ionogram is produced when the transmitter and receiver are separated by long distances. The plots produced by an IO are those of group path versus frequency for fixed distances or circuit lengths. When the transmitter and receiver are co-located, vertical incidence (VI) ionograms are produced, for example Figure 6.12 or Figure 6.13. Sometimes, for real-time frequency management of oblique circuits, it is necessary to use the oblique ionogram from one circuit to manage another circuit allowing for different path lengths. Using transformations based on the path length and the time delay measured from the oblique ionogram easily performs this. By applying similar transformations, vertical incidence ionograms can be converted to equivalent oblique ionograms for any path length providing the circuit control points are reasonably similar to the vertical incident ionosonde location. The advantage of the transformation is that it takes into account all the reflecting layers in the ionosphere. When the transmitter and receiver are close to each other and the signals being received have been scattered back towards the transmitter by ground backscatter, a backscatter (BS) ionogram is obtained. In the case of BS, the circuit length is not specified. The most interesting and useful part of the BS ionograms is the leading edge, which corresponds to the minimum group path at a given frequency. In addition, calculations arising from BS ionograms include the determination of the ground range at a particular elevation angle to define the relationship between the group path and ground range: a relationship that is crucial for coordinate registration (CR) in the over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) system. More is said of CR in section 6.2.5.



6.2.4 Skip zone At higher-elevation radiation angles the rays escape (i.e. the rays are insufficiently refracted and pass through the ionosphere rather than returning to Earth), causing a skip zone of range coverage, see Figure 6.14(a). This shows that the ionospheric refraction process results in a skip zone (distance) from
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Figure 6.14 Ray paths showing different range extents, Dxi , illuminated by different operating frequencies fi



the transmitter to the closest point on ground illumination indicating that the radar site must stand back by at least dmin distance from the closest obligatory surveillance zone. Just beyond the skip zone, energy is returned to the Earth after the reflection height horizon is reached. The useful range coverage, lying between the escape and refraction limits, is where illumination is strongest. It is possible that multiple hops exist, although only one hop is shown in Figure 6.14(a), and energy could circle the Earth. The skip zone is usually a problem when it exists but it can sometimes be put to good use if secure communications are required. For instance, if we do not want someone to hear our transmissions, we are sometimes able to ensure that the eavesdropper is within the skip zone (McNamora 1991). As seen in Figure 6.14(b), different range extents …Dxi † are illuminated by different operating frequencies; implying that longer ranges require higher frequencies. It must be recognized that the trailing edge of an extent may vary as a function of radar parameters and target size, but the start is set by frequency selection and immediately follows the skip zone. Figure 6.15 shows a plan view of an azimuthal scan (or coverage area) of angle y (deg). Within the scan are different segmented areas that may be
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Figure 6.15 An azimuthal sectorial scan. Each segment 1 through to 9, A1 and A2 is illuminated by separate transmit beams each Dy wide



illuminated by a separate transmitter beam of width Dy (deg). By simple geometry, the transmitter beamwidth is Dy ˆ



180Dxif pre



…deg†



…6:121†



where Dxif ˆ the range extent at a particular operating frequency (km) re ˆ radius of the Earth (km). If the observed point is not at the equator, then use r0 the elliptical distance equation of (6.54b) instead of re in (6.121). It is conceivable that the range of the transmitter footprint could change with azimuth due to ionospheric effect. Each transmitter footprint is then filled with Nx number of contiguous receiver beams, each …Dy=Nx † wide. The transmitter footprints 1 to 9, A1 and A2 can be interlaced, abutted or overlapped, depending on the interest attached to target(s) within the coverage area. The radar footprint can be moved in range by varying the frequency and moved in azimuth angle by electronic beam steering ± a process already discussed in Chapter 4. This footprint is sometimes called instantaneous if only maintained by the radar for a few seconds.
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6.2.5 Ray tracing and coordinate registration The reader might be wondering how accurate are the measurements taken via the skywave radar, in particular OTHR, in the face of these multifaceted reflections? Any radio and radar systems require knowledge of the exact ray path of the radiowave as it travels through the ionosphere. The accuracy of these systems depends on both the accuracy of the ionospheric electron density model and the accuracy of the solutions to the equations used to trace through this model. Numerical and analytical methods have been used to trace through the ray path model. Numerical methods allow taking a realtime snapshot of the ionosphere and ray tracing the leading edges. The computational demand of the numerical methods may be seen as a drawback that reduces the effectiveness of real-time operational systems. The analytical method on the other hand is fast and could provide more accurate temporal and spatial predictions of the solar±terrestrial environment. An example is the Segmented Method for Analytical Ray-Tracing (SMART), which is claimed to meet operational and computer constraints. Ideally, if the ionosphere were precisely known along the possible paths between the radar and the target, a simple slant-to-ground transformation technique, or a ray trace electromagnetic propagation model, would have been adequate to generate a look-up table ± called CR (coordinate registration) table ± of ground coordinates versus slant coordinates. The difficulty is that the trans-ionospheric paths are of variable length and they add variable biases ± due to mode ambiguity ± in range, azimuth and velocity: examples of these biases have been demonstrated in section 6.2.2.5. Unless these biases are removed to provide a reasonably well-calibrated ground-truth CR system, the formation of tracks is of little value since radar measurements are in slant range, slant azimuth, and radial velocity. With improving knowledge of ray tracings with credible interpolation scheme(s) improved target ground coordinates can be formulated. Certain techniques have been proposed for improving CR accuracy. These include the use of the following: . Use of beacons ± Beacon assisted CR consists of correcting the ground



coordinates of each raymode by an amount determined from the radar signal transponded by a beacon of known location. Two limitations of this technique are that (a) it presupposes correct identification of raymode types for both the beacon and target (Krolik and Anderson 1997), and (b) its improved accuracy is likely to be localized; that is, improvement will be around the beacon rather than the global. . Use of terrain features ± The use of terrain features is similar in concept to employing beacons except that prominent backscatter from geographical features of known location is used to estimate the correction factors (Zollo and Anderson 1992). The number of terrain features that can be unambiguously identified may limit this technique (Krolik and Anderson 1997).
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model that allows on-the-spot profiling of the ionosphere based on data input from sounders (OI, IV and BS), global positioning system (GPS), transponders and perhaps satellites would be an ideal. An example of a dynamic optimization model is the CREDO, which stands for Coordinate Registration Enhancement Dynamic Optimization (Nickisch and Hauuman 1996). The first generation of CREDO attempted to adjust the ionospheric parameters in real time to minimize the ground range variance for multimode track data. The current CREDO strives to `fit' ionospheric parameters to ionospheric sounder data (e.g. vertical incidence (VI) ionogram and backscatter (BS) ionogram). . Use of maximum likelihood technique ± Target localization consists of determining the most likely target ground coordinates over an ensemble of ionospheric conditions consistent with the ionospheric sounder data (Krolik and Anderson 1997). While this method attempts to enhance localization accuracy by employing a statistical model for uncertainties in the ionospheric propagation conditions, it may be difficult to extrapolate the solution to a more general case. . Multiple location of sounders ± The ionosphere is dynamic. Periodic sampling of the ionosphere by several equidistantly positioned sounders would provide instant situation status. The data then can be used to develop a good fit approximation of the region's ionospheric profile within the sounders' grids. This process would greatly enhance our knowledge of the dynamics of the ionosphere as well as resolving accurately CR measurements. In essence, the accuracy of coordinate registration (CR) measurements is within the CR operating window. This presupposes selection of appropriate frequency or frequencies that allow optimal illumination of the area to be observed.



6.2.5.1 Comments



Advances made in the understanding of ionospheric behaviour have been encouraging. The key assumption to these improvements has been that the down-range ionosphere is precisely known. This assumption may not be completely true because measurements taken by the ionospheric sounders (BS, VI and OI) are only estimates. A case can therefore be established to increase the number of sounders in designated geographic locations to ensure a better understanding of the ionospheric behaviour, and thus enhance the accuracy of the down-range ionospheric data. Errors in the estimates of down-range ionospheric parameters can seriously degrade the accuracy of the estimated target ground coordinates. It is obvious that we have a challenging research programme ahead.
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6.3 Summary This chapter has discussed the upper part of the atmosphere ± the ionosphere ± where free electrons occur in sufficient density to have an appreciable influence on the propagation of radio waves. This ionization depends primarily on the Sun and its activities. Since the ionosphere is a dynamic system, better understanding of this part of the atmosphere is required if improvements on coordinate registration at resolving propagation errors, and most importantly those arising from multiple paths, are to be achieved.



Problems 1. There is a need to probe the ionosphere at your home town on 25 March at (a) 3.02 pm local time at 115 km, 156 km and 335 km, (b) 8:42 pm local time at 132 km and 276 km.



2.



3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.



Estimate the critical frequency and refractive index of the ionospheric layers when propagating at 25 MHz. If there is a facility in your home town or nearby that generates hourly ionograms, compare your critical frequency results in question (1) with that obtained as foE, foF1, foF2, or foF. Can you spot any differences? If yes, why? Explain how the maximum reusable frequency can be determined. Also describe the factors that influence the reusable frequency for a given link at any given time. What is the electron gyrofrequency? Compute a typical value. Is the Earth's magnetic field important in the consideration of highfrequency propagation? Why? How is an ionosphere formed? Do you think it is possible to use the thinning layer of H ions on top of the F layer as a reflecting medium for skywave radio wave propagation? Why? What is the solar zenith angle seen at noon by an observer in your home town on 10 June? You are tasked to measure the virtual heights of the ionosphere at different frequencies. Transmitted waves sometimes travel round the world before being received. How will you know when this gerrymandering has occurred?
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Skywave radar Skywave radar is capable of sensing beyond the horizon because it makes use of the ionosphere to refract the radar wave propagated back to earth. A typical example is the over-the-horizon radar (OTHR). Skywave radar utilizes the high-frequency (HF) band, specifically 3 to 30 MHz, because this band enables surface-to-surface radar to target distances well beyond the horizon. Radar to target ranges of 1000 nautical miles and more are typical. Skywave radar achieves its long ranges, in effect, by using the ionosphere as a gigantic mirror. The conventional microwave radar operates on the line-of-sight principle and propagates through the ionosphere at frequencies of 0.2±40 GHz, whereas the HF band utilized by the OTHR, which is lower than that operated by the microwave radar, interacts with the ionosphere in a way that can be exploited to provide radar coverage at variable distances. Another major difference between skywave and microwave radars is the need to adapt the signal waveform and frequency of the skywave radar to the environment. Chapters 3 to 5 have provided the fundamental principles governing the design, operation and understanding of the limitations of a radar system. These principles are also fundamental to skywave radar with the added burden of interference due to the environment, which could be harsh. This is due to the OTHR looking down on its targets from the ionosphere. As a result, there are associated constraints: . the antenna must be very large; one kilometre or more; . spatial resolution is relatively coarse; typically in tens of kilometres; . a large backscatter echo from the Earth's surface clutter is produced at the



same range as that of the desired targets; and finally



. due to ionospheric electron density distribution, the radar operating fre-



quency and waveform need to be continually assessed.



These constraints might be viewed as an operational nightmare, yet provide advantages. For example, they provide the capability to detect ocean backscatter from water gravity waves with dimensions comparable to those of the radar waves, which in turn provide an opportunity to study and map the sea and surface wave behaviour.
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Ships and large aircraft have dimensions that are in the resonant scattering region. When targets are moving, their echoes may be detected by measuring the frequency deviation, or Doppler shift, they cause in the reflected wave. It is believed that aircraft and surface craft with or without high manoeuvrability and speed, and with small radar cross-sections, may also be detected by the skywave radar, including stealth aircraft. This is possible due to aircraft radar cross-section being much more dependent on gross target dimensions than on detail in shape (Headrick 1990). The main emphasis in this chapter is the skywave radar. Propagating radio waves through the regions comprising the atmosphere result in the degradation of signal-target information. Signal deterioration is due to spatial inhomogeneities that exist in the atmosphere, which vary continuously with time. The spatial variations produce statistical bias errors, which have been discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The influence of the spatial variations is an important consideration, which must be taken into consideration in the formulation and design of skywave radar system.



7.1 Skywave geometry A skywave geometry is described by Figure 7.1. The regions used by skywave radars are in the ionosphere. When radio waves are beamed from a transmitter and then refracted down from the ionosphere to illuminate a target, the echo from the target may travel by a similar path back to the
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Figure 7.1 Operation of a skywave radar
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receiver. Strictly speaking, objects in the target area scatter the incident radar illumination in all directions. Nearly all of the energy will be forward scattered from the ground surface, or sea surface. A small percentage will return via an ionospheric reflection path to a suitable receiver antenna. Propagation effects are prevalent when radio waves traversing the atmosphere manifest themselves as refractive bending, time delays, Doppler errors, rotation of the phase of polarization (called Faraday effect) as well as attenuation. These effects have been discussed in Chapter 6.



7.2 Basic system architecture By design, a skywave radar system, in particular an over-the-horizon radar (OTHR), generally uses continuous transmission in order to maximize energy. This calls for separate transmit and receive facilities, with the separation being sufficient to avoid direct ground wave coupling between the receivers and transmitters, as well as maintaining the far-field criterion. A basic schematic of skywave radar is shown in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.2 is similar to the basic structure of a radar system shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.1, except that there is an additional need for a frequency management system including ionospheric sounders or ionosondes.
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Figure 7.2 A schematic diagram of a skywave radar
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As discussed in Chapter 6, these sounders allow a sophisticated understanding of the ionosphere's complexities and aid in the selection of optimal frequency suitable for propagation. The separation bracket ± the mandatory distance between the transmitter and receiver facilities ± is necessary to achieve: . receiver isolation from transmission interference or combination; . avoidance of high transmitted peak power while assuming and maintain-



ing high energy on the target;



. a convenient way of maintaining radiation in the far field; and . the use of sophisticated modulated waveforms that may allow clever



detection of the electronic counter countermeasure (ECCM) process. The reader is referred to Chrzanowski (1990) for a good exposition on radar electronic countermeasures.



Aside from this separation bracket, land buffer zones are required around the highly energized transmitter antennas to ensure that radar emissions do not interfere with electrical equipment. Similar precautions are necessary for the receivers. The receiver antennas need to be protected from extraneous electrical interference by a series of land buffer zones. In addition, the receiver site must be isolated from noise generated by power lines. As such, a continuous operation of internal combustion engines as the power source to the receivers may be necessary. Alternatively, well-shielded underground power lines could be an option. Although much of the OTHR signal and data processing is common with conventional microwave radar, OTHR antenna considerations are quite different from those arising in general radar. Because of stringent operational requirements and the ionosphere being birefringent and time varying, the antenna system design is dominated by consideration for large physical size for transmit and receive arrays. Table 7.1 shows the array sizes of the Australian (Jindalee) and United States of America (USA) OTHRs. The systems in Table 7.1 use linear arrays. Other array geometry can be used for the OTHRs such as circular arrays. Operational complexity and cost effectiveness associated with any arrangements are essential elements of any choice taken. Example 7.1 Two frequencies, 3 and 30 MHz, are to be used for propagation. Using the transmitter and receiver array sizes in Table 7.1, calculate the Table 7.1 Array sizes of three OTHR systems (Sinnott 1989) OTHR system



Transmitter array



Receiver array



Australia (Jindalee) AN/FPS-118 (USAF) AN/TPS-71 (USN)



127 m 67±345 m (frequency dependent) 335 m (total length covering separate bands)



2.8 km 1.5 km 2.5 km
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208 Skywave radar Table 7.2 Estimates of far-field ranges for frequencies at 3 and 30 MHz Array aperture, D (m)



Range (km) @ 3 MHz



Range (km) @ 30 MHz



127 67 335



40.97 6.01 751.91



409.7 60.1 7519.1



range where the receiver aperture should be located to be in the radiating far field. Solution For an antenna to be considered in the radiating far field, the range R from the source to the receptor of aperture D may be represented by equation (3.39); that is, <  2D3 /l. Putting in the transmitter values from Table 7.1, the receptor array must be located at least at the distance tabulated in Table 7.2. Table 7.2, column 3 gives values that are somehow unrealistic for f ˆ 30 MHz. This suggests that the positioning of the receiver for all frequency settings may not be in the `strict sense' in the far field.



7.2.1 Transmitter The typical power requirement of an OTHR transmitter averages between 10 kW and 1 MW. This requirement is necessary to launch high levels of power efficiently. The USA and Australian OTHRs use a frequency modulated continuous waveform (FMCW), consisting of multiple sweeps with linear sawtooth frequency modulation (Lees 1987). If propagation by FMCW is properly constrained, it is intrinsically clean and enables sidelobe reduction to be efficiently controlled. Transmit antennas are generally arrays of radiating elements, with each element driven by a separate power amplifier. The approach of individual powering of the radiators permits beam steering at low-power amplifier stages. With technological advances in radar technology, digitally switched power supplies can deliver the desired current directly into each antenna element thereby increasing the transmitter capability as well as allowing subdivision of the array to achieve required performance and operations. The transmitting antenna is a log-periodic curtain in a uniform line array on a wire ground mat to provide ground shield. The log-periodic antenna is a broadband array of closely spaced elements, each 180 out of phase with the next and the spacing changing proportional to its distance from an apex. Basically a log-periodic antenna pattern is by subtraction unlike the planar array in Chapter 4 whose pattern is rather by addition. Log-periodic elements have a distinct structure. This structure is discussed in the next few paragraphs. Figure 7.3 shows typical log-periodic elements that can transmit over the frequency range 6±30 MHz installed at Alice Springs, Australia. Only a few of the elements, which are near resonance, radiate at a given frequency.
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Figure 7.3 A section of the Australian OTHR transmit array



The alternate phasing of the elements allows the array to radiate electrically through shorter elements, which in turn perturbs the pattern less than the longer ones would. The electrical feed serves as the antenna boom, which is usually a parallel transmission line. The operational OTHRs in Australia and the USA use log-periodic antennas capable of covering the entire HF frequency band. The transmitter coverage is potentially enormous: a million square kilometres could be surveyed by the installation. The log-periodic antenna can be arranged in parallel (as in Figure 7.4a), or radially (as in Figure 7.4b). Figure 7.4 is similar to that given in Sinnott (1987). If log-periodic antennas are arrayed in parallel, the frequency independence is lost, as there is frequency-dependent electric spacing between array elements. Whereas, if log-periodic antennas are arranged radially a frequency-independent array geometry is possible, with the active regions on an arc and separated by a frequency-independent electrical length. It should be noted that there is a limit to the number of such antennas, which can be so arrayed before the edge elements are `firing' a long way from the boresight of the array. High-frequency end



High-frequency end



Low-frequency end (a)



Low-frequency end (b)



Figure 7.4 A plan view of array geometries: (a) parallel array; (b) radial array
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Log-periodic antennas have self-scaling properties. Figure 7.5 shows the structure of a log-periodic antenna with radiators of length ln and distances dn . If the antenna's dimensions are scaled by some ratio t, the antenna will have similar properties at frequencies f , tf , t2 f , t3 f , . . . , tn 1 f . Ratio t is called the geometric ratio. The lengths of the radiators ln and distances dn increase in a defined manner. For instance l1 l2 l3 ln ˆ ˆ ˆ  ˆ ˆt l2 l3 l4 ln‡1



…7:1†



d1 d2 d3 dn ˆ ˆ ˆ  ˆ ˆt d2 d3 d4 dn‡1



…7:2†



The spacing between adjacent elements is geometrically related by a factor s1 s2 s3 sn ˆ ˆ ˆ  …7:3† bt ˆ 2l2 2l3 2l4 2ln‡1 The edges of the dipoles lie along two straight lines, which converge at one end, with an apex angle Z. The apex angle may be expressed in the form   l1 1 t 1 l2 Z ˆ 2 tan …7:4† ˆ 4bt 2s1 where, in practice, 0:7  t  0:95 and 10  Z  45 . s1
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Figure 7.5 A log-periodic antenna structure
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The log-periodic antenna characteristic (e.g. impedance and directivity) varies periodically with the logarithm of the frequency. This accounts for its name. It is also found that if the periodic variations are small over a broad band of frequencies, the antenna behaviour is effectively frequency independent. The array structure is fed at the apex end by a balanced line, with connections crisscrossed to adjacent elements, to give the correct phasing of the elements. The problem of aeolian noise is frequent in a log-periodic antenna structure. The aeolian noise attempts to induce harmonics of several orders of magnitude, thereby complicating the elements' phase resolution. To ensure total absence of grating lobes at the highest frequency, the array spacing must meet the condition stipulated by equation (4.37) in Chapter 4 with a little modification. Specifically,   1 1:5 dl …7:5† 1 ‡ jsin y0 j N where d ˆ array maximum allowable spacing (m) y0 ˆ scan angle steered off boresight (deg) l ˆ wavelength (m) N ˆ number of array elements: The design of log-periodic arrays is often a compromise between the periodic endfires (or curtains), their spacing and the coupling of the transmitters to the radiators (or elements). The arrays must be capable of being electronically beam-steered instantaneously to any part of any preferred sectors. The elevation beamwidth varies with frequency. If Dr is the length of the array (either transmitting or receiving), then, from (4.22), the array's beamwidth is yBW ˆ



0:8858l Dr



…radians†



…7:6†



Note that Dr ˆ Nd, where N and d represent the number of array elements and the separation distance between the elements. However, if the array is steered off boresight or broadside by y0 , the beamwidth (as well as the array gain) will degrade according to (4.32): yBW ˆ



0:8858l Dr cos y0



…7:7†



7.2.2 Receiver The power requirement of transmitters is in the kilo- to megawatt range: the receivers operate at microwatt levels. In view of the high external noise
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Figure 7.6 A section of Australian OTHR receiving antenna



environment, the efficiency of the receive system will be relatively low. A typical OTHR receiver is shown in Figure 7.6. Two steerable receiving antennas are arrayed over distances of 2.3 and 2.5 km to receive the HF illuminating signals transmitted and returned via the ionosphere. The receiver contains a uniform linear array of phased monopole pairs on a wire ground mat. Each monopole pair has a receiver and analogue-to-digital converter attached to it. Each monopole pair feeds its own nearby receiver front-end which, with two frequency conversions, transmits signals via described propagation paths (e.g. satellite, optical fibres, etc.) to the receive back-ends. The basic configuration of the receivers is similar to that described in Chapter 2, section 2.1.2. The digital beamformer forms the required number of beams, which are then Doppler processed to separate the moving targets from the ground clutter. More is said of beamforming in section 7.3. As a result of technological advances, the receiver backends are digital ensuring high-speed signal and data processing, for instance, digital bandwidth compression, digital filtering and downsampling. A myriad of data is often acquired during any radar scans or sweeps. An example of this is an OTHR, which is particularly noted for its wide-area scanning or sweeping. The unprocessed data acquired often occupy a large facility. Pre- and post-processed data could also be large and might require a large transfer and processing time. In a real-time operational situation, in particular during tracking, time is a critical element if the true-target profile
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under investigation is to be quickly ascertained in real time. To ensure fast transportation and delivery of data to its intended destination, a compression process is used. Data compression is the process of encoding a body of data (say DM) into a smaller body of data (say q(DM )). It must be possible for the compressed data q(DM ) to be decoded (reconstructed) back to the original body of data DM or some acceptable approximation. The data compression method has been discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Woodman and Chau (2001) proposed another data compression method, which works in a similar fashion to complementary phase coding used in pulse compression ± already discussed in Chapter 2 ± for coherent radars. Their method involves transmitting a large array of phase-coded antennas at full power and later synthesizes it by linear superposition and proper phasing. Full decoding is done by appropriate algorithms, which add the power and cross-power estimates of the signals of each code, so that no extra burden is added other than the summations.



7.2.3 Frequency management system As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the fundamental mechanism enabling skywave HF radar to detect targets at long ranges, or to be used for remote sea-state sensing, is the ability of the ionosphere to refract electromagnetic energy. The variability of the skywave transmission medium requires different operating frequencies at different times (Earl and Ward 1986). So, a successful operation of a skywave radar, in particular the over-the-horizon radar, is dependent upon the application of a real-time frequency management system (FMS). As seen in Figure 7.2, the FMS comprises ionospheric sounders and a spectral surveillance subsystem. The ionospheric sounders are backscatter sounder (BSS), oblique incidence (OI) sounder and vertical incidence (VI) sounder, which have already been discussed in Chapter 6. The sounders' prime requirements are to provide real-time propagation advice and ionospheric structure measurements sufficient for coordinate registration (that is, enabling conversion from radar measurement space to target ground coordinates). Often, between OI and VI, and in conjunction with BSS, the OTHR may be designed to self-calibrate and to achieve acceptable target location accuracy. The spectral surveillance subsystem comprises the background noise analyser (BNA) and clear channel occupancy analyser (COA). The BNA is used to determine the level of noise gathered by both omnidirectional and directional antennas looking towards the surveillance area. Apart from man-made noise, the source of BNA at low frequencies is from lightning discharges, while at high frequencies the source is from the galaxy. The BNA evaluation process starts by collecting spectrally processed data in N frequency bins from m contiguous measurements from x quietest
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channels for, say, p discrete scans. The m measurements are then summed to reduce data variance and normalized for system gain. Uncorrupted data are then averaged and interpolated into IF values. The interpolated values are then converted to power and formatted for transmission. The use of BSS with BNA becomes a potent tool in clutter-to-noise ratio and maximum observable frequency. The BSS evaluation process involves collecting range correlated power measurements from Y range cells from B bandwidth bands, each band containing P spectra. Each of the B bands is analysed for noise contamination, and those bands that are uncontaminated are averaged to give, say, C integrated spectra. If all the spectra over a particular frequency band is corrupted, the data would be interpolated from adjacent cells. The data is further analysed to estimate the maximum observable frequency and the BSS ionogram is then converted to power and formatted for transmission. When BNA is combined with the BSS, data yields the ability to predict the achievable clutter-to-noise ratio, which is a direct indicator of the achievable signal-to-noise ratio. Technically, BNA is fundamentally involved in the selection of the optimum frequency band for radar operation. The frequency channels distributed over a larger part of the HF band are often congested. This is due to broadcast stations, fixed-service point-topoint transmitters, essential services operators (ambulance, police, defence, etc.), and many other spectrum users having regular schedules. The channel occupancy analyser (COA) provides a real-time description of spectrum availability by scanning the HF spectrum every couple of minutes and allocates specific channels for radar use that are guaranteed to be noisefree ± that is, free of radio frequency interference from other transmissions ± and unoccupied. The spectral surveillance subsystem alternates between measurements of channel occupancy and background noise. The radar assigned for measuring the background noise data has directional antenna, and noise is measured on each of the designated number of beams comprising the directional antenna. Whereas, the channel occupancy data is measured on an omnidirectional antenna in order that transmissions are not masked in the nulls of the receiving antenna. A method for evaluating channel occupancy is as follows. Measure the power level in all the N 1 kHz channels in the HF range used for propagation. Obtain estimates based on the average of m passes from contiguous samples over the spectrum. Develop a convenient algorithm to classify channels as either clear or occupied by a cumulative-weighted index. The quietest x kHz bandwidth channel in each of the x bands is detected for use in the background noise analyser. If Q is allowed to denote the channels occupied by signals greater than some threshold, and there are N channels independently occupied, then the probability of finding N adjacent channels available can be represented by PN ˆ …1



Q†N



…7:8†
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Stehel and Hagn (1991) described a method of linking Q to the threshold for a European situation. This may not be easily extrapolated to other locations. Example 7.4 Consider eight independently occupied 1 kHz channels. If there is a 95 per cent chance of finding a clear channel, find the probability of finding 8 kHz adjacent channels for a signal sweep. Solution Nˆ8  ˆ 95 per cent ˆ 0:95 Q  ˆ 0:05 Qˆ1 Q From (7.8), the probability of finding 8 kHz adjacent channels is P8 ˆ (1 0:05)8 ˆ 0:6634 (66:34 per cent)



7.2.4 Communications The need for a good communication system cannot be overstated. It is clear that the radar facilities depend on reliable high-bandwidth communications for delivering and transferring information between transmit and receive chains for effective management of the systems. Between the transmitter and receiver facilities, primary communications may be delivered via radio link. Within each chain or facility, internal data communications could be in the form of a local area network (LAN). The design of the overall communication network required depends on the functions for which the radar system is designed, the capital outlay and reliability of the service expected. Strict time synchronization between transmitter and receiver facilities is necessary. Use of atomic standards with, perhaps, frequent referencing back to global positioning system (GPS) data may be necessary.



7.2.5 Signal processing and peak detection Signal processing takes several forms of data acquired by skywave radar such as range processing and range sidelobe suppression, Doppler processing, beam processing, and data conditioning. Range processing and range sidelobe suppression are performed on each of the repetitive frequency sweeps, or preferred transmitted waveforms, by means of a weighted correlation against a reference waveform generated by the local oscillator. For a given bandwidth, the matched filtering approach is sufficient despite possible distortions to the point of response function by the transmission medium. In principle, compensations for some of those distortions could be included in the correlation process (Jarrott and Soame 1994). A sidelobe suppression technique has already been discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.2.4. Fourier analysing and weighting across a set of repetitive frequency sweeps or preferred transmitted waveforms that constitute a coherently
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processed dwell may carry out Doppler processing. In fact, the transmission medium's distorting effects do not invalidate this approach. As observed in Chapter 6, ionospheric distortions creep into received signals. But when lengthy dwells (for example, during sea or ocean surveillance) are employed that extend beyond the prevailing ionospheric coherence time, unacceptable degradation of the `coherent processing' occurs. Often, strictly add-on techniques such as the identification and subsequent removal of phase modulations are sufficient to restore the integrity of the signal clutter-to-noise ratio (Netherway et al. 1989; Southcott et al. 1998). Fourier analysing each range cell, formed by the uniform-linear array, together with aperture weighting are adequate in performing beam processing. In real life, the assumptions that noise fields are spatially isotropic and their presence is at most on one target are far from true. Adaptive data beamforming could be effective in maximizing signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), only if formulated for robustness (Kassam and Poor 1985), otherwise any expected gains from adaptive beamforming would be lost to undue system sensitivity. More is said about beamforming in section 7.3. Data conditioning, or a simple clean-up process, supplements those techniques previously addressed. Data conditioning is needed because of the presence of impulsive phenomena and radio frequency interference (RFI) in the data. An effective example of a clean-up process is the data whitening technique. The whitening technique does not restore the SNR but prevents local false detections. More is said about whitening in Chapter 10. Impulsive phenomena and other non-white or non-stationary phenomena can be located by their signatures, which are often localized in one or more domains, namely, the time domain, the range-azimuth domain, or the Doppler domain. Recognition always implies the temporary suppression of the otherwise dominating surface clutter, and when suppressed, frees up useful dwells. The data-conditioning process helps in estimating and removing ionospheric biases in any Doppler estimates. Without this correction, ship tracking may be impeded for a considerable length of time when ionospheric Doppler is notable. Due to the clutter nature of the skywave data, constant false-alarm rate (CFAR) processing is critical. This is achieved by estimating the background energy of each data point, using suitably small local neighbourhoods so that data whitening can be done prior to peak selection (Jarrott and Soame 1994). More is said about CFAR in Chapter 10. CFAR processing is an important design aim, confining the radar to output a limited and predetermined number of false detections in a given period of time. If the number of false detections is low then the threshold may have been set high and consequently the probability of detecting a real target is reduced. Conversely, if the false alarms are too frequent, then the detection probability is improved but subsequent parts of the radar system may be overloaded. Essential signal-peak detection processes are fast Fourier transform (FFT) and thresholding. The basic concept of FFT has been discussed in Chapter 1 and that of thresholding is discussed in Chapter 9 with further
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Figure 7.7 An example of linear interpolation between sample points. The solid line curve is the linear interpolation of the original signal represented by the dashed curve



application in Chapters 11 and 12. Peak detections are declared whenever the signal estimates exceed a preassigned value, or threshold. This presupposes good system's peak detection and beamforming capabilities. Individual points that exceed the threshold are resolved into peaks and the position of each peak is refined by interpolation across the adjacent range, Doppler and azimuth bins. Interpolation is a commonly used procedure for reconstructing a function either approximately or exactly from samples. One simple interpolation procedure is linear interpolation, whereby adjacent sample points are connected by a straight line as shown in Figure 7.7. In more complex interpolation formulas, higher-order polynomials or other applicable mathematical functions may be used to connect sample points. More is said about interpolation in Chapter 10.



7.2.6 Track and display After selecting and interpolating a large number of candidate signal peaks per dwell in the CFAR selection, the detected peaks are then made suitable for transmission to the next stage of the radar chain (track and display)
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Figure 7.8 A graphical representation of a console containing tracks a, b and c, and the menu icon
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where the emerging tracks of the targets are synthesized. Detected peaks are passed to the tracking system, which associates successive detections to establish tracks. Tracks are then synthesized in a multi-dimensional data format, which are presented to the operator(s) and displayed on the console, for example as in Figure 7.8. Tracking is the subject of Chapter 12.



7.3 Beamforming
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Beamforming is the process of combining the outputs from a number of antenna elements arranged in an array of arbitrary geometry, so as to enhance signals from some defined spatial regions while suppressing those from other regions. This process can be implemented in a variety of ways. This could take the form of a digital processing technique or a hardware cabling method. In its simplest form, the cabling method depends on a well-defined geometric structure for the array and location of possible sources. The method involves accurate switching and matching of cables of known lengths with antenna feedlines. Digital beamforming is based on capturing the base signal at each of the antenna elements (i.e. at the array aperture) and converting to discrete signals thereby permitting formation of multiple, simultaneous antenna beams. `Base signal' is used in this context because beamforming can be performed in any of the signal bands: baseband, narrowband, or broadband. A baseband signal is one in which the spectrum is primarily concentrated at the designated frequencies and in which no translation of the spectrum has been performed. Baseband signals contain amplitudes and phases of the signals received at each element of the antenna array. Digital beamforming is a process that opens the door to a large domain of signal processing techniques. The process also provides flexibility in the type of beam pattern that can be produced. A schematic diagram of a beamformer is shown in Figure 7.9. Beamforming process involves weighting the digitized signals, and adjusting their phases and amplitudes such that when added together they form the desired beam. For instance, in Figure 7.9, the output yk , at time k, is a linear
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Figure 7.9 A schematic diagram of a beamformer
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combination of the data at the N sensors at the same time k. It should be noted that the beamformer's response is a function of frequency, o and the direction of arrival. Throughout the beamforming discussions, the functional variables (azimuth or elevation, f, and angle of incidence, y) are assumed to be available. In practice, for multi-dimensional data streams, beamforming is done in pairs: yk (f, o) and yk (y, o), primarily to simplify control, data processing and estimation. For simplicity and following the established convention, the sampled data is multiplied by conjugates of the weights, written in a mathematical form as yk ˆ



N X pˆ1



wp xp …k†



…7:9†



where * denotes complex conjugate, xp ˆ the received data from pth element of the array xi xp and wp ˆ the complex weight applied to xp : In line with many engineering applications, the data and weights are assumed to be complex since often a quadrature receiver is used at each sensor to generate in-phase (I ) and quadrature (Q) data. The expression in (7.9) can be written in the vector form as yk ˆ wH x…k†



…7:10†



where superscript H denotes Hermitian1 transpose and the subscript k indicates sampling time or index. The process represented by (7.9) is often described as `element-space beamforming' because the data xp from the array are directly multiplied by a set of weights wp to form a beam at a designated steering angle. Planar sensor arrays can be considered to be sampled apertures. As such they can be viewed as multi-dimensional spatial filters and require a multidimensional beamforming technique. For multi-dimensional antenna arrays, the beamforming concept described by (7.9) can be easily extended. As an illustration, consider three-dimensional (N  L  M) or volumetric arrays, the beamformer output at time k is given as yk ˆ



N X L X M X pˆ1 jˆ1 iˆ1



wpji xpji …k†



…7:11†



assuming that there are no delays in each of the N and L sensors. Since a beamformer represents a linear combination of the sensor data, its 1 If A is a matrix of order (m  n) with complex elements, aik , then the complex conjugate A of A is found by taking the complex conjugates of all the elements. A Hermitian matrix is a square matrix which is unchanged by the transpose of its complex conjugate, i.e. A is Hermitian if (A )H ˆ A.
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implementation can be represented by decomposing w into a product of matrices and a vector, such as " # vo Y wˆ vi wv …7:12† iˆ1



where vi is a series of matrix transformations of comfortable dimensions and wv is the vector. As a general rule, the matrix transformations are selected to enhance performance and/or reduce computational complexity (Van Veen and Buckley 1988). The FFT implementation of the DFT is analogous to (7.12) since the DFT matrix can be expressed as a series of simple computations (see Chapter 1 for details). Instead of direct weighting of sampled data from each element, the data signals from the elements can first be processed by a multiple-beam beamformer to form a set of orthogonal beams (Litva and Lo 1996). The output of each beam can then be weighted and the result combined to produce the desired output. A process that performs this function is called beamspace beamforming. The required multiple beamformer usually produces orthogonal beams. Beams are mutually orthogonal when the average value over all angles of the product of one beam response with the conjugate of the other is zero. The beam-space beamforming technique is implemented by feeding the baseband signals from the antenna elements into the FFT processor, which generates N simultaneous orthogonal beams. A subset of the orthogonal beams is then weighted to form the desired output. This process is explained as follows. Following the linear array concept of Chapter 4, assume that the antenna elements are equally spaced at distance, d. Also assume that a plane wave incidents on the receiver elements at beam angle from broadside. For simplicity, the individual elements are assumed to have an isotropic response in azimuth. A broadside azimuth beam is formed when the signals at all of the elements are in phase. Other beams, of approximately equal amplitude to the first, are formed at all angles for which the phase difference between elements is an integral number of wavelengths. As also discussed in Chapter 4, nulls are created in the direction of the interfering sources (in the case fb ). For an N-element linear array, N overlapped orthogonal beams v(fb ) can be formed using v…fb † ˆ



N X



xp e



j 2 N pfb



…7:13†



pˆ1



If the pth desired output is assumed to occur from a combination of the weighted (b 1)th and (b ‡ 1)th beams, then the output may be written as  p yp ˆ wbp 1 v…fb 1 † ‡ wb‡1 …7:14† v fb‡1 The beamformer described above deals with fixed beam patterns (i.e. with fixed weights that are time invariant) for a given specification. This is
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Figure 7.10 A schematic diagram of an adaptive beamformer



cognisant of the conventional beamforming technique. A conventional beamformer can be optimized if a specified optimization criterion is given. The process of optimization can be compared to optimum filtering, detection, and estimation. In a real-world application, fixed weights are impracticable for optimum performance to be achieved. Thus, the weights have to be adaptively selected. The term adaptive means that the weights are changing with time. An adaptive beamformer ± comparable to adaptive filters ± will sense its operating environment and automatically optimize a prescribed objective function of the array pattern by adjusting the elemental control weights. Figure 7.9 can now be modified to indicate the adaptive nature of the beamformer as shown in Figure 7.10. The arrows in Figure 7.10 indicate that the elemental weights are time variant (i.e. changing with time). The choice of the weight vector w is based on the statistics of the signal vector x received at the array. Basically, the aim is to optimize the beamformer response with respect to a prescribed criterion so that its output yk contains the least contribution from noise and other interference. An algorithm designed for that purpose would specify the means by which the optimization is to be achieved. Beamforming optimization implies selecting the weights based on the statistics of the data received at the antenna array so that the beamformer output response contains little or no contributions from noise and signals arriving from directions other than the desired signal direction. A number of criteria for selecting the optimum weight include: . Minimum mean-square error ± A technique that minimizes the error



between a beamformer output and the desired signal on the notion that a reference signal is known. . Linearly constrained minimum variance ± A method used where the reference signal is unknown. It involves constraining the response of the beamformer so that those signals from the desired direction are passed with specific gain and phase. The weights are chosen to minimize output variance, or power, subject to response constraint.
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222 Skywave radar . Least mean squares ± The preceding weight optimization techniques assume



that their optimal solutions are known. Where these optimal solutions are unknown, adaptive weight estimates may be employed that use the least mean squares technique. This technique utilizes the steepest descent technique.



For a general description of these techniques the reader is advised to consult Ahmed (1987), Treichler et al. (1987), or Widrow and Stearns (1985). The dynamic range Dy of the digital beamforming due to thermal and quantization noise is given as (Schoenberger et al. 1982) Dy ˆ



322b N 26



…7:15†



where N and b correspond to the number of array elements and digitization bits. Another study (Stehel and Hagn 1991) gave the dynamic range as Dy ˆ 22…b



1†



Nc



…7:16†



where Nc and b correspond to the number of parallel channels and number of analogue-to-digital bits.



7.3.1 Beam control and calibration The beam pattern may be controlled by effective reduction in the pattern sidelobes and optimally changing the aperture weights so as to steer the beam in any preferred direction negating the sidelobes' influence. A variety of techniques for performing weight optimization and sidelobes' suppression or cancellation have been discussed in the previous section and Chapter 3 respectively. Our attention now focuses on calibration techniques. Calibration is the removal of equipmental, or propagation, deviations from reality, which, if necessary, are estimated or measured in real time. Calibration may also imply transformation of radar output data into international measurement units (Jarrott and Soame 1994). Calibration can be performed by injecting a test signal at a particular time into the inputs of the multi-channel receiver associated with the digital beam former. The test signal can be supplied by an auxiliary antenna in the near field of the main antenna or by precise coupling lines across the antenna face. Both techniques ensure that antenna element and feed errors are contained within the calibration loop, thereby offsetting channel-matching errors. The use of an auxiliary antenna requires that the antenna has a defined directivity so that it can illuminate the face of the main antenna without also illuminating other structures within the vicinity. This safeguards re-radiation towards the antenna face, which could destroy the prescribed distribution of the calibrating field. The auxiliary antenna must also be physically offset sufficiently far from the field of view of the main antenna. This is necessary to prevent undue influence on the distribution across the main antenna arising from target echoes.
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Let us define the test signal distribution across the receiver inputs as (Barton 1980)   …7:17† Xr0T ˆ x01 ; x02 ; x03 ; . . . ; x0n Let the response within the processor be written as   Xr00T ˆ x001 ; x002 ; x003 ; . . . ; x00n



…7:18†



A diagonal matrix operator C will be formed in which crr ˆ



x0r x00r



…7:19†



Signals received during normal operation are weighted by modified weight values. As such, a nominal weight vector w0 required for a particular beam shape and pointing angle is corrected such that the weight vector actually applied is w ˆ Cw0



…7:20†



It should be noted that time of arrival changes across the antenna aperture, and cable delays between the antenna elements and the receivers are likely to cause frequency, amplitude, and phase variations at the beamformer.



7.3.2 Conclusion The beamforming process attempts to preserve the total information available at the antenna aperture. With the digital beamforming technique, the weight wi can easily be exploited by changing its value to steer the beam in any preferred direction and manipulate its shape to optimize the system performance. By carefully selecting the aperture weights, which may be complex, beamforming can be equated to a simple discrete Fourier transforms (DFT): this presupposes effective beam-pattern control and calibration.



7.4 Radar equation: a discussion A form of the radar equation developed for line-of-sight radars, in Chapter 5 equation (5.56), is applicable to skywave radars but with a different emphasis on certain notations and definitions. As earlier discussed in Chapters 3 through to 5, the ability of the radar to detect target power depends on the background noise power that competes with the target power, ST . The target power is approximately equivalent to the received power, S. It should be noted that the received power S is emphasized because not all signals are targets and not all backgrounds are noise. These background interferences
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are denoted as NB. Like equation (5.56), the received power to background interference ratio depends on: * +     S 1 1 T i P t Gt Dr sjF 4 j ˆ l2 …7:21† 3 2 4 NB R L F L N s …4p† 0 a i |‚‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚‚} |‚‚‚‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚‚‚‚} |‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚‚} |‚‚‚‚{z‚‚‚‚} cons tan t



environment



radar capability



t arg et characteristic



where Ti Li Ls N0



ˆ total integration time ˆ ionospheric losses ˆ total system losses ˆ external noise, nominally derived from thermal noise (kBn T0 ) but multiplied by the noise density factor Fa analogous to antenna noise factor FN more is said later in the text: Reading (7.21) after the equality sign from left to right, the following is described. The first term is just the proportionality constant. The second term is the environmental factor comprising external noise and ionospheric losses including two-way propagation path, polarization mismatch, and ionospheric anomalies discussed in Chapter 6. In the HF spectrum, noise levels are generally expressed by a factor, denoted by Fa in (7.21), which is similar to antenna noise factor FN included in (5.59). The noise density factor, Fa , describes the antenna referred external noise density in excess of thermal noise (kBn T0 ). The noise density factor is a strong function of frequency and varies with time of day, season, sunspot number, location, etc. Kingsley and Quegan (1992) gave a rough mean value for Fa as  60 2fMHz 5 < f  15 MHz Fa ˆ …dB† …7:22† 45 fMHz 15 < f < 28 MHz The nighttime Fa values are about 10 dB below the daytime given approximately by (7.22). A more sophisticated approach to obtaining Fa is given in (Weiner 1991). The third term is the radar capability, or radar figure of merit (FOM), comprising the transmitter power Pt and gain Gt , receive beam directivity Dr , effective processing (or integration) time Ti , and system loss Ls . The directivity of the receive array is used, in some cases, instead of the receive array gain, which can be found from (5.12). An inquiring mind might ask: what of the influence of the currents flowing in the ground mat, ohmic heating, cable losses, etc.? Of course, these losses are present but are included in the system loss. The system loss is separated from the total losses Ltot in (5.59) in order to distinguish it from environmentally induced losses. The system loss is localized and can be reduced by the system designer.
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The fourth term is the target characteristic comprising radar cross-section, s, range, R, and ground reflection effect, jF 4 j. The ground reflection effect increases in apparent s due to illumination via ground reflection as well as by direct path ± already discussed in Chapter 5, section 5.1.7.1.6. In some literature, the ground reflection effect is denoted by Mu. This ground reflection effect increases, and gets worse, with increasing frequency because higher frequencies are associated with longer ranges. The last term, l2 , is the radar wavelength. Though not particularly associated with any of the identified terms in (7.21), it, however, influences the environment, target characteristics, and the radar capability terms; they change with l. Of course, the radar capability term, or FOM, increases with frequency because receive beam directivity increases, which about cancels the explicit l2 term. The waveform of the transmitted signal does not enter into the radar equation. This implies that the signal can be selected for other considerations such as range and Doppler resolution. The choice of signal, however, does play a major part of radar (or sonar) signal processing and good discussions can be found in Cook and Bernfeld (1967) and Vakman (1968). Before closing the discussion on radar equations, it is beneficial to briefly talk about the background interference, NB. In practice, `background' implies the content of cells around the target cell in three dimensions (range, azimuth and Doppler). The detection process, to be discussed in Chapter 10, must make an estimate of the power in the cells in the neighbourhood of the potential target cell. The simplest being the mean power in the defined neighbourhood cells. Often, as it becomes obvious in Chapters 10 and 12, the signal-to-background interference ratio (S/NB ) value is nominated (like a threshold) to give some satisfactory standard of detection probability with acceptable probability of false alarm.



7.5 Applications of skywave radar There are many ways to exploit the largely untapped potential of existing military skywave radar, in particular OTHR. If properly harnessed, OTHRs can be used for the following applications.



7.5.1 Shortwave radio forecasting and ionospheric models Resurgence in military and commercial use of the crowded shortwave radio spectrum has prompted a renewed interest in HF channel identification. The resurgence also helps having a better understanding of solar and geomagnetic influences on climatic changes and ionospheric models. With increased knowledge of climatological models, we would be in a good position to: . develop better ionospheric models for HF radio frequency management over



large parts of the Earth that are inaccessible to conventional ionospheric sounders;
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226 Skywave radar . develop shortwave prediction models and warnings that are useful for



optimizing point-to-point radio communication;



. map the occurrence of transient phenomena in the ionosphere, such as



polar and equatorial disturbances, and sporadic-E ionization;



. measure the spectral broadening of ionospherically propagated ground



clutter, which can be used as an indicator of the information capacity of an ionospheric path; and perhaps . probe the structure and dynamics of the solar corona thereby enabling a good prediction of space weather. The OTHR will act as a test bed for developing HF solar radar technology.



7.5.2 Climatic monitoring and forecasting (Georges et al. 1993; Sinnott 1987) An OTHR offers a unique capability for continuously mapping sea-surface winds and waves over very large ocean surface areas. In particular, OTHR's ability to map sea-surface wind direction permits an accurate assessment of the location, shape and growth of the tropical waves, which often intensify and develop into tropical storms and hurricanes. An OTHR could also map synoptic and large-scale meteorological features that determine whether tropical or subtropical waves will grow or die. To this author's knowledge, no present or planned observing system offers this capability. Both the Australian Jindalee and USA Navy's OTHR systems have demonstrated the radar usefulness for weather services and fleet numerical predictions, respectively.



7.5.3 Air traffic control, and search and rescue Since the primary objective of OTHR is for surveillance purposes, i.e. tracking of aircraft and surface craft, this capability could be adapted directly to air traffic control. The ability of the OTHR to see beyond ocean regions inaccessible to conventional radar and the capability to map surface currents with high resolution over very large ocean areas could support search and rescue missions.



7.5.4 Monitoring climate change (Anderson 1986; Croft 1972; Georges et al. 1998) The influence of ocean currents has been known to affect our weather and climate because: (a) sea state affects ocean albedo, which in turn affects the absorption of solar radiation; (b) sea surface roughness affects the uptake of greenhouse gases; and (c) Surface wind stress affects ocean circulation and the global heat fluxes and budget.
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OTHRs can be exploited to: . monitor surface winds, waves and currents over large ocean areas, which



could assist considerably in understanding their role in global environmental change; . parameterize sea state, crucial to the estimation of the effects of air±sea interaction on global climate change, and on the El NinÄo phenomenon; . validate and initialize numerical weather prediction models; and . predict the trajectories of surface-borne pollutants, and monitor bursts of strong currents that can cause economic damage, such as damage to offshore oil platforms, which could cause oil spills.



7.6 Summary The fundamental mechanism that enables the skywave radar to be used for long-range surveillance is the ability of the ionosphere to refract electromagnetic energy. A particular discussion on skywave radar was centred on the over-the-horizon radar (OTHR). The basic structure of an OTHR system, and its component parts, has been explained. Although the OTHR concept is simple, using the ionosphere as reflectors for the radar requires an understanding of the complexities of the ionosphere. Despite this, each propagation mode has been observed to be well behaved thereby enabling the OTHR to discern between the different propagation paths. Finally, the capability, channel occupancy, and potential of the OTHR have been discussed.



Problems 1. If the site of a skywave radar is not well isolated from the urban area, determine the effect(s) on the spectral surveillance subsystem measurements. 2. Why are OTHR systems much more demanding on the quality of their propagation paths? 3. Ten 1 kHz channels are sampled in the process of establishing the optimum frequency band. Based on previous observations, there is a 90 per cent chance of finding a clear channel. What is the probability of finding 10 kHz adjacent channels for any signal sweep? 4. In the process of discerning between single path and multipath circuits, are the data from the sounders sufficient for determining frequencies that are free from multipath and spectral broadening? If not, what would you suggest? 5. An array antenna of N elements is required to have a beamwidth of 13.2 when spaced equidistantly at 0:3l. Calculate the elements required when propagation is conducted at 13.5 MHz. For these elements, spacing and
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frequency, if the receiving antenna is steered about 12 off the boresight, will the beamwidth be the same? 6. For an aperture of 2.5 km, design a receiver capable of receiving data in the 5 to 15 MHz frequency band and capable of being steered up to 15 off the boresight without an occurrence of grating lobes. Clearly state your assumptions. 7. Example 7.1 demonstrates that the positioning of the receiver for all frequency settings may not in the `strict sense' be in the far field. Radar equations are developed on the premise of the far-field situation. What effect will the non-conformance have on radar measurements?
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Peak Detection and Background Theories The issue of what to do with data acquired by radar becomes relevant after the data have been processed, which might have been corrupted prior to being processed and when the data true nature is known. Data processing involves the transformation of a set of coordinated physical measurements into decision statistics for some hypotheses. Those hypotheses, in the case of radar, are whether targets with certain characteristics are present with certain position, speed, and heading attributes. To test the trueness of the hypotheses requires knowledge of probability and statistical theory and decision theory together with those espoused in Chapter 1 ± the reader will be in a better position to know the other process involved in signal-peaks detection. Hence, this part is structured into three chapters: 8, 9 and 10. Chapter 8 reviews some of the important properties and definitions of probability and random processes that bear relevance to the succeeding topics in Part IV. By this approach, the author consciously attempts to reduce complex processes involved in synthesizing radar system signals to their fundamentals so that their basic principles by which they operate can be easily identified. The basic principles are further built on in Chapter 12 to solve more technical tracking problems. Chapter 9 investigates one type of optimization problem; that is, finding the system that performs the best, within its certain class, of all possible systems. The signal-reception problem is decoupled into two distinct domains, namely detection and estimation. The detection problem forms the central theme of Chapter 10 while estimation is discussed in Part IV, Chapter 11. Detection is a process of ascertaining the presence of a particular signal, among other candidate signals, in a noisy or clutter environment.
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Probability theory and distribution functions In radar applications, such as tracking, the signals plus interference received are stochastic in nature and can often be described only by statistical means. Indeed it is the stochastic nature of some of these signals that reflects their ability to impart information, although noise, clutter, or other interference may mask the desired signals. The word `stochastic' is used as a synonym for `random'. Both are interchangeably used in the literature. Use of probability measurements arises from the need to extract plausible explanations from events, which may have too much information of the undesirable kind. Thus, this chapter attempts to provide the readers with a sufficient background in probability theory as a precursor to the understanding of the subsequent chapters. It does not, however, attempt to rigorously treat the probability theory, but only attempts to review some of the important properties and definitions of probability and random processes upon which succeeding chapters are built. This chapter also includes a discussion on distribution functions and their properties that involve more than one random variable. Applications of the distributions, which are often encountered in signal processing, are given.



8.1 A basic concept of random variables A random variable, or variant as it is sometimes called, is a function defined on a sample space, O. A sample space is the combination of all possible outcomes of a random experiment. For example, suppose a coin is tossed thrice. A coin usually has two outcomes: head (H) or tail (T). One possible outcome of the experiment is that all tosses result in tails. The complete possible outcomes are: HHH, HTH, HHT, HTT, THH, TTH, THT, TTT. If, in shorthand form, o1 , o2 , o3 , o4 , o5 , o6 , o7 , o8 , respectively, denote the outcomes, then the sample space containing the outcomes of the experiment can be written as O ˆ fo1 , o2 , o3 , o4 , o5 , o6 , o7 , o8 g. A particular outcome of the experiment is known as a sample point. Suffice to say that within each outcome a sample point can be assigned.
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Where a sample space contains a finite number of sample points, the sample space is considered to be discrete. For example, in throwing a dice, the sample space comprises six discrete sample points denoted by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. When a discrete sample space contains an infinite number of sample points, then the sample space is considered to be continuous. An example of such a sample space is the thermal noise voltage, which thermally excites electrons in a finite conductor. In essence, a random variable can be discrete or continuous in any sample space. An event is a combination of possible outcomes, which is a subset of the sample space. For example, obtaining an even or odd number in throwing the dice is an event. In general, the values of a variant, or a random variable, may be real or complex. Where multiple variables are involved, vectors can be used to represent the variables. Given that a random variable is a function defined on a sample space, it is logical to associate probabilities with the values of the random variable. A method of associating the probabilities is called the probability function. For instance, for all possible values associated with a discrete random variable x, the random variable's associated probability function p(xi ), may be defined as p…xi † ˆ P…x ˆ xi †  0



…8:1†



where i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , n, and P(x) denotes the `probability of variable x'.



8.2 Summary of applicable probability rules A brief review of some important rules of probability is discussed in this section. Rule 1. If P(x) and P( x) correspond to the probabilities of event x occurring and not occurring, then P…x† ˆ 1



P…x†



…8:2†



Rule 2. If x and y denote two independent events, then the probability that both events will occur is the product of their respective individual probability: P…xy† ˆ P…x†P…y†



…8:3†



This type of probability is known as joint probability. It follows from (8.3) that if n independent events occur jointly, then the probability of joint occurrence is the product of the events' individual probabilities: ! n Y P xi ˆ P…x1 †P…x2 †    P…xn 1 †P…xn † …8:4† iˆ1



N-dimensional variables arise in a number of communications and radar problems, for example in the range-cell averaging techniques for determining
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noise statistics in constant false alarm rate (CFAR) receivers. The basic concept and measurement of CFAR will be discussed in Chapter 10. Rule 3. If x and y are two events mutually exclusive, written as m(xy) ˆ 0, then the events probability is zero; that is, P(xy) ˆ 0. Also, the probability that any one of these events will occur is the sum of their individual probabilities; that is, P…x or y† ˆ P…x ‡ y† ˆ P…x† ‡ P…y†



…8:5†



It follows from (8.5) that the probability of occurrence of one of n mutually exclusive events can be expressed as ! n n X X P xi ˆ P … xi † …8:6† iˆ1



iˆ1



Rule 4. If the events x and y are not necessarily mutually exclusive; that is, m(xy) 6ˆ 0, then the probability that at least one of the two events will happen is the sum of their individual probabilities less their joint probability. Concisely written as P…x and=or y† ˆ P…x [ y† ˆ P…x† ‡ P…y†



P…xy†



…8:7†



Following the above reasoning, the probability that at least one occurrence in more than two events can be deduced as follows: 1. at least one of three events: P…x [ y [ z† ˆ P…x† ‡ P…y† ‡ P…z† ‡ P…xyz†



P…xy†



P…xz†



2. at least one of n events:



P…yz†



n [



P…x1 and=or x2 and=or    and=or xn † ˆ P xi iˆ1 ! n n n n X [ X  X  xi ˆ P … xi † P xi xj ‡ P xi xj xk P iˆ1



iˆ1



n X



j>i







…8:8†



! …8:9a†



k>j>i



P xi xj xk xm ‡   



…8:9b†



m>k>j>i



Equation (8.9b) is equivalent to the probability that at least one of the n events will take place is one minus the joint probability that none of these event will happen; that is, P…x1 and=or x2    and=or xn † ˆ 1 ˆ1



P…x1 x2 x3    xn † ! n Y Pr xi iˆ1



…8:10†
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If these events are independent, in view of (8.2), (8.4) and (8.10), the probability that at least one of the n events will occur is P…x1 and=or x2    and=or xn † ˆ



n X



P…xi †



…8:11†



iˆ1



If the events are not independent, the probability becomes conditional. A conditional probability of an event x1 with respect to another event x2 (written as P(x1 j x2 )) is the probability that x1 will take place given x2 has occurred. Consequently, P…x1 j x2 † ˆ



P…x1 x2 † P…x2 †



…8:12†



By this expression, the general form of the expression in (8.3) can be written as P…xy† ˆ P…x†P…y j x†



…8:13†



which by extension to three events yields P…xyz† ˆ P…x†P…y j x†P…z j xy†



…8:14†



The term P(z j xy) can be interpreted as the conditional probability of z given the occurrence of both x and y. The generalized form of (8.14) is quite useful in the optimal estimation problem where limited information of any given set of received random variables is known. This will become obvious to the reader later in the text when the statistical estimates of target state variables are being formulated. To develop the case of a pair of events where the point xi ( ˆ x1 , x2 , . . . , xn 1 , xn ) may take on n discrete values, suppose that the probability of event y depends on knowledge of the previous event occurring in one of the n distinct ways. The probability of y, which is unconditional, can thus be expressed as the sum of conditional probabilities weighted by their respective probabilities, P(xi ). That is, P … y† ˆ



n X iˆ1



where xi are mutually exclusive and



P…y j xi †P…xi † n P iˆ1



…8:15†



P(xi ) ˆ 1.



8.2.1 Bayes' theorem Bayes' theorem follows naturally from the conditional probabilities explained in (8.15). This theorem allows for a method of combining the initial, or prior, probability concerning the occurrence of some event with related experimental data to obtain an amended or posterior probability. Bayes' theorem can be explained as follows using some of the above rules. Suppose that the probability P(xi ) of values xi are known, where
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i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose also that an event y occurs in conjunction with values xi occurring. The question becomes: how has the event y actually occurred and what will its impact be on the individual probability of xi ? This translates to finding P(xi j y) for all values of i. In view of (8.13), P…xi y† ˆ P…y j xi † ˆ P…y†P…xi j y†



…8:16†



Rearranging (8.16), to yield P…xi j y† ˆ



P…xi y† P…xi †P…y j xi † ˆ P … y† P … y†



…8:17†



Upon substituting (8.15) in (8.17): P…xi j y† ˆ P…xi †



n P iˆ1



P…y j xi † P…y j xi †P…xi †



…8:18†



which produces the expression known as the Bayes' theorem. A closer look at this expression reveals that two terms are prevalent. Reading from left to right after the equality sign: (i) the first term, P(xi ), is the initial or prior probability; and n P (ii) the second term, P( y j xi )/ P( y j xi )P(xi ), is the amended or posterior iˆ1



probability. This probability corrects the prior probability on the basis of data in hand. Bayes' theorem is easily applied in real life in discerning which event probability is to be used to assign weights to radar received signal as coming from clutter or from the target. An example can be formalized as follows. Example 8.1 Suppose a target is observable and its presence (or absence) in a surveillance region can be denoted as B1 (or B2 ). There is always a tendency that one can erroneously classify the target to be in the surveillance region while it is not or vice versa. Let A1 denote the signal peak being correctly associated with the target and A2 is when the signal peak is not correctly associated with the target. Because of the potential misplacement in the target-peak association, errors are likely to occur. On the assumption that the target is observable, the probability of associating detected peaks to the target involves setting up a priori observability correctly. So, the error probabilities are written as P…A1 j B2 † ˆ q01 ˆ1



p01



…8:19a†
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This is the probability that a peak was detected when there was no target in the region. Also, P…A2 j B1 † ˆ q10 ˆ 1



p10



…8:19b†



which is the probability that no peak was detected when there was a target in the region. Let's define p as the probability that the target is observable and q (ˆ 1 p) that the target is not observable. By this definition, the a priori probability that a target was observed in the region or not is given as P…B1 † ˆ p P…B2 † ˆ q ˆ 1



…8:20a† p



…8:20b†



What is left to be evaluated is the a posteriori probability P(Bj j Ai ) where j, i ˆ 1, 2. From (8.18):    P Bj P Ai j Bj P Bj j Ai ˆ …8:21† P…B1 †P…Ai j B1 † ‡ P…B2 †P…Ai j B2 † The four a priori probabilities can be written as pp10 P…B1 j A1 † ˆ pp10 ‡ q…1 p01 †



…8:22a†



P…B1 j A2 † ˆ



p…1 p10 † qp01 ‡ p…1 p10 †



…8:22b†



P…B2 j A1 † ˆ



q…1 p01 † pp10 ‡ q…1 p01 †



…8:22c†



P…B2 j A2 † ˆ



q…1 p01 † qp01 ‡ p…1 p10 †



…8:22d†



Remembering that P…A1 † ˆ P…B1 †P…A1 j B1 † ‡ P…B2 †P…A1 j B2 † ˆ pp10 ‡ q…1



p10 †



…8:22e†



P…A2 † ˆ P…B1 †P…A2 j B1 † ‡ P…B2 †P…A2 j B2 † ˆ p… 1 ˆ1



p10 † ‡ …1



…8:22f†



p†p01



P…A1 †



A special case occurs when the error probabilities are equal; that is, when q01 ˆ q10 and p01 ˆ p10 . Also if the a priori are equal, that is, q ˆ p ˆ 0:5, then: P…A2 † ˆ P…A2 † ˆ 0:5 P…B1 j A2 † ˆ P…B2 j A1 † ˆ 1 P…A1 j B1 † ˆ P…A2 j B2 † ˆ p10



p10



…8:22g†
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Example 8.2 This example is similar to the problem given in Gangolli and Ylvisaker (1967). Suppose three containers numbered 1, 2 and 3 contain, respectively, one red and one black ball, two red and three black balls, and four red and two black balls. Consider an experiment consisting of the selection of a container followed by the draw of a ball from it. Let `Red' be denoted by R and the `Black' by B. One could arrange a sample space O as follows: O ˆ f…1;R†; …1;B†; …2;R†; …2;B†; …3;R†; …3;B†g For the events dictated by the selection process, one could arrange them as follows: B1 ˆ f…1;R†; …1;B†g B2 ˆ f…2;R†; …2;B†g B3 ˆ f…3;R†; …3;B†g These events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. If A ˆ f(1, R), (2, R), (3, R)g and each ball in the container is equally likely to be drawn, then 1 PB1 …A† ˆ ; 2



PB2 …A† ˆ



2 5



and



PB3 …A† ˆ



2 3



If the container is not observed but a red ball is drawn, what is the probability that it was drawn from container 1, 2, or container 3? The question is technically: what are the a posteriori probabilities PA (B1 ), PA (B2 ), and PA (B3 )? The solution to this problem depends on the a priori probabilities: P(B1 ), P(B2 ), and P(B3 ). For this problem, suppose P(B1 ) ˆ P(B2 ) ˆ P(B3 ) ˆ 1/3. Using the Bayes' theorem, that is PA …Bi † ˆ



P…Bi †PBi …A† m  P P Bj PBj …A†



i ˆ 1; 2; . . . ; m



jˆ1



the following values are obtained for the a posteriori probabilities: PA …B1 † ˆ Of course,



3 P iˆ1



15 47



PA …B2 † ˆ



12 47



PA …B3 † ˆ



20 47



PA (Bi ) ˆ 1.



8.3 Probability density function The probability function concept described in the previous section applies strictly to discrete random variables but becomes less meaningful for
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continuous random variables. Instead, the probability density function is used. The probability density function is also called the probability density, density function, or simply density. If in the sample space an arbitrary large number of experiments are performed, at any given time t, a probability density function (pdf), denoted by fx (x(t)), can be formed, which will be a continuous histogram of such event x at time t. Statistics derived from such experiments are called ensemble statistics. By definition, the probability1 that a random variable x lies in an infinitesimal interval between xi and xi ‡ Dx is given as fx …x† ˆ lim



Dx!0



P…xi  x  xi ‡ Dx† d ˆ F …x† Dx dx



…8:23†



where F(x) is the characteristic function of x. Equation (8.23) is equally extendable to a single random variable having n-dimensional space: fx …x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn † ˆ



dn F …x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn † dx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn



…8:24†



where fx (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) is the joint probability distribution function of (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). The expression given by (8.24) is called the joint pdf. The equation exists whenever its right side exists. The joint pdf must satisfy the following conditions: …i†



fx …x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn †  0 Z 1 1Z 1 ... fx …x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn †dx1 dx2 . . . dxn ˆ 1 …ii† Z



1



1



1



…8:25a† …8:25b†



If x1 , x2 , . . . , xn are continuous random variables, then the marginal density is defined as Z 1Z 1 Z 1 ... fx …x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn †dx1 dx2 . . . dxn …8:26† fx …xi † ˆ 1



1



1



1 It should be noted that, although f (x) is not a probability per se, the phrase probability density function originates from the fact that the product f (x)Dx approximates to P (xi  x  xi ‡ Dx) if Dx is small. Therefore, the probability that the random variable x lies in the interval x1 and x2 can be expressed as Z x2 f …x†dx P…x1 < x  x2 † ˆ



x1



In general, when the random variable depicts points of a random signal or process that is a function of time, the probability density function of various orders may be easily defined. For example, the probability that the random variable x lies between x and x ‡ Dx at the time t ˆ t1 can be written as p(x, t1 ). Conversely, if at t1 and t2 the variable x lies, respectively, between fx1 and x1 ‡ Dx1 g and fx2 and x2 ‡ Dx2 g, the corresponding probability can be defined as p(x1 , t1 ; x2 , t2 ).
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If x1 , x2 , . . . , xn are continuous and independent, then fx …x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn † ˆ



n Y



fxi …xi †



…8:27†



iˆ1



It should be noted that when considering the joint pdf of two or more random variables, the differential term in (8.23), or in (8.24), would be replaced by a normalizing factor called the Jacobian, J. The definition of the Jacobian J can be explained by an illustration, as follows. Consider two random variables X and Y with corresponding functions defined by Z ˆ f1 (X, Y) and P ˆ f2 (X, Y). The values of Z ˆ Z(v) and P ˆ P(v) depend on the outcome of the event v. These values in turn determine the values of X(v) and Y(v). If the distributions of X and Y are given, the joint probability distribution of Z and P can be estimated by: (i) finding the real solutions to the equations z ˆ f1 (xj , yj ) and p ˆ f2 (xj , yj ) for all i; (ii) evaluating, at each root, the Jacobian J of the transformation from (x, y) to (z, p); where



qp qx J ˆ j qz qx j



qp qyj qz qyj 



(iii) calculating the joint pdf of Z and P. n X fxy xj ; yj fzp …x; y† ˆ Jj jˆ1



…8:28†



 …8:29†



The J factor plays the same role as the differential term in (8.23), or in (8.24). Example 8.3 Consider a radar circular display screen of unity radius having the locations of a radar target uniformly distributed over the circle radius. Determine the joint and marginal pdf of the range and azimuth of the target when the density function is described by  p��������������� 1 2 2 fxy …x; y† ˆ p x ‡ y 1 …8:30† 0 elsewhere Solution As in the radar tracking problem, the radar variable is the target range R having a pdf of fR . Being circular, the range can be formalized in terms
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of the x, y coordinates, the target elevation angle, y, and the screen radius, r, as p��������������� R ˆ x2 ‡ y2 x ˆ r cos y



…8:31a†



y ˆ r sin y y y ˆ tan 1 x



The Jacobian factor J is dependent on the target's variables R and y, and in view of (8.31a) and (8.28), qR qR qx qy cos y sin y 1 Jˆ …8:31b† ˆ sin y cos y ˆ r r r qy qy qx qy Within the limits 0  r  1 and 0  y  2p, the joint pdf: fRy …r; y† ˆ



fxy …x; y† r ˆ p jJ j



Within the limit 0  r  1, the marginal pdf Z 2p Z fR …r† ˆ fRy …r; y†dy ˆ 0



0



2p



r dy ˆ 2r p



…8:31c†



…8:31d†



For a discrete case, consider a set of random variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , having corresponding discrete points k1 , k2 , . . . , kn . To express a set of probability density functions in discrete format, certain conditions similar to that stipulated in (8.25) must be met: …i†



P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 ; . . . ; Xn ˆ kn †  0 XX X ... P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 ; . . . ; Xn ˆ kn † ˆ 1 …ii† k1



k2



…8:32a† …8:32b†



kn



Also the marginal density can be written by taking one sample at a time: XX X P…X1 ˆ k1 † ˆ ... P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 ; . . . ; Xn ˆ kn † …8:33† k2



k3



kn



By taking two samples at a time, the marginal density is written as XX X P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 † ˆ ... P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 ; . . . ; Xn ˆ kn † k3



k4



kn



…8:34†
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Hence, for j samples, the marginal density can be written as  P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 ; . . . ; Xj ˆ kj XX X ˆ ... P…X1 ˆ k1 ; X2 ˆ k2 ; . . . ; Xn ˆ kn † kj‡1 kj‡2



…8:35†



kn



providing that j < n.



8.4 Moment, average, variance and cumulant Moments, averages, mean, or expected values (or expectance) are synonymous with random processes. These terms are denoted by many notations, which are incorporated in the definition below. For example, the first moment, m1 , of x(t) is Z 1 m1 ˆ E ‰x…t†Š ˆ x…t†f …x; t†dx …8:36† 1



which is just the average value of x(t) and where f (x, y) denotes the probability density function of x at time t. There are different notations used in the literature to represent average including m, av[x(t)], x(t), or . The second moment (also called covariance, or the mean square value) about the mean is a measure of the dispersion or spread of the random variable x(t) on the sample space, defined as Z 1Z 1 m2 ˆ E ‰x…t1 †x…t2 †Š ˆ x1 x2 f …x1 x2 : t1 t2 †dx1 dx2 …8:37† 1



1



where f (x1 , x2 : t1 , t2 ) is the joint probability density of the pair of random variables [x(t1 ), x(t2 )]. Generalizing therefore, the kth moment about the origin of a random variable x(t) is the statistical average of the kth power of x(t) defined as Z 1 k mk ˆ E ‰x…t†Š ˆ xk …t†f …x; t†dx …8:38† 1



When order k  3, the moments are called higher-order moments statistics, which form the basis of higher-order statistical signal processing. If the random variable x(t) is not described about the origin, its moment properties can be described in terms of cumulant (Rosenblatt 1985). The cumulant, denoted by ck , of the kth order is found by successively differentiating the natural logarithm of the characteristic function and evaluating the derivative at the origin. A good overview of this approach can be found in Boashash et al. (1995). The concept of moments can be extended to bivariant cases of different orders k, n, involving two random variables x(t) and y(t) having corresponding powers k and n. Assume that the variables x(t) and y(t) lie, respectively,
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within the intervals x and x ‡ dx at time t1 , and y and y ‡ dy at t2 , then their joint (k ‡ n)th moment can consequently be expressed as Z 1Z 1  k  n mk‡n ˆ E x …t1 †y …t2 † ˆ xk …t†yn …t†f …x; t1 ; y; t2 †dxdy …8:39† 1



1



for mx and my having zero means, and where f (x, t1 ;y, t2 ) is the joint probability density function of x(t) and y(t). The kth moment (8.38) can be efficiently calculated through the introduction of a function I(u), called the characteristic function of the random variable x(t), defined as Z 1 I…u† ˆ e jux f …x†dx …8:40† 1



This equation is similar to the inverse Fourier transform definition in (1.11). Using the kth moment definition of (8.38), a series expansion is obtained: I…u† ˆ



1 X ‰ juŠk kˆ0



k!



mk



…8:41†



Since I(u) is the inverse Fourier transform of the probability density f (x, t), it can easily be calculated and also provide the higher-order moments of the signal. Drawing from Rule 2 in section 8.2 that implies the same relationship for the characteristic function: Z 1Z 1 I … u1 ; u2 † ˆ e j …u1 x1 ‡u2 x2 † f …x1 ; x2 †dx1 dx2 …8:42† 1



1



Using the correlation principles discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.3.4, this expression can be split into two as a product of two characteristic functions: I…u1 ; u2 † ˆ I…u1 †I…u2 †



…8:43†



This expression implies that the correlation concept is linearly dependent. In essence, the bivariant functions can be resolved in similar manner as in (8.43). In this case, I(u1 ) and I(u2 ) would denote the characteristic functions of variables x(t) and y(t) respectively. When dealing with multivariable systems, the random variables encountered can be represented by vector quantities. As an illustration, for n observations, let x(t) denote a column vector 3 2 x1 …t† 6 x2 …t† 7 7 6 7 6 x3 …t† 7 …8:44† x…t† ˆ 6 7 6 6 .. 7 4 . 5 xn …t†
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where its transpose is [x(t)]T ˆ [x1 (t), x2 (t), x3 (t), . . . , xn (t)]. From (8.36) the expectance of the vector can be written as 3 2R 2 3 E ‰x1 …t†Š x1 f …x1 ; t†dx1 R 6 E ‰x2 …t†Š 7 6 x f …x ; t†dx 7 7 6R 2 6 2 2 7 6 x f …x ; t†dx 7 6 ‰ …t† Š E x 7 6 3 3 37 3 …8:45† E ‰x…t†Š ˆ 6 7 7ˆ6 7 . .. 7 6 6 . 5 4 5 4 . . R xn f …xn ; t†dxn E ‰xn …t†Š By suppressing the time dependence of vector x(t), its covariance matrix can also be expressed as   cov‰xŠ ˆ E …x E‰xŠ† xT E‰xT Š …8:46† If E[x] ˆ 0, and in view of equation (8.45), the covariance matrix can be expressed as 3 2 E ‰x1 x1 Š E ‰x1 x2 Š E ‰x1 x3 Š . . . E ‰x1 xn Š 6 E ‰x2 x1 Š E ‰x2 x2 Š E ‰x2 x3 Š . . . E ‰x2 xn Š 7 7  T 6 7 6 cov‰xŠ ˆ E xx ˆ 6 E ‰x3 x1 Š E ‰x3 x2 Š E ‰x3 x3 Š . . . E ‰x3 xn Š 7 …8:47† 7 6 .. .. .. .. .. 5 4 . . . . . E ‰xn x1 Š E ‰xn x2 Š E ‰xn x3 Š . . . E ‰xn xn Š The covariance matrix is symmetric and positive definite. Before closing this section, it is worth noting that both the expectance and the covariance matrix could be conditional. Just as the conditional probability concept discussed above, the conditional expectance of a random variable can also be developed for mono-, bi-, and/or multivariant cases. Using previous developments in sections 8.2 and 8.3 together with expectance definitions in section 8.4, both the scalar and vector cases can be formulated. Another useful property associated with conditional expectance is that, for example, if a two-dimensional random variable (X, Y ) has a conditional expectance for X given Y as E(X j Y) and the variables X and Y are independent, then E ‰E…X j Y†Š ˆ E…X† E ‰E…Y j X†Š ˆ E…Y†



…8:48†



A problem of importance in radar tracking and control systems is in determining the parameters of a model given observations of the physical process being modelled. In most cases, the system parameters cannot be determined by a priori, or they vary during an operation. In such cases, an application of probability concepts to the system parameter estimation becomes a handy tool indeed. A practical example is determining which radar signals come from targets in a surveillance area of interest, while these signals are noise corrupted. The basic assumption frequently utilized in such multi-target
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conditions is that the targets are independent of one another. As such, an estimated target's state, , can be developed at any sampling instant, or time t given the returns Z up to time j. Likewise, the covariance associated with such an estimate can be obtained. Within the bounds of such returns, in view of (8.12), the conditional probability distribution function of target returns could be written as  p…t j Z1 ; Z2 ; Z3 ; . . . ; Zn † p t j Zj ˆ p…Z1 ; Z2 ; Z3 ; . . . ; Zn †



j ˆ 1; 2; . . . ; n



…8:49†



n Q where p(Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , . . . , Zn ) ˆ P( Zi ) is the joint probability distribution iˆ1 function of Zj . The question of which probability models to use in a particular problem is an important one, and should be answered carefully using all available data and background information. The answer cannot be dictated by mathematics, but must be arrived at by careful examination of the physical situation. Before proceeding to the topic of distribution functions, it is necessary to explain briefly the notion of stationarity and ergodicity.



8.5 Stationarity and ergodicity A signal is said to be stationary if its mean, expected, or ensemble average, value at different times is constant. If stationarity exists not for all distribution functions pn , but only for n  k, then the process is said to be stationarity to order k. The case k ˆ 2 is called, obviously, stationarity to order 2, but more often weak stationarity or stationarity in the wide sense. If the stationary property of the signal can be limited to its first- and secondorder moments, the signal is wide sense stationary when characterized as E‰x…t†x…t ‡ t†Š ˆ Rx …t†



…8:50†



where Rx (t) is the autocorrelation function of the signal (already discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.3.4). In general, in a weak or wide sense stationary, < x(t) >ˆ m ˆ constant since p1 does not depend on time t and the correlation depends on the time difference only as p2 does (Adomian 1983). The statistical parameters are, in general, difficult to estimate, or measure, directly because of the ensemble averages involved (Bellanger 1987). A reasonably accurate measurement of ensemble averages requires that many process realizations are available or that the experiment is repeated many times. In real-time data processing, this is often difficult. On the contrary, time averages are much easier to come by for time series. Hence, ergodicity property is of great practical importance. A process for which corresponding
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ensemble averages and time averages are equal is called ergodic. A stationary process is called ergodic if the following conditions are met: (i) The time average is the same as the ensemble average for given time t; that is, Z T 1 E ‰x…t†Š ˆ lim x…t†dt ˆ m …8:51† T!1 2T T Or T X 1 x…t† ˆ m T!1 2T ‡ 1 tˆ T



E ‰x…t†Š ˆ lim



…8:52†



so that the variance of x(t) is zero as T ! 1. (ii) The autocorrelation function Rx (t) (similar to (1.51)) can be expressed as a time average as well as the ensemble average Z T 1 E ‰x…t†x…t ‡ t†Š ˆ lim x…t†x…t ‡ t†dt ˆ Rx …t† …8:53† T!1 2T T Or T X 1 x…t†x…t ‡ t† ˆ Rx …t† T!1 2T ‡ 1 tˆ T



E ‰x…t†x…t ‡ t†Š ˆ lim



…8:54†



For complex signals, the autocorrelation function may be expressed by Z T 1 Rx …t† ˆ lim x…t†x …t ‡ t†dt …8:55† T!1 2T T Or T X 1 x…t†x …t ‡ t† T!1 2T ‡ 1 tˆ T



Rx …t† ˆ lim



…8:56†



where x (t ‡ t) is the complex conjugate of x(t ‡ t). It should be noted that the class of ergodic processes is a proper subclass of the class of stationary processes. As such, an ergodic process could be strictly stationary but a stationary process does not have to be ergodic.



8.6 An overview of probability distributions As earlier indicated, in radar systems, the signal received by the radar may be due to those reflected from clutter, or a combination of that from the target and surrounding surface. To achieve detection one must assume that some
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noise, or clutter, characteristics may appear at the radar receiver output. Careful analysis of the outcome should assist in minimizing the total probability of error. In practice, however, noise or clutter distribution patterns do not necessarily fit well into known distribution patterns. With experience, systems designers may modify such distributions and categorize them in a manner befitting recognizable patterns. Some well-known distributions are discussed in this section because they approximate physical problems and satisfy normal laws relating to the independence and randomness of physical quantities.



8.6.1 Uniform distribution A continuous or discrete random variable that is equally likely to take on any value within a given interval is said to be uniformly distributed. If the random variable were continuous, its probability density function would be a series of equally weighted-impulse functions. If one allows the discrete random variable type to be a rectangular function, as shown in Figure 8.1, its mean value can be written as 1 E…x† ˆ …a ‡ b† 2



…8:57a†



And its standard deviation by b a sx ˆ p��� 2 3



…8:57b†



Note that the height of the probability density function must be selected to give a unit area.



fx ( x )



1 b–a



a



b



Figure 8.1 A representation of a uniform density function, f …x†



x
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8.6.2 Normal or Gaussian distribution A random variable x is said to be normally or Gaussianly distributed if its probability law has a density fx (x) that satisfies the normal or Gaussian law (see Figure 8.2). Specifically, 1 p��� e 2psx



‰(x m)2 /2s2x )Š



…8:58†



The parameter m is the mean of the variable x and the variance s2x is the second-order moment of the centred random variable (x m), where sx is called the standard deviation. Like (8.40), the function of a mean-centred (i.e. m ˆ 0), the Gaussian characteristic function2 may be written as I…x† ˆ e



x2 /2s2x



…8:59†



Using the series expansion of (8.41), the nth moment of the variable is written as  2k! 2k n ˆ 2k n E…x † ˆ m2k ˆ 2k k! sx k ˆ 0; 1; . . . ; n …8:60† 0 n ˆ 2k ‡ 1



fx ( x )



1



x 0



µ



Figure 8.2 A Gaussianly distributed function 2 A characteristic function is also defined for a real random variable x (say, chosen at time t from a process) (Adomian 1983): Z 1 



 I…l† ˆ e jlx ˆ e jlx p…x†dx



1



where l is real. It follows that the inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function uniquely determines the distribution function p(x); that is, Z 1 e jlx I…l†dl p…x† ˆ 1



which is one of the principal reasons for the usefulness of the concept of the characteristic function.
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For k-dimensional Gaussian variable X(x1 , x2 , . . . , xk ), the characteristic function is written as ! k X k 1X mij uj ui I…u1 ; u2 ; . . . ; un † ˆ exp …8:61† 2 iˆ1 jˆ1 where mij ˆ E[xi xj ]. If a change of variable y ˆ x m/sx is applied to (8.58), then Z 1 Z 1 y2 1 p ����� � fx …x†dx ˆ e 2 dy ˆ 1 2p 1 1



…8:62†



This expression cannot be evaluated analytically. Instead a set of tables of numerical approximate solutions of Fx (x) is, by definition, given as (Abramowitz and Stegun 1968) Z 1 y2 1 e 2 dy …8:63† Fx …x† ˆ p������ 2p 1 which is the distribution function of a unit normal distribution. Since the integral is even, it follows that Fx … x† ˆ 1 For the case of x ˆ



Fx …x†



…8:64†



x ˆ 0, (8.64) becomes



1 …8:65† 2 Instead of tables of numerical approximate solutions to the distribution function, tables of the error integral, or error functions denoted by erf(t), are sometimes found which by definition may be expressed by Z t 2 2 erf…t† ˆ p��� e y dy …8:66† p 0 p��� By putting y ˆ x/ 2 and substituting it in (8.66), the error function becomes Z p2��t 2 x2 erf…t† ˆ p������ e 2 dx …8:67† 2p 0 Fx …0† ˆ



It is evident from (8.63) and (8.64) that erf(t) is related to the normal distribution function from the perspective of unit normal distribution in the form p����� erf…t† ˆ 2Fx 2t 1 …8:68† Using the previous definitions of conditional probability, the probability distribution function can thus be defined as fxy …x; y† fx …x† fxy …x; y† fy …y j x† ˆ fy …y†



fx …x j y† ˆ



…8:69†
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Before closing the discussion on normal or Gaussian distribution, it is worth considering that the two constraints underlying the formulation of the previous expressions are seldom true in reality. For instance, mean zero and identical variance for multiple source data is seldom achieved in practice. The mean zero is an issue of choice of origin, which is easily accommodated in (8.61). For the variance, a group of components could be added in a way that would all have roughly the same variance. An additionally important feature of the Gaussian distribution is its behaviour under convolution. When two normal distributions are convoluted, the result is still a normal distribution whether the components have zero means or otherwise.



8.6.3 Bivariate Gaussian distribution Suppose that two random variables X and Y have corresponding density functions fx (x) and fy ( y), see Figure 8.3. If they are independent, then, by applying rule 2 of section 8.2, their joint density function may be expressed as fx;y …x; y† ˆ fx …x†fy …y†



…8:70†



Suppose that X and Y have corresponding mean values mx and my , and variances s2x and s2y , their distribution function may be written as ( "    #) y my 2 1 1 x mx 2 fx;y …x; y† ˆ exp ‡ 1 < x; y < 1 2psx sy 2 sx sy …8:71† In general, when variables X and Y are not independent, they become joint normal, or joint Gaussian, having joint density function fxy …x; y† ˆ kxy e



xy …x;y†



1 < x; y < 1



fxy (x )



1



fy ( x )



fx (x )



x 0



µx



µy



Figure 8.3 A bivariate gaussianly distributed function



…8:72†
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where kxy ˆ



zxy …x; y† ˆ  2 1



"



1 R2xy







x



1 q���������������� 2psx sy 1 R2xy



mx



sx



2



‡ 2Rxy



 x



mx



…8:73a† 



y



sx



my







 ‡



sy



y



my



2 #



sy …8:73b†



where Rxy is the cross-correlation coefficient of two functions. As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, section 1.3.4, when Rxy ˆ 0, the functions are uncorrelated and independent. Hence (8.72) is the same as (8.71). However, when Rxy ˆ 1, equation (8.72) is meaningless because x and y are thus linearly related and are said to have a singular normal distribution. The joint density function fx, y (x, y) has non-zero values only on the line x



y my mx ˆ sx sy



…8:74†



By rearranging (8.74), a linear relationship is then established between x and y as y ˆ my ‡



s y … x mx † sx



…8:75†



For mx ˆ 0:1, my ˆ 0:5, and sx ˆ sy ˆ 2, the linear relationship between x and y where the joint density function fx, y (x, y) has non-zero values is demonstrated by Figure 8.4.



y 12.0 10.0 8.0 6.0 4.0 2.0 0.0



0



2



4



6



8



10



x



Figure 8.4 For non-zero cross-correlation function, the singular normal distribution of the joint density function fx, y (x, y)
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8.6.4 Rayleigh distribution The Rayleigh distribution arises from the theory of post-detection noise. Let, for example, x and y be the Cartesian coordinate of a vector quantity, each satisfying the Gaussian distribution. Let the distribution functions of x and y have a representation described by (8.71). If the distribution of the modulus of the vector is required, a simple way of doing this is by transforming the quantities from one frame to another; that is, from (x, y) to (r, y). So, the differentials of the coordinates may be expressed as dxdy ˆ rdrdy



…8:76†



If the mean of the distribution functions are assumed zero and their variances equal; that is, mx ˆ my ˆ 0 and sx ˆ sy ˆ s, then using (8.76) in (8.71) yields   x2 ‡y2 r2 1 1 2s2 2s2 rdrdy e e dxdy ˆ …8:77† 2ps2 2ps2 Since coordinates x and y are separable quantities, r and y are also separable. To secure normalization, the radial density with respect to y must be 1/2p, noting that there is no dependence on y. Hence, (8.77) resolves to f …r† ˆ



r e s2



r2 s2



…8:78†



which is the Rayleigh distribution with two degrees of freedom. Its generalized expectance can be shown to be 8 n < 22n n ˆ even …8:79† E…xn † ˆ sq��2 n : n ˆ odd p1:3:5 . . . ns Due to the statistical nature of radar received signals, the Rayleigh distribution is particularly useful in radar signal processing to characterize noise in the receiver prior to demodulation (detection) and certain types of clutter distribution across measurement domains, such as range, Doppler and azimuth. The expressions in (8.78) and (8.79) generally apply to radar noise. For post-detection signals, detected noise is called video noise. The video noise has a different probability distribution to the noise prior to detection. The Rayleigh distribution has also been used to characterize clutter, particularly sea clutter, which is stochastic in nature arising perhaps from superposition of many processes or events. A simple Rayleigh clutter can be characterized as ve f …ve † ˆ p������ e j0



v2 e 2j0



ve > 0



with its fluctuating input amplitude proportional to the mean, where the clutter mean and ve clutter amplitude or threshold voltage.



…8:80† p������ j0 is
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A sea clutter has been characterized by the Weibull distribution, which is the limiting case of the Rayleigh distribution, written as Wa



f …ve † ˆ aWa 1 e



ve > 0



…8:81†



where a, b are constants and W ˆ loge (2ve /b)



…8:82†



As demonstrated in Chapter 5, section 5.4.1, a simple Rayleigh description of sea clutter is insufficient because a number of multivariate components are required to accurately describe sea clutter. If, however, a quick estimate of sea clutter is required, the Rayleigh function tends to overestimate the range of values obtained from real clutter.



8.6.5 Poisson distribution A random variable x is called a Poisson random variable if at x ˆ k, P…x ˆ k† ˆ



lp k lp



e



k ˆ 0; 1; 2, . . . ; 1



k!



…8:83†



where lp is average intensity of the variable x, lp  0 noting that 0! ˆ 1. The Poisson distribution function can therefore be given by fx …x† ˆ



1 e X



lp k lp



kˆ0



k!



ˆ1



…8:84†



The expectance of the distribution may be expressed as E …x† ˆ



lp x lp



1 X e x



x!



xˆ0



ˆ lp



1 e X xˆ1



If (x



…x



1†!



1), in this expression, is replaced with y, then E …x† ˆ lp



since



…8:85†



lp x 1 lp



1 P yˆ0



e



lp y lp /y!



1 e X



lp y lp



yˆ0



y!



ˆ lp



…8:86†



ˆ1



The variance of the distribution is obtained by s2x ˆ E …x…x ˆ



l2p



1† † ˆ



xˆ0



1 e X xˆ2



1 X



lp x 2 lp



…x



2†!



x…x



1†



e



lp x lp



x!



…8:87†
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Replacing (x



2) with y, to have E …x…x



1†† ˆ l2p



1 e X



lp y lp



yˆ0



y!



ˆ l2p



…8:88†



Hence, the variance s2x ˆ E…x…x



1†† ˆ l2p



…8:89†



Example 8.4 A surveillance station provides the statistics of system breakdowns per day as follows. Breakdown/day Frequency



0 340



1 121



2 53



3 30



4 12



5 4



6 0



Find the mean of the distribution. Using this mean, show that the distribution follows approximately a Poisson distribution. What is the probability that there are no breakdowns? Solution Let's denote breakdowns/day by x, and frequency by f. The expectance lp is defined by P fi xi i lp ˆ P ˆ 0:6875 fi i



Using (8.83), the following probability values are obtained and plotted as in Figure 8.5: (i) No breakdown, P(0) ˆ e lp ˆ 0:5028 (ii) 1 breakdown, P(1) ˆ e lp lp ˆ 0:3457 P (x ) 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 0



1



2



3



4



5



6



x



Figure 8.5 Probability of breakdowns/day
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(iii) 2 breakdowns, P(2) ˆ



e



lp 2 lp



(iv) 3 breakdowns, P(3) ˆ



e



lp 3 lp



(v) 4 breakdowns, P(4) ˆ



e



lp 4 lp



(vi) 5 breakdowns, P(5) ˆ



e



lp 5 lp



2!



ˆ 0:1188



3!



ˆ 0:0272



4!



ˆ 0:0047



5! ˆ 0:0006 e lp l6p 6! ˆ 0:00007



(vii) 6 breakdowns, P(6) ˆ 1 P Using (8.84), fx (x) ˆ e



lp lkp /k!



kˆ0



ˆ 0:99999  1, which demonstrates that



the distribution is Poisson.



8.6.6 Binomial distribution The binomial distribution is frequently used for multiple-pulse detection scenario. For instance, the possible outcomes from n-pulse received signals can be determined by writing … p ‡ q†n …8:90† where 0 < p < 1 is the probability of occurrence and q ˆ (1 ring. Following the binomial theorem N   X n r n r n … p ‡ q† ˆ pq p rˆ0



p), not occur-



The probability of r outcomes out of n pulses may be expressed as   n r n r P…x ˆ r† ˆ pq r



…8:91†



…8:92†



and the probability distribution as



N   X n r n fx …x† ˆ pq r



r



…8:93†



rˆ0



where



  n! n… n n ˆ ˆ r r!…n r†!



1† … n 2† . . . … n 1:2:3 . . . r



r ‡ 1†



…8:94†



A special case of the binomial distribution is when n ˆ 1. At this condition, the distribution is said to have a Bernoulli distribution. Example 8.5 A count of N pulses transmitted for a test run on an antenna dish shows that on the average 20 per cent of the pulses will not hit the dish. If it were possible to randomly select 10 pulses from the batch of pulses, find the probability that (i) exactly two pulses will miss the antenna dish; (ii) two or more pulses will miss the antenna dish; and (iii) more than five pulses will miss the antenna dish.
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Solution N ˆ 10 Probability of miss, q ˆ 0:2 Probability of pulses hitting the dish, p ˆ 1 q ˆ 0:8 Using (8.92) the following probability values are obtained: (i)



Exactly two pulses missing target     10  9 10 P…x ˆ 2† ˆ 0:82 0:28 ˆ 0:82 0:28 ˆ 0:0000737 2 2



(ii) Two or more pulses missing target P…x  2† ˆ 1 ‰P…0† ‡ P…1†Š ˆ 0:9999958   10 0 10 P…0† ˆ p q ˆ 0:210 ˆ 0:0000001 0   10 1 9 P…1† ˆ p q ˆ 10  0:29  0:8 ˆ 0:0000041 1 (iii) More than five pulses missing target P…x > 5† ˆ



10 X



P…i†



iˆ6



or



P…x > 5† ˆ 1



5 X



P…i†



iˆ0



P…x > 5† ˆ 0:9672065



8.7 Summary The distribution of all orders that characterize a process is frequently too complicated and in some instances represent more than is needed. Often simpler and necessarily less complete characterizations in the form of expectations or means, dispersions or variances, covariances, joint moments, correlations, etc. are considered. These characterizations are useful ways of measuring our knowledge of the processes. This chapter has certainly provided such tools, complemented with examples. It is this author's belief that enough probability theory has been presented to the reader to understand the subsequent chapters. Since models of noise-corrupted signal processes usually specify system statistics, the importance of probability theory becomes self-evident.



Problems 1. In the process of manufacturing several radar system components, the factory estimates that 0.2 per cent of its production is defective. These components are sold in packets of 200. What percentage of the packets contains one or more defectives?
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2. If a machine produces defective products with a probability of 4 per cent. What is the expected number of defective items in a random sample of 500 taken from its output? What is the variance of the number of defective items? 3. Consider a sample of 9 values xi , (i ˆ 1, 2, . . . , 9), of a random variable X, which is known to be normally distributed with unit variance and unknown mean. Write a probability expression that an observed value would lie with any given range of the distribution. 4. A number is drawn from a hat that contains the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , 50. Every number has an equal chance of being drawn from the hat. What is the probability of drawing a number divisible by 4? 5. Suppose three containers numbered 1, 2 and 3 contain, respectively, one red and one black ball, two red and three black balls, and four red and two black balls. Consider an experiment consisting of the selection of a container followed by the draw of a ball from it. The container is not observed but a red ball is drawn, with all events considered mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The probability that a ball in container 1 is drawn is 0.45, in container 2 is 0.35 and container 3 is 0.2. What is the probability that a red ball was drawn from container 1, 2, or container 3? 6. A coin is flipped seven times. [If an ith event, defined by Ai ˆ fo j o has heads in the ith position} for i ˆ 1, 2, 3, . . . , 7.] All events A1 , A2 , . . . , A7 are mutually independent events. Show that the probability of selecting a head in ith position is  r r Y  1 P Aij ˆ : 2 jˆ1 7. Describe three realistic cases where the use of binomial distribution is an appropriate model for characterizing a random variable.
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Decision theory



The last chapter provided the basis of decision theory ± which is statistical and the main discussion of this chapter ± and the signal detection process (to be discussed in Chapter 10). The basic concepts of decision theory are fundamentally important in all analyses. As noted in the previous chapters, there is no pure signal. Signals received by a radar system may contain clutter, the target, or the target and clutter. The dilemma is making a correct decision that the signal received comes from the target or not. A decision is sought from statistical tests on which a hypothesis could be tested that the returns are truly from the target. A hypothesis is a statement of a possible decision. If the hypothesis were correctly postulated, the outcome would minimize the total probability of error. Hypothesis testing involves comparing (Lehman 1959): . critical value(s) with defined population parameter(s); . probability of acceptance with set value(s); and . test value(s) with the specified confidence level(s).



Several decision criteria have been postulated in the literature, which use a different amount of information and specification. The most popular are the Maximum Likelihood, Neyman±Pearson, Minimum Error Probability (or Maximum a posteriori probability) and Bayes minimum risk decision rules. The basic ideas behind these criteria are discussed in this chapter. Examples are included to show how these rules are applied. Before going into the main discussion on decision criteria, the author considers introducing the concept of the test of significance and the connection between error probabilities and decision criteria by an example of a binary detection problem. It is hoped that this approach will enable the reader to follow the flow of each rule's development. No attempt will be made to delve too deeply into mathematical details that govern these rules. However, the discussion will be explicit enough for easy comprehension of each of the criteria basic characteristics.
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9.1 Tests of significance The test of significance is a mode of inference within the framework of the sampling distribution techniques. This test is concerned with deciding whether or not a hypothesis concerning statistical parameters is true. As an illustration, suppose that it is required to test whether a sample space O of certain observations x1 , x2 , . . . , xn is compatible with the hypothesis that they come from a normal probability density function with specified values m0 , s20 , for the mean and variance. The steps involved in setting up a significance test follow closely Galati (1993) and Jenkins and Watts (1968). (a) Assume a form for the probability density function associated with the samples is ( ) n  1 1 X 2 2 f1;2; ... ;n x1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn : m; s ˆ p������ n exp …xi m† …9:1† 2s2 iˆ1 2ps2 where the samples' mean m and variance s2 may or may not be known. And set up a null hypothesis, H0, that the samples are distributed normally with the mean m0 but unknown variance s2 . (b) Decide a set of alternative hypotheses. For example, it would be natural to take these to be m > m0 , meaning that a set of samples would be rejected if the mean were too high. (c) Decide on the best function of the observations or statistic to test the null hypothesis. If the variance s2 is known, it is possible to show that the best statistic is the mean m. When the variance is unknown, the best statistic is p��� n…m m0 † …9:2† tv ˆ s where `t' is a sampling distribution with subscript `v' denoting its degrees of freedom. The probability density function of the random variable tv is called the Student's t distribution with v degrees of freedom. You might be interested to know that the name Student was a pseudonym for W.S. Gosset, a French statistician. He used `t' to denote the standardized Student variable given by (9.2). (d) Derive the sampling distribution of the statistic under the null hypothesis. From (c), the sampling distribution may be taken as chi-squared distribution with v degrees of freedom or Student's t distribution with v degrees of freedom. In this sampling example, the degrees of freedom v ˆ n 1. A quick review of these distributions is now given to broaden the knowledge of the reader. The sampling distribution of the mean involves the distribution of sums of random variables; e.g.   1 n  m m0  2 fm …m† ˆ p������  exp …9:3† 2 s 2p ps��n
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The sampling distribution of the variance of normal random variables involves the sum of squares of random variables. For example, suppose there are n independent measurements from a normally distributed population of zero mean, unit variance N(0,1) and it is required to find the sampling distribution of the random variable: w2n ˆ x21 ‡ x22 ‡    ‡ x2n



…9:4†



This distribution w2n is called the chi-squared distribution with v degrees of freedom, and with probability density function v 1  x…2† 1 e v 2G 2



fw2n …x† ˆ



v 2



x 2



…0  x  1†



…9:5a†



where G(v/2) is the gamma function with argument (v/2) defined by v Z 1 v e t t…2† 1 dt …9:5b† ˆ G 2 0 The first two moments of w2n distribution, obtained from the (9.5a), are   E w2v ˆ v …9:5c†   Var w2v ˆ 2v Plots of fw2n (x) against x for v ˆ 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are shown in Figure 9.1. As observed in Figure 9.1, at v ˆ 2 the function fw2n (x) is exponential, and afterwards (v  3) the function fw2n (x) settles down to a unimodal form. For values of 0  v  1, as shown in Figure 9.2, the function fw2n (x) has an infinite ordinate as x tends to zero but tends to zero as x tends to infinity. Usually, the observation's normal distribution is written as N(m, s2 ). In the case of w2n , it can be written as N(m/s, 12 ). For unknown variance s2
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Figure 9.1 Chi-squared probability density function
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Figure 9.2 Chi-squared probability density function for v  1



chi-squared probability density function for null variance s20 , degrees of freedom v, the probability limits may be expressed in the form      x vs2 x P xv < 2  xv 1 ˆ1 x …9:6† 2 2 s0 and may be obtained from statistical tables. Rearranging (9.6), it follows that the random variable satisfies 8 9 < v s2 v =  < 2  ˆ1 x P …9:7† :x 1 x s0 x x ; v



2



v 2



The Student's `tv ' distribution may be constructed on intervals tv (x/2) and tv (1 x/2) in which tv is allowed to lie on a proportion (1 x) of occasions. Since the Student's probability density function is symmetric tv (x/2) ˆ tv (1 x/2), the probability limits may be expressed as      x x P tv 1 < Tv  tv 1 ˆ1 x …9:8† 2 2 So, this expression can be interpreted as tv would be expected to lie within the interval tv (1 x/2) on 100(1 x) per cent of occasions. (e) Using (b) and (d), the sample space O can then be divided into a critical region Oc and an acceptable region (O Oc ), which consists of all points in the space outside the critical region. The critical region is chosen such that the probability Pfx1 , x2 , . . . , xn lies in Oc j H0 is trueg ˆ x, where x is a small value. The probability x is called the significance level of the test. (f) The significance test then consists of rejecting the null hypothesis if the observed sample x1 , x2 , . . . , xn falls in Oc and not rejecting if it falls in (O Oc ). Given that there is a small probability that the sample point
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falls in Oc when H0 is true, any cases when this happens are taken as evidence against the null hypothesis. Since Pftv > tv (1 x)g ˆ x, following (9.2), the critical region is defined by p��� n…m m0 † > t n 1 … 1 x† …9:9† tv ˆ s Alternatively m ˆ m0 ‡



stn 1 …1 p��� n



x†



…9:10†



If the observed value m does not lie in the critical region, the null hypothesis is not rejected at the x significance level. This approach is called a one-sided significance test. Another situation might arise where m > m0 and m < m0 are of equal importance. For example, if the mean of a sample has to conform to the specified mean m0 . In such a case, it would be reasonable to define the critical region as     x x t > tn 1 1 ; t < tn 1 1 …9:11† 2 2 In this situation, following (9.8) to write the probability limits, the mean test may be expressed as     stn 1 1 x2 stn 1 1 x2 p��� p��� m > m0 ‡ ; m < m0 …9:12† n n If the observed value m does not lie in the critical region limits, the null hypothesis would not be rejected at the x significance level. This approach is called a two-sided significance test as opposed to the one-sided test given by (9.10).



9.2 Error probabilities and decision criteria Suppose a binary source produces possible signals xi fx0 , x1 g with respective probabilities pi fp0 ˆ P(x0 ), p1 ˆ P(x1 )g. The received signals yi (ˆ xi ‡ noise) reached the observer in a deteriorated form because of the signals' contamination by various random distances. Knowing the binary nature of the source, the observer can set two hypotheses about the signal identity on the basis of the observer's continuous, or discrete, observation of the received signals yi . For this, the observer must apply a decision criterion. The hypothesis testing, in this case, is the problem of deciding which hypothesis is correct based on a single measurement, y, from the observation space, O fO 2 yi g. That is, a decision of ascertaining whether `a target is' or `a target is not' present in O. Denoting the two outcomes by d0 and d1 respectively as `a target is not' and `a target is' in the desired observation space O. This becomes a binary detection problem.
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However, if the radar returns from the surveillance area or observation space contain a set of M hypotheses Hi , where i ˆ 0, 1, 2, . . . , M 1, then the sequence would have M-ary detection problem. The next step is to partition the observation space into two decision regions Y0 and Y1 . When y lies in Y0 , d0 is taken as the correct hypothesis and whenever y lies in Y1 , d1 is taken as the correct hypothesis. The question is: how then does one choose from these regions to minimize probability of error? To begin with a suitable criterion for the observation space to test which of the hypotheses is true is written as P…di j y† i ˆ 0; 1



…9:13†



which means that the probability that di is the true hypothesis given a particular value of y. With this formulation, it is possible to decide whether the true hypothesis is the one corresponding to the larger of the two possibilities. The error probabilities can be defined as either of the first kind a (also called Type I) or second kind b (also called Type II). A Type I error may be expressed as a ˆ p… d ˆ d1 j y ˆ y0 † ˆ p…d1 j x0 †



…9:14†



which is the probability of deciding on event x1 when x0 actually happened (and hence measurement y0 was generated). This type of error is similar to the probability of false alarm, Pfa . A Type II error may similarly be written as b ˆ p… d ˆ d0 j y ˆ y1 † ˆ p…d0 j x1 †



…9:15†



which is the probability of deciding on event x0 when x1 actually happened (and hence measurement y1 was generated). This type of error is similar to the probability of miss detection, denoted by PD , which is the same as (1 PD ), where PD is the probability of detection. At this junction, decisions are made on the basis of: If y exists in region Y0 ( y 2 Y0 ), d0 is decided; If y exists in region Y1 ( y 2 Y1 ), d1 is decided. The error probabilities can be defined using the conditional probability density functions p( y j x0 ) and p( y j x1 ). Thus, the probability of making an incorrect decision can be defined for each type of error: Z a ˆ p…d1 j x0 † ˆ p…y j x0 †dy …9:16† Z b ˆ p…d0 j x1 † ˆ



y1



y0



p…y j x1 †dy



…9:17†
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x0



x1



d0



Correct decision 1 a Error Type I a



Error Type II b Correct decision 1 b



d1



Similarly, the probability of making the correct decisions is: Z p… d0 j x 0 † ˆ p…y j x0 †dy ˆ 1 Pfa Z p… d1 j x 1 † ˆ



y0



y1



p…y j x1 †dy ˆ PD



It is obvious that (9.18) equates to (1 a) while (9.19) equates to (1 follows therefore from (9.16) and (9.18) that p…d0 j x0 † ‡ p…d1 j x0 † ˆ 1



…9:18† …9:19† b). It …9:20†



And also from (9.17) and (9.19) p…d1 j x1 † ‡ p…d0 j x1 † ˆ 1



…9:21†



From (9.20) and (9.21) a decision and error probabilities table can be developed as in Table 9.1. The functional relationships formalized in (9.16) through to (9.21) are used in the next sections.



9.3 Maximum likelihood rule The maximum likelihood rule (MLR) is a decision based on most likely causal. It requires that the conditional probability density function of the observation is given and that every possible event is known. This statement can be formalized as P( y j xi ), where y is the observation and xi represents possible events. The decision rule is formed by choosing:  d0 p…y j x0 † > p…y j x1 † d…y† ˆ …9:22† if p…y j x1 † > p…y j x0 † d1 Alternatively a likelihood ratio test can be used: L…y† ˆ



p…y j x1 † p…y j x0 †



…9:23†
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The decision can be written concisely as L…y†



d1 > 
 
 < 0 d0



Equation (9.28) is a quadratic equation having solutions: r����������������������������������������������� d1  m  2 > y< …m2 ‡ s2 loge s†  2 2 s s 1 1 d



…9:28†



…9:29†



0



From (9.29), the following decisions are made 8  q����������������������������������������� m 2 ‡ s22 1 …m2 ‡ s2 loge s† s2 1



d1 d0



decided decided



…9:30†
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If m ˆ 0, and s2 > 1, j yj



� d1 r�������������������� 2s2 log s > 
 
 
 
 
 0.



The probability for the two states identified is thus expressed by 8 n Q > > fc …yj † i ˆ 0 < jˆ1 Pr…y j Yi ; m; n; z† ˆ n Q > > fc …yj † i > 0 : L yj



…12:91†



jˆ1



12.3.4 Probability of event conditioned on detection If the probability of the current data y occurring under the hypothesis Yi is assumed to be independent of the previous data, z, then the probability of the event conditioned on the number of detections may be written as Pr…Yi j m; n; z† ˆ Pr…Yi j m; n†



…12:92†



1 Another state has been described by Colegrove et al. (1986) and Richards (1992) as the event hypothesis when the target is not observable and not detectable, i.e. for Yi when i ˆ 1. Even with this additional state, equation (12.89) still holds.
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It is possible that for m out of n true target detections in the validation region, there may be mf out of nf false detections. If so, from the possible values of mf out of nf , the probability of the event conditioned on the number of detections may be expressed by



  Pr…Yi j m; n† ˆ Pr Yi j mf ˆ m; nf ˆ n m; m; n Pr mf ˆ m; nf ˆ n m j m; n   ‡ Pr Yi j mf ˆ m 1; nf ˆ n m; m; n Pr mf ˆ m 1; nf ˆ n m j m; n   ‡ Pr Yi j mf ˆ m; nf ˆ n m 1; m; n Pr mf ˆ m; nf ˆ n m 1 j m; n …12:93†



where (a) Pr(Yi j mf ˆ m, nf ˆ n m, m, n) ˆ the probability that the target is not detected whether it is observable or not (b) Pr(Yi j mf ˆ m 1, nf ˆ n m, m, n) ˆ the probability that the target is selected from the validation region (c) Pr(Yi j mf ˆ m, nf ˆ n m 1, m, n) ˆ the probability that the target is not selected. The task now is to consider each of the probability terms comprising (12.93) to evaluate (12.92). This would require an application of the probability rules discussed in Chapter 8, equation (8.2) through to (8.18). It is appropriate at this stage to introduce some notations and definitions that will assist in expressing each of the probability terms in terms of tracker settings, namely, . Po ˆ the probability that the target can be observed; . Pd ˆ the probability that the target can be detected; . Pg ˆ gate probability: the probability that the target is lying within a



validation gate.



If an arbitrary divide can be made of the target portion from the clutter portion in the validation gate or region, a model could be made of the target and clutter (false points) distributions with known statistical distribution models. Some samples of known distribution models have already been discussed in Chapter 8, section 8.6. It is useful to assume that the number of detections in the selected target region and clutter region to be independent. In practical situations, the number of false measurements nf , or detection points n, is large calling into use the Poisson parametric model. As demonstrated in Chapter 8, section 8.6, a Poisson density with parameter l can be expressed independently for the clutter and target distributions, such as Target : Clutter :



lm t e m! n l mc …n† ˆ c e n!



mt …m† ˆ



lt



…12:94†



lc



…12:95†
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where lc and lt correspond to the spatial density of false and target measurements (i.e. the average number per unit volume). A non-parametric model could also be used as a `diffuse' prior. In which case 1 m ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; M 1 M 1 mc …n† ˆ n ˆ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N 1 N



mt …m† ˆ



…12:96a† …12:96b†



The probability terms identified in (12.93) can therefore be defined as follows. (a) The probability that the target is not detected whether it is observable, or not:  P …1 P † o d  iˆ0 Pr Yi j mf ˆ m; nf ˆ n m; m; n ˆ 1 Po Pd …12:97† otherwise 0 (b) The probability that the target is selected from the validation region: 1  0 
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